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ICAL STUDIES
Ulveu to

STRICTLY PURE

J.

private pupils by tbe

subscriber

Speeches

Students are solicited for the nest half
year of the Portland Latin School,which
opens Monday, Feb, 11,
JOSHUA E. CRANE,
Head Master.

FOR FAMILY USE

In 8, 6,10 ft pails and 10 lb tubs; also Purel.ard
by the Tierce, Barrel, Half Barrels and Tubs: Is
for sale by every Hrst-Class tlrocer and Provision
Dealer; all lard rendered by us Is free from all
Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and other adulterations so commonly used, and Is
Warranted sttrietly Pure.
None genuine without our name stamped upon
the package.

Portlanders

A-

Boarding and Day School
FOR GIRLS,

lilt Mem Agent,

17th, 1889.

in Portland, September

ap2i)_PORTLAND. ME._sntt
CARPET BEATING NOTICE.

The usual English branches will be taught.
Particular attention paid to Elocution, Rhetoric,
History and English litera*uro. Instruction in
Latin, French and German by competent teachers.
Classes will be formed for the study of the
History of Art. The principals will be assisted
by Miss L. B. Holbrook.

Patented, Steam Turret Heating Machine at Forest City Dye House,
13 PRKHLK IT.,
opposite Preble House. Carpets cleaned at all
the
of
seasons
year and In all kinds of weather.
Orders for carpet cleaning should bo left the day
In the morning to ensure return
or
early
beforr,
of carpets the same day order is taken.
eodsutf
aprH

POWDER
This powder never varies. A marvel ot purity
reugtn and wbolesomeuess. More economical
ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
>mpetitton witb the multitude ot low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
•is. Royal raking Powder Co.. 106 wall
<
N. Y.wad&wtf
-.1

SECOND-HAND

SPECIALLY

BETTER THAN EVER.

Good Bargains.

01R GENT’S $3.00 SHOES.

Must be Sold at Once

Signal

southwesterly winds, warmer.
■Cautionary signals are displayed on the
Atlantic coast from Delaware Break water to
Portland.
Portland, Me., May 23,1889.
18 A M | 8 P M~
Barometer. 29.826 29.808
69.
Thermometer;. 66.
Dew Point. 44.
64.
83.
Humidity...164.
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Mean daily ther....57.5 I Max. vel. wind. 12
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(May 23, 1889, 8.00 P. M).
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Bancroft.

&

at Orono.

Bangor, May 23.—The Orono Pulp and
Paper Company was organized here today,
witli a capital of $350,003, limited at present
to $150,000, of which $100,000 to $125,030 is
already subscribed. The company will erect
a mill at Basin Mills, Orono, the present
season, and put in machinery for a 12-ton
mill next winter ready to commence work in
the spring. The officers elected are:

_d3t

President— B. B. Thatcher.
Secretary and Treasurer—B. B. Thatcher.
Directors—L. J. Morse, J. Fred Webster.

At Cost.

CHINA and JAPANESE

§'3

60
50
4s
56

Halifax. 29.84
Montreal.... 29.98
Yarmouth... 29.70

BABY CARRIAGES

Choice Line of

go

A New PuId Mill

may 22

Just Received

gi§

35

Cheyenne.
North Platte 29.92
-0 NE 12 Cloudy
72

FULL LINE OF ALL BETTER GRADES,

MATTINGS Eastman Bros.

70
70
82
78
80
00
80
62
68
60
40
6G
64
58
60
64
52
68

Cincinnati,0.29.98

$1.00 A DOZEN.

Telephone Number 852.
may 21
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04
00

Pittsburg....

due

•tenvy Napkins,

....

Wilmington..

30.12
Jacksonville 30.16
Galveston... 30 10
Moutgomerj 30.10
New Orleans 30.14
Shreveport.. 80.02
Knoxville.... 30.12
Memphis.... 30.02

only

dozen

52
50
66
60
02

29.92

New York... 29.92

75 GENTS A DOZEN.
Also a line ot fciine summer Carriage
rtellable
Robes, line Whips and Mats,
goods at lowest prices. Repairing done
fu best manner.

£

+3

52
58
60
50

Boston, Mass;29.84
Block Island 129.84
Nantucket..

We offer today some extra bargains in All Pure Linen Table
Napkins, viz:
lOO dozen fine Linen,
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LINEN NAPKINS.
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Observation.

ZENAS THOMPSON & BR0„ E. B. & B.

a

)
Office, War Dep’t,
>
Washington, D. C.,
May 23. 1889, 8 p.m.)

Indications for the next 24 hours for
New Englandlaro fair weather, followed by
showers during the afternoon or evening,

J. P. WELCH,

and

WEATHER.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Fine calf, dougola lop, Goodyear welt; with no
tacks or thread 10 hurt the toot; for
style and comfort it excells
any shoe In the
ina ket.

MSIIFMTUIIIIS

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
at 97 Exchange street, Portland, Me
Address au communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
THE

Not a Financial Success.

RACQUETS

Livermore Falls, May 23.—The Livermore Falls News, published by R. A. Merrow, was discontinued with today’s issue,

at Reduced Prices. Cali and examine our new stock just received
at about one-half the regular

not

proving

a

financial success.

prices.

W. T. Kilboru & Co.,

CENERAL NEWS.

Hammocks and Stretchers

John W. Jordan, grocer, Lisbon Falls, Me.
is settling in insolvency.
It is announced that a syndicate of British
investors had purchased all the breweries in
St. Paul for $4,000,000.
Democrats won in Lynchburg, Va., yesterday ; and Republicans won in Manchester,

OF ALL MAKES.

2i Free Street.

and AWNINGS

HAMMOCK CHAINS

inay*-*I

Nicest thirg for the lawn in the market.

Va.

I
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w. L. DOUGLAS
CENTLEMEN.
S3 SHOE
FOR LADIES.
S3 SHOE

Ins
Heat ill the worm.
tss.oo oknuink
w< <u> HAND-SKW Ki> VVKIil SHOE.

£«inine
iiA?K;5.¥iy|£^?OB‘

||:8I1 SSVka VALirfi oalk5hob!OE-

II

shoes.
ITrajidulent .vlifn mv imme ami price are not tit;iiupc4
AUaw.
Brockton.
iibittom. W.L. DOUGLAS.
“Examine W. L. Douglas’s $2 shoes for gen tie
men and ladles."
FOJt SALE BY

CHARLES

DAY,

Dartmouth contestants generally prevailed
at the New England Intercollegiate Association meet at Worcester yesterday.
At Fleetwood Park, N. Y., yesterday,
Frank S. won in 2.23 class in 2 24J, and Bessie II. in 2.35 class in 2,21J.
At Portsmouth, N. H., yesterday, the inquest on the death of W. I5. Coleman was resumed. Several witnesses testified to seeing
the man previous to the murder.
Submarine Diver Scott of New London,
Ct., yesterday examined the wrecked
schooner Nelson Harvey, but found no
traces of the crew.
Mr. Stephen Preston, the Haytien minister
to this country, characterizes the report of
the alleged treaty between the Legitime government and France as a fabrication from
beginning to end.
Small pox is raging at Nauticoke, Pa. The
sanitary regulations are poor, and a deadlock in the council over the election of a secretary prevents the enactment of new and
highly necessary ordinances.
The repose of ox-I’resident James D. Fish
of the Marine Bank, who was recently liberated from Auburn prison, is greatly disturbed by a revival of the numerous suits
which were lying dormant during his convict

544- Congress Street. *llw
may *2_
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lead,

.LINSEED oil
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PAINT,

Stains, Varnishes,
Brushes, Calsom Finish,
Bronze Powders, &c.
*

H. H. HAY &
MIDD1UE
ape

SON,*
ST.
jstor4tlip2m

L. M. DOUCLASS.
]anll>4TN Ongrc. Wt.eodly

days.

HAItlBlIRO

The Ripley marble mills at Centre Rutland, Vt., were totally destroyed by fire last
night. The loss is $75,000: partially Insured.

FIGS!
iiAiiiilitlilFl.iH (Medicated) arc a cry
gtaUlzvd fruit Cnthnriic.
HAflKliKli mum area discovery of the
greatest interest to the medical profession.
lltnat aii H<is are a boon to every
household.
■■ A.UHt’Kfi Filin ar a most delicious laxative, or purgative, prepared from fruit and vegetables.
HAHIHITRli Filin are so perlectly harmless that tbev may be administered with entire
safety Ui an Infant.
II A Hi K II HI. Filin are so efficacious to
adults that a single dose will prove tlietr value.
OAHIHIlKli Filin are so elegantly prepared that they need only to lie presented to the
public to become a necessity in every household
throughout the land.
HAHIMl’Kli Filin, 25 cents a box. Dose,
■

palpitation

of the

hkaetT

Persons who suffer from occasional palpitation
of tile heart are often unaware that they are the
victims of heart disease, and are liable to die without warning. They should banish this alarming
and

cure

it is one oi tne
u.-igm oi nre unknown,
oldest marble Industries in Vermont and 50
men are thrown out of employment.

For sale by W. L. W11,HON & CO., and GE< *
C. SHAW & CO.may7nrmlstplm

Gowdhryls’

TACKLE
FISHING
Ammunition

mark_eodlstply

YOU CAN SELECT FROM TWENTY-FOUR GRADES
—OF*—

—TEA

—

Marriner & ComDany’s.

UBIN’S
Extracts !
The finest Perfumes In the world.

Scklotterbeck

At

iV Foss.

■

1

and

GUNS.

the disease by using Dk.

..int’h KKMEiivMack Drug Co., N. Y.
Kmptom.
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BAILEY, 263 Middle SI
may22
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NEW TAMARINDS J
10 Cts. per lb.
MARRINER &
COMPANY
~03

Federal

t

Street.

A political scheme has been started in A1
bama with a view to a fusion of the Farr
ers’ Alliance, Knights of Labor, aud all ot ]_
er secret labor organizations, which will r
suit in giving to the labor party a majority ,f
both branches of the legislature. The refu
al of the last legislature to pass certain lav s
in the interest of workingmen prompted tl l0

,1
»

proposed coalition.

The Fall River Daily Globe, commenting
the plan of the Bourne mill directors for
profit sharing with their employes, says that
according to the basis of the figuring of the
directors the 500 operatives will have less
than $0 each.
President Harrison has remitted the fine
of 8750 against Sim Coy, the Democratic
politician of Indianapolis, serving a sen-

on

tence for election frauds.
His term expires
in a few days. The petition for a remission
of the fine was signed by a number of prominent Republicans.
A telegram from London stated in effect
that a movement is on foot among English
capitalists to secure control of some of the
largest flouring Interests in the United
States, among them being the Pillsbury
property in Minneapolis. The milling property in Minneapolis is roughly estimated at
from five to eight millions.
The Russian church in San Francisco was

burned Wednesday morning. Bishop Tladimer, the priests and scholars barely escaped
with their lives.
It is asserted that the edifice was burned in the hope of destroying
certain books and records intended for use
against the Slavonic criminals who occupy
high and exalted positions.
There is no provision of law under which
national banks can be eatablished in Oklahoma at present* as a requirement of the law is
that three-fourths of the directors of a new
national bank shall have resided in the State
Territory, or district in which the association is to be located, for at least one year

preceding their election

as

directors.

The house of Rev. V. C. Clark,

five

miles

from Virginia Beach, Va., was burned yesterday and Clarke, his two daughters, a sop
and

a

niece

were

roasted to death.

Mrs

two children and a governess eseaped. Mr. Clarke was pastor of the Lon
don Bridge Baptist church in Princess Ann:
County, and a preacher of great ability.

Clarke,

Like

Kings

by

Rhody.

presented arms before the reviewing party,
in their handsome uniforms, their soldierly
bearing won a round of applause from
the
galleries, where the bright colors
of military uniforms mingled with the eveThe customary
ning toilets of the ladies.
evolutions then followed, the music being
consolidated
bands. The
furnished by the
feature of the evening which won the greatest applause was the silent drill of the Montgomery's company movements, comprising
many difficult maneuvers, Capt. Hartnett
giving the commands by means of a triangle.
They were concluded by the silent manuel
Applause was conand bayonet exercise.
stant during the evolutions.
Dancing then began and will continue until the sun sheds his first rays on the beautiHospitalities have
ful Rhode Island city.
been extended to the Portlanders on all
sides, their Providence friends uniting in
their efforts to make the trip one which shall
be long remembered and serve to strengthen
the friendship between the two companies.
Tomorrow comes the sail down the bay and
the dinner of clams served in the style that

has made the shores of Newport Bay famous.
Then the return trip will be comm cnccd
The honoraries and invited guests are distinguished by badges of green ribbon with
The badges
gold fringe and trimmings.
read:

ricane deck, which

they continued

Honorary Members

pleasant eveA gathering

a

on

o’clock, however, the majority of the party
had retired, and although the Tremont rolled
considerably in the long swell, the trip was
as pleasant as could be desired, the night being clear and not too cold.
The above comment on tho pleasant passage does not take into consideration those
of the crowd who retired early, not to save
strength for the fatigues of the morrow, but
to escape the horrors of sea-sickness.
With the blast of the whistle which announced tlie steamer’s arrival in Bosson harbor, many of the company and honoraries
turned out to await the arrival of the Montgomery Veteran Association, who received
the party and did the honors of the Hub.
ui

a

uuc

net ui

fellows, who did their Dart of making the
expedition a success in excellent shape.
They arrived at the wharf under command
of Col. Thos. F. Dougherty, and escorted
the Montgomerys to the United States Hotel,

where breakfast was served.
The Montgomery Light Guard Veteran
Association is one of the crack military organizations of Boston, and its members are
old friends of the Portland Montgomery
Guards, having been their companions on
The Veteran Assomany a pleasant trip.
ciation is composed principally of former
members of the old
Montgomery Light
Guards, all its members being veterans of
The membership
some military company.
is not confined to Boston alone, but includes
the surrounding towns and cities, Lowell
and Fall River, together with places nearer
Boston being represented in the ranks.
After breakfast at the United States the
commands and the members of the party
marched to the Providence depot, where a
train was in waiting to take them over the
last stage of the trip.
The train rolled out
of the station amidst the cheering of the
and
the presence of a
Montgomery Veterans
Col. Dougherty
large crowd of spectators.
and staff accompanied the Montgomerys to
Providence.
The run to this city was a

pleasant
It was rainiug when the train reached
Providence but a large crowd stood around
the station, where the Meagliers were drawn
up awaiting the arrival of the guests. A
one.

train drew into the
depot. Notwithstanding the weather the
commands made a short street parade, ending at the palatial Narragansett Hotel,where
the company is quartered.
This afternoon
the bauquet occurred at the Emmett Guards’
was
and
of
the
one
pleasantest
armory
features of
the day.
Capt. llacketl or
Hon.
Charles E.
and
the Meaghers presided
Gorman, ex-Speaker of the House of RepreThe speech
sentatives, was toastmaster.
making was animated, the speakers alluding
our Irish
to
of
the
patriotism
particularly
American citizens and the cordial relations
between the Portland and Providence companies. The toasts were as follows:
Our Gu'sts—Dennis F. McCarthy.
The State0/ Maine—Gen. Harris M. Plaisted.
The State of Rhode Island—His
Excellency
C. Taft.
ltoyal
The Montgomery Light Veteran Association of
Boston, Mass.—Col. T. F. Doherty, Commanding.
The United States —Hon. H. J. Spooner.
The City. of Providence—Alderman Fergus J.
McOsker.
The Oituof Portland—Mayor H. 8. Melcher.
The Rhode Island Militia—Brig. Gen. E. H.
Rhodes.
Meagher Guards Honorary Corps—Hon. John
M. Brennan.
The United States—Col. Frank Wheaton, U. 8.
salute

was

fired

as

the

A.

The Press-Mr. Martin C. Day of the Providence Journal.
In addition to the above short speeches
were made by Senator Aldrich, Hon. D. J.
McGillicuddy and Col. Lynch.
Mayor Melcher’s remarks is response to
the toast “The City of Portland were as
follows:
“Portland and the Montgomery Guards;
the fair and the brave. It is a pleasure to
The beautiful
respond to this sentiment.
town that is seated by the sea!
I can seem to see the shadowy lines of its
trees and catch in sudden gleams the sheen
ft# (la #0r ouernun/linn

aaoa

nn/1

IPlian

ITAli

visit the dear old town you will find her native air is pure and sweet, and the trees that
overshadow each well known street—as they
balance up and down are singing a beautiful
song of welcome to you all.
She sits like a queen by the sea, unequaled
in beauty, unsurpassed in advantages, and
let her sons wander where they will, the
wide land through, their hearts still turn
fondly to her as the place they would choose
of all others to call home.
“But her beauty is not all her boast. Favorable in situation for business, the enterprise of her people has extended her interests, far reaching and profitable by land and
by sea. She is rich also In the names and
memories of those she classes as her own.
For business enterprise she points to John B.
Brown; for statesmen she honors the memory of William Pitt Fessenden; she sends
Tom lteed to Congress and Thomas to a foreign court; for jurists she points to Clifford
and Bradbury; for a poet to Longfellow; for
a journalist to Richardson; for the
navy to
Commodore Preble; for the army to Gen.
of
them
names
that
stand
Shepley; many
out clear and famous in history.
“You remember the sea fight far away as
it thundered on the tide, and the dead captains as they lie in their graves o’er looking
the tranquil bay, where they, in battle died.
Such martial spirit as that has fal len as an
inheritauce upon her sons. In time of war
they were first to respond to the call of the
country, and of the 5,000 she sent as her part
of the State’s quota, over 500 sealed their de
votion to tile honor of the flag in the sacrifice
of their lives. In times of peace she furnishes the champion company of the militia
of the State aud I pledge you here the Mont
gouiery Guards of Portland, the crack company of the first regiment of Maine.”
Governor I’laisted. in his response, referred to the promptitude of Rhode Island in
to the call for volunteers in ’61,
responding
and told some interesting reminiscences of
the war.
Mr. McGiilicuddy’s witty speech was well

received.

vuiGiiti
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the debt of gratitude the militia of today
should feel for the soldiers of the rebellion.
Before the banquet was over the rain had
ceased and the sun occasionally showed

through the clouds.
The parade

day,

was one of the
was witnessed

great events of

and
by thousands of
people, who thronged the sidewalks and
streets and tilled every available window.
The following were In line:
American Band.
First Light Infantry Kegtment—two companies.
Co. G, 1st Regiment R. I. M.
Co. H, 1st Regiment R. I. M.
Co. F, 2d Regiment.
Co. G, 2d Regiment.
Co. 11, 2d Regiment.
1st Separate Company R. I. M.
2d Separate Company R. 1. M.
Co. B, Battalion Cavalry.
Meagher Guards.
First Regiment Band of Portland—F. L. Collins,
leader.
Montgomery Guards.
Meagher uards Honorary Corps.
Montgomery Guards Honorary Corps.
Col. Moran and stall of the 2d Regiment.
Field and staff officers of the Montgomery Veteran Association of Boston.
The parade elicited much favorable comment, and the Montgomery Guards came in
After goiDg
for the most liberal applause.
over a long line of march the companies
and
th9
Portland
men redismissed,
were
turned to the Narragansett House to supper.
Collins’s band rendered several selections in
the lobby, after which the line of march was
taken to Infantry Hall, where the entertainFor the first
ment and ball was to occur.
hour Collins’s band and lteeves’s band gave
Two
concert.
consolidated
a delightful
pieces were given, one under the direction of
F. L. Collins and the other under Mr.Keeves,
applauded.
both of which were loudly
Immediately after the concert a battalion
companies
of
the Secselected
of
consisting
ond Regiment of Rhode Island Militia and
under
Guards,
command
of
the Montgomery
Colonel Moran of the Second Regiment.
Paraded and were reviewed by General
aud staff.
As the companies wheeled into line and

the

Guards

Excursion, Providence, K. I.,

:

May 22,

23 &

:
:

24,

1889.

:

of the

xne assufiiumii is cinu^uecu

Portland

:

Montgomery

:

in the

the handsome steamer.
members with musical proclivities
enlivened the scene on deck, and there was a
By 10
merry party talking in the saloon.

ning

....*

..

Uncle Sam’s veterans from Fort Preble
bound to the South and new scenes of duty.
One of the big guns ;on the fort boomed a
parting salute as the steamer passed, and
the bugler of the regulars sounded a call in
At the same time the First Regiresponse.
ment band were giving a concert on the hur-

saloon.
The Montgomerys spent
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“All the

Pure.

Absolutely

Further announcement to be made. Address
17 Gray street, Portland, Me.
inayldtf

J. P. WELCH.

Treated

[Special to the Fress.l
Providence, R. L, May 23.—The steamer
Tremont was gay with uniforms when she
sailed down Portland harbor last night and
turned her prow in the direction of Boston.
On board were the Montgomery Guards
starting on the long talked-of visit to their
friends, the Meaghers of Providence. Mingling with the handsome uniforms of the
Maine troops and their military guests were
the plain blue suits of the detachment of
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Others at the Banquet.
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THE MONTGOMERYS AT PROVIDENCE.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGL1SHAND CLASS

JohnP.Stinire&Co’s

JOHN H. VOSG,

PORTLAND, MAINE, FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 24,

27.
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Attached to each badge is a minature pine
The weather has been delightful all

cone.

day._
LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

Solon Chase Says Rum Is too PlentyHeaviest Woman on the

-gin—A

Androscog*

New Pulp Mill.

.L.EYVISTUM,

n.— me

may

Solon Chase of Turner,

was

reaouoiaoie

in the city today

looking

as hale and hearty as a decade of
years ago, when he used to dispense greenback gospel through the medium of "them
steers.” Solon is out of politics now, of

course, and confines himself strictly to managing his farm. He has been putting in
some hard work and this is his first visit to
town this spring.
A reporter asked Mr. Chase what he
thought of the manner In which the prohibitory law was enforced in Lewiston. "Equal
rights and equal rum for me” was the reply
of the old stager as he brought down his fist
with a tremendous thud. “The trouble is
don’t want the law enforced In Lewpeople
iston. The officers know if they enforce the
law in that city they will lose their heads.
In Auburn its the other way, if they don’t
enforce it they lose their heads. The result
is you can buy all the rum in Lewiston you
wish and you can’t in Auburn.” ‘‘You are a
prohibitionist yourself are you not, Mr.
Chase V” “Yes, and a Republican.
I believe in the prohibitory law and think it can
be enforced. They do in Turner and they
do in lAuburn.
There is another trouble
in Lewiston, too. Two manv of the prohibitionists there drink rum. There’s got to
be a mighty over turning of the city, before

prohibition prohibits.”

Mrs. Patrick Lahey, aged about G3 years,
died last night at her home on West Bates
street, Lewiston. Mrs. Lahey was without
doubt the heaviest woman in the two cities.
Her exact weight was not known, but is believed to be not far from 350 pounds. She
was moreover very tall and strongly made.
Her husband, who is a laborer, is a medium
sized man, but her children inherit her
mother’s disposition to weighty development
being all very large and heavy. Mrs Lahey
has been a resident of Lewiston for thirty
years and more. The funeral takes place tomorrow.
Mr. Thomas Yaugban, the undertaker, says that in preparing the body for
burial he bad the hardest job that he ever
undertook. She had lived in the same house
all her life, and had never re,ie in the steam
cars or horse car.
Tomorrow a meeting

of the stockholders
Manufacturing Company of
Lewiston, now manufacturning llannels, and
Boston capitalists, will be held to consider
and probably adopt a plan for changing their
business plant from a woollen factory to a
great mili for the manufacture of a superior
grade of pulp by the sulphide chemical process.
Lewiston has no pulp mill. The
Home Company has a power of 200 horse
owned in its right without water rent to pay.
The change will necessitate the erection of a
big mill with a high tower,the removal of the
present machinery of the Home Manufacturing Company, the raising of the capital

of the Home

stock to a certain sum understood, it is presumed, by the investors. It is said that some
of the leading Maine and Boston capitalists
are interested in the proposed plan.
It is
also said that since by the process, slabs and
other spruce material from the saw mills
could be used, it would be a big thing for the
lumber industries of Lewiston. This change
will necessitate the introduction of at least
8150.000 of new capital and it is understood
that this amount is already assured.
Fashionable

Wedding of

Maine

a

Boston, May 23.—The marriage of Rev.
George A. Tewksbury, formerly pastor of
the Pilgrim Congregational church, son of
Rev. Geo. F. Tewksbury, of Oxford, Me., to
Miss Virginia Lee Phelan, which
was
solemnized Wednesday evening in the Prospect street Congregational church at Cambridgeport in the presence of many friends
who filled the body of tbe church, was one
of the most brilliant society events that has
taken place of late.
The ushers were
Messrs. George Edward Phelan, brother of
the bride, and Wm. G. Henry; Allyne L.
Merrill aud J. I). Robertson on behalf of the
Prospect street church, and Messrs. Harry
M. Tufts and George F. Tarbetl of the class
of ’80 of the Webster Grammar School, of
which the bride is a graduate.
The bridesmaids were Miss Victoria Phelan, sister of tbe bride, and Miss Edith H.
Harvey. Miss Kate Tewksbury, daughter
of the groom, who was to act as one of the
bridesmaids, was detained by sudden illness
at Norwich, CL
The ceremony was most
impressively performed by Rev. David N.
Beach, pastor of the church, assisted by Rev.
George F. Tewksbury of Oxford, Me., father
of the groom. The bride, who is tall and of
very graceful figure, was beautifully attired
in a white brocaded satin, with full court
train, and well caught up with lilies of the
valley, her mother’s favorite flower.
Mr. and Mrs. Tewksbury are to spend a
week with relatives of the groom in Oxford,
Me., after which they return to this city, to
be ’’at home” to their numerous friends on
evening, May 30th, at 189 Pearl
Thursday
street. On June 3d they leave for Seattle,
W. T., where Mr. Tewksbury has a most
tlatterlng call to Plymouth Church, one of
the wealthiest on the Pacific slope, aud
where the outlook ig highly promising, as the
church is said to be about to erect one of the
finest edifices in that part of the country.
The gifts, Wednesday evening, were over
1C3 in number, and very costly and handsome; among them being a grand piano from
the groom, a magnificent silver lamp from
Mr. and Mrs. Applegate, a moonstone pin
from Mr. and Mrs. Tewksbury, oil paintings,
silverware, etc. Thore were nearly 70 invitations issued, embracing prominent persons far and near, in various walks of life.
Among those sending regrets were ex-Gov.
Long, Rev. Alexander McKenzie, Sir Robert
Thorburn, premier of Mewfoundland, Sir F.
B. T. Carter, chief justice, Judge Robert J.
Pmsent, and many others.
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and expenditures have fixed the valuation of
the stock of the railroads operated in the
State for the ensuing year as a basis for reimbursing the towns where stock is held:
Lewiston & Auburn Branch K. R.$ .76
..
B. &M. R. R..
l.«6
Portsmouth, Great Falls & Conway.76
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth..
Orchard Beach..
Maine Central. 1.00
Belfast & Moosehead (common stock).50

(preferred stock).80

& North American..
Portland & Rochester....
Lewiston & Auburn Horse R. R.25
Portland Horse R. R...60
The Btock of the remaining roads, 19 in
number, have no market value.
At the next session, applications for the
pardon of the following will be considered:
A lad of 15, Winwood Proctor of Wayne,
sentenced to the lteform School in 1889, for
the rest of his minority, for the malicious injury of an overcoat. The grounds of pardon
are that the boy plead guilty through a misapprehension, aud that a fair trial would
have resulted in an acquittal. Walter Eaton
of Orrington, sentenced In 1887 to ten years
in State prison lor obstructing the Maine
Central railroad track in Bucksport. The
grounds are extenuating circumstances.
Lorenzo Turner of Richmond, sentenced for
manslaughter. Turner is now insaue, and it
is hoped that, if set at liberty, he might reHon. H.
cover and become a useful citizen.
M. Heath will appear in his behalf.
that
voted
when
The Council
they adjourned it should be to Monday, June 10th,
at 10 o’clock a. in., at which time the Lewisof State
ton petitioners for the
constables will be heard, as well as some
other petitioners in different sections of the

State.
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VALKYRIE DRIFTS IN AHEAD.

: in other ways. He Is now Improving slightly and able to walk out but the physicians
will
<ay that his condition is critical and he
De unable to preach lor some time.
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Wednesday evening, the 22d, a tramp enthe house of Alexander Kingsbury,
who lives at the North End, Bath, and finding no man at home, ordered something to
sat and made hlmsell generally at home.
But before the pedestrian had reigned many
minutes, Mr. Kingsbury’s brother happened
in and promptly turned out the intruder.
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A Crime That May be a Creat Misfortune to the Irish Cause.

Revenue

Chicago, May 23.—The coroner this afternoon empanelled a jury to make an Investigation into the cause of the death of Dr.
Cronin. The jury adjourned until Tuesday,
pending the result of an Investigation by the
police. This Investigation may be productive of startling results, such as will have a
far reaching effect Dr. Cronin was formerly of St. Louis. When he first came to Chicago from St. Louis he became identified
with the local branches of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians, as well as with the Clan-naGael.
The Clan-na-Gael, the Tories of
England have always insisted to be a society
organized on purpose to further the cause of
Ireland by dynamite and the dagger.
Friends of the Clan-na-Gael deny this, and
say that its methods of work In the cause of
Ireland are legitimate.
Not long after be
joined the Hibernians and Clan-na-Gael, Dr.
Cronin became Involved in factional fights in
each but in the society soon rose to distinction. He was an enthusiastic society man,
very popular, and constantly in conventions
and councils. He believed that the chief officer of the Clan-na-Gael wa3 making a
questionable disposition of the funds of the
order, and he antagonized that leader’s
Many other Irishmen
policy
of
the better class believed as Croto
nin
but
did,
preferred
drop

Washinotox, May 23.—The ordnance
bureau of the navy department has completed two ten inch steel breech loading
rifles for the monitor Miantonomah.
.They

Things

In Behring Sea.

Belfast fishermen say they never before
saw so many small salmon as this year.
They are seen In great quantities, but are
not caught. As usual the seals annoy the
fishermen by eating salmon after they get
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however, who was combative, urged that an
inquiry be made, and he was at length expelled, together with others who felt as he
did. With these friends, Dr. Cronin organized a new branch of the clan, which grew
in power so rapidly that the old organization
was compelled to recognize it, and at a convention held in Chicago in 1888 an effort was
put forward to consolidate the two divisions.
It was then learned that Cronin was in possession of evidence strong enough to convict
the chief officer of treason to Ireland’s cause
and also of embezzling the funds of the Clanna-Gael. As his terms of union with the
old society, Dr. Cronin insisted that a joint

committee of three from each branch should
be appointed to Investigate the charges
of
the
executive
against the chief
The
combranch.
parent
joint
the
mittee was appointed, it canvassed
evidence, and, it is stated, arrived at a deas
the
chief
guilty
charged.
cision, finding
At the convention to be held at Philadelphia
this report was to have been submitted, and
was expected to have the effect of utterly
crushing a popular idol, as the accused oftl
cial had many friends.
Pending the report
Cronin was enof the joint committee,
trusted with the documents which substanFor his
tiated his oft-repeated charges.
work in this prosecution it was often stated
that his life had been threatened, he even
declaring as much in a public meeting on
one occasion in the presence of the men accused. However, he often said that If anything should happen to him, there were
safe
in
Hynes’s
papers
Lawyer
his
the
crime of
that
fasten
would
man.
assassination on the guilty
has
Dr.
Cronin
has
Something
happened;
been most foully murdered; and it is believed by many that when the mystery of his
death is unravelled it will be found that a
faction of the Clan-na-Gael is back of it.
When Dr. Cronin took action against the
leader of the order, his enemies were furious.
They had long ago determined to “remove”
him and he knew it. Here is a motive for
the horrible crime which was committed on
Last year his enemies
Saturday, May 4.
sought to detach from his side all whom they
could influence by fear or favor. One man,
when he refused to believe that the Doctor
was not acting for the best interests of the
order, nearly Tost his life.
The sensational charge is made that a wide
and deep political conspiracy has for some
time been in operation in this city, embracing the public departments and a portion of
the press, and taking in the greater part of
the police force. Dr. Cronin, who by his
courage, his talents and his spotless honesty
was tne one man best fitted to fight the conspiracy, and who did fight it, was especially
marked out for destruction.
There are other men who were also sentenced, it is asserted.
Woodruff, a man arrested not long ago for
another offense claims to be able to throw

the crime.
New' York, May 23.—Edward L. Carey,

light

on

a

Irishman of this city said last
night that he had been convinced for some
time that Cronin was foully dealt with. Mr.
Carey said that Dr. Cronin's death would be
a great loss to the Irish cause, as he was one
of the most earnest workers for his native
land in the country.
Col. O’Byrne, another prominent Irishman
said: “The crime could not have been committed by the Clan-na-Gael or any Irish society. There! is no society which admits of
sucii measures’’ he said, “and I can state
positively that Dr. Cronin had no dealings
with the dynamite class of Irish agitators.
I have been talking the Cronin matter over
with many of the Irish patriots of this city
within the last few days. They all scouted
tiie idea that he had been a victim to any
plot involving the Irish cause.’’
“I cannot admit for a moment that the Irish
cause had anything to do with Dr. Cronin’s
disappearance. There must have been some
There is some
personal matter about it.
or personal enmity, you may be sure,
t now becomes the part of every true hearted Irishman to help along the solution of the
mystery of Cronin s death, because it is a
melancholy fact that unless the mystery Is
solved his death will be charged to the Irish
cause to the end of time.
It is one of the
greatest misfortunes that could have befallen our cause.’’

?carrel

Tlatkst.J
Chicago. May 23.—Tonight, thirty hours

after the discovery of Dr. Cronin’s corpse,
the mystery has deepened, not cleared. The
manner of his taking off is the darkest secret
of all. It is almost conclusively shown that
the skull is not cloven or even fractured, and
there Is absolute certainty that he was not

The doctors

strangled.
puzzled.

are

completely
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Eggs.
“What have you today?” Inquired a woman on Washington street of a farmer one
Black

Hens’

he stopped his team to
day recently,
dicker with Ills patrons in that vicinity.
“Oh, potatoes, beets, eggs, etc.,” replied
the iaiser of country produce.
“What kind of eggs? Are they black
hens’ eggs? If they are 1 will take a dozen
or two of them.”
“Well, I don’t know. I’ve all kind of hens
as

and cannot see how any one can tell black
hens’ eggs from white hens’ or any other
kind of eggs. If you can find any black hens’
eggs In my lot you can pick them out and

welcome.”
I Careful examination of his cargo revealed

the fact that he had about two dozen among
the lot as counted by the verdant Solan, as
seen in the apron of his purchaser.
“Well, maam, you can have them, but
you’ll never play that on me again.”
They may have been Dlack hens’ eggs, but
certain it is they were the largest in the
farmer’s wagon, and he realized the fact
that he had been gulled. Hence his remark.
W
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There was a meeting and dinner at the
Revere House, Boston, Wednesday evening
of the committee on permanent organization
of the new organization of California pioneers.
By unanimous consent the following
name was’ adopted for the association: "The
New England Associated California Pioneers.”
A constitution and by-laws was

A committee was appointed
also adopted.
to nominate a list of officers for th e next
The next meeting will take place
year.
June 17th at 3 p. m., when the election of
officers will take place.
William Nash.

Mr. William Nash has opened a gentleman’s clothing and furnishing store at No.
550 Congress street, in the new block, corner
of Oak street, which presents a most attractive appearance. The large plate glass windows are adorned with handsome suits of
clothing and articles of gentlemen’s neck
and underwear, while inside may be found
all the latest and most nobby styles at reasonable prices. It is a very handsome, commodious store, and the proprietor Is a very
courteous and attentive gentleman.
Portland Company Notes.
The Portland Company has two locomotives in the setting-up shop, for the Maine
Central, and one for a road in the Provinces.
The company delivered a big steam hammer to the Eastern Forge Company yesterday.
Five grinders for the Otis Falls Pulp Company are almost ready to ship away.
The unique locomotive Onward will leave
the works as soon as the driving wheels are

completed.

are the largest and most powerfully built
They
guns yet turned out for the navy.
have been fully tested with gratifying results, and compare favorably with the best
products of the renowned European ordA muzzle velocity was atnance works.

tained of 2,000 feet per second. The range
could not be determined owing to the lack of
a sufficiently large proving ground: but it is
estimated at ten miles.
The navy department has completed and
will soon issue advertisements calling for
proposals for the constraction of three new
eruisers, slightly larger than the Yorktown.
of 2,000 tons burden, at the limit of cost fixed
in the appropriation act, 8750,000 for each
vessel.
The United States steamship Bostou will
be ordered to Hayti in a day or two. Secretary Tracy Bays the order is in pursuance of
relieving frequently vessels on West India
station, where exposed to yellow fever. He
added that, if any one connected with tbe
State Department was going on the Boston
If

L. JiJ

Will the Law Hit IMalne too?

Washington, May 23.—Mr. Hepburn, the
solicitor of the treasury, in view of the new
agitation as to alien labor, was asked this
question:
“What about the Importation of aliens into the lumber camps of
Wisconsin and

Michigan?”

“Most undoubtedly," was the reply, “the
law prohibits such importation, and yet
thousands of Canadians, having only an axe
and a small bundle of clothing. Invade the
United States every year and then return
home with three or four hundred dollars of
our money in their possession.”
“Will there be any attempt made to stop
the practice?”
“While I am the law officer of the treasury
I shall interpret the law just as it is intendI am
ed, no matter who may De affected.
considerable of an American myself, and I
believe in keeping a portion of our country
for bona tide settlers or Immigrants, and not
for men who have to be offered inducements
to come to our shores."
“Protecting American wage-earners will
be your aim, then?"
"Certainly it will, and In every case
brought to my attention I will see to it that
the law is carried out.”

Moving

on

Alaskan Waters.

Washington, May 23.—Secretary Windom today signed the sailing orders of the
revenue

steamer Rush, directing her to

sail

Immediately upon receipt of Instructions
Ounalaska, then to cruise diligently
Behring sea for the purpose of “warning

to
in
all

against entering such waters for the
of violating section 1956 Revised
tatutes, arresting all persons, seizing ail
vessels. found
to be
engaged in any
persons

Surpose

violation of laws of the United States therein.” The commanding officer of the Rush is
furnished with copies of the act and the
President’s proclammation regarding the
protection of the seal and salmon fisheries of
Alaska, and is instructed to enforce these

provisions.

The revenue steamer Bear, which has
been designated to assist in the protection of
the Alaskan fisheries, will follow the Kush
in a short time.

Washington, May 23.—The United
States government and the government of
Denmark have changed ratifications of the
treaty providing for the arbitration of the
claim of Carlos Butterfield against the Danish government for losses and injuries sustained through their refusal to allow the Benjamin Franklin and another of Butterfield’s
vessels to enter a part of the Danish West
Indies in the years 1854 aud 1855. One vessel
was fired upon.
Buildings.
Washington, May 23.—The Secretary of
the Treasury has appointed J. W. Knowlton custodian of public buildings at Bridgeport, Conn., and Samuel M. Houry custodian of buildings at Oxford, Mass.
THE

Public

fected.

Chas. Morrison of Ellsworth, has purchased the Hamilton House, Bar Harbor,
and has already opened it for business.
Bowden

of

Ellsworth,

was

seriously poisoned Monday evening, from

eating

canned beef.

At one

time

it

was

thought that be would not recover, but it is
now believed that he is past danger.
The sewing circle at Somesville has raised
$500 and will build a handsome iron fence
around the cemetary at that place. The circle has done much in the past to improve
their fair town, having bought an organ for
the church, a hearse, and built sidewalks in
the town.
The post office at Deer Isle is a sort of family affair. The newly appointed postmaster
is father-in-law to the decapitated Democrat,
and they are partners in business.
The
pust office will remain in its old quarters and
everybody in town is happy.
The examination and graduation exercises
of the Eastern State Normal School, will occur on Wednesday and Thursday, June 5th
and Oth.
Captain Stanley of Islesford, was found
dead in the bottom of his boat one day last
week.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The carpenters have nearly completed the
transformation of the dilapidated Augusta
railroad station into one of the most convenient depots on the line'
A case of voluntary starvation is reported
at North I'ittston in the person of a man
named Watson Goodspeed.
Mr. Goodspeed
is a man about 45 years of age, born and bred
in this town and now living with Mr. William Tobey. Goodspeed has been without
nourishment except water since the 10th of
this month and for the last six days he has
been without even water.
He says he
doesn't want to live any longer and will
never take any food.
The full board of commissioners on the
enlargement of the State house were in session at the governor’s room all dav Thursday, the 23d, and did not adjourn until midright. No definite action was taken as to
the proposals submitted for building the adIn the evening
dition to the State house.
Mr. Carman of Lewistou, presented to the
commissioners his system of heating ?and
ventilating and Mr. J. E. Byrue of Boston,
explained the construction and advantages of

the Otis Brothers & Co.’s elevators.
KNOX

COUNTY.

A. Jamieson has been appointed postmaster at Ked Beach.
The lobster fishermen in Prospect Harbor
and vicinity are Retting more lobsters than
In the little village of Indian
ever before.
Harbor, about two miles from that place,
twenty-live men and boys are engaged in
this business, and last week they loaded four
smacks, which carry upward of thirty thousand in number, for which they received more
than $1,200, and none were less than ten and
one-half inches.
The new club house on Bay Point, Rockland Harbor, in now nearly completed, and
the elegance and perfection of the house and
its fittings are becoming manifest. It is proposed to lay out $1CD,000 on the items of furniture and interior decorations. The house
nas a fine location, overlooking Rockland’s
fine harbor, and commanding a very extensive view of Penobscot Bay.
Robert Hull, of Warren,a master workman
in the shipyards at Thomaston, was severely
if not fatally injured last week by being
thrown from his carriage. His horse became
frightened at a passing freight train and ran
away throwing Mr. Hull out. He lies in a
very critical condition.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Arbor Marson'died in Boothbay yesterday
in
his
90th year.
morning
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The electric railway in Bangor is reported
to be a success.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Rev. T. H. Murphy, the new Methodist
minister at Ouiiford, was to have preached

the first time but on
dinner table, he had a
shock of paralysis, which for the time being
deprived him of his speech and affected him
there last

Sunday for
Friday, while at the
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in command of the bark Egerla, he was
wrecked on the coast of Ireland, near Waterford, where the vessel was a total loss and
Captain Starmany of the crew drowned.
rett was once In trade in tbe town of Malden,
Mass. Five years ago he retired from the
saa, and four years ago bought the dry goods
business of Thomas W. Pitcher in Belfast,
in which he was engaged at the day of his
death.
Captain Starrett married Ellen,
daughter of Rev. Edward F. Cutter of Belfast, who, with a son and daughter, survives
him.

WA8H1NOTON

COUNTY.

Isaac Leighton of Cberryfield, will soon
commence a suit against the West Washinglie
ton Agricultural Society for 96.UOO.
claims to have received an injury at the Fair
and Cattle Show held there in 1887, In consequence of being struck in in the leg by a bullet from a Flobert Hide, which the directors
permitted to be used upon tbe grounds. The
weapon was owned by H. II. Bowles, who
had a target erected a distance from the ex-

building,

hibition

around

which

a

nell.

Lieut. Gov. Tilley of New Brunswick, has
issued a proclamation which has been posted
at Campobello, offering a reward of 9200 for
the apprehension of Wm. J. Best. It would
require the Eastport Sentinel says, a considerably larger sum to induce any one to attempt the apprehension of Mr. Best just at
present.
Mr. N. S. Bridges of Charlotte, is a veteran bear hunter, he Is 86 years old and the

number of bears he has killed lust equals
the number of bis years. His last victim,
tbe 86tfa, was caught on the 7th inst. and
weighed 400 pounds.
Two lobster fishermen, J. II. Duncan and
Eleazer Crowell, of Clark's harbor, saw a
strange marine monster near Cape Sable
beach, which they think resembled the sea

serpent.
YORK COUNTY.

Joseph Lament, aged 28, crushed

under

the

cars

in

Biddeford

night.

bis

foot

Wednesday

Charles H. Milliken and S. S. Mitchell of
Saco, members of the syndicate, have leased
the Ocean House, Old Orchard, for this season.
Mr Milliken wilt have the management of the bouse. E. P. Rodman, also one
of the syndicate, will do the buying and it is
probable that he will interest himself finan
dally with Messrs. Milliken and Mitchell.

SERVICE.

It Is an Experienced Hands and Will
Be Run on Business Principles.

There is probably at the present time, no
office in Maine where so much real work is
done, as in the office of Chief Clerk R. C.
Hale of the Railway Mail Service. There
have been many changes in this corps of the

public service made;

and in nearly every
the clerks removed have been replaced
with thft old c.lorks. who had. had tho voar*

case

of experience that are necesary to the proper
conducting of this wonderful mall business.
Mr. Hale, the chief clerk, has an intense interest in the work, a peculiar adaptability

it,

untiring anxiety to have in the
“every man to do his duty.”
It would be very peculiar if for the first trip
for

and an

of even old clerks, errors should not be
are not so familiar with the

made; as they

arrangement of their cars, as they were
when they left them.
When these experienced clerks have made a few trips,
then the per centage of errors will be reduced to a minimum, as the people of Maine
will realize to their pleasure in the prompt
receipt of their daily papers, and of the
many valuable and Important letters dally
traveling in a mail car. Manv improvements in the facilities have been planned
and executed since the present chief clerk
assumed this office.
Among them are the
following Important ones: Mail from Portland and points east of here for Manchester
aud Concord, N. II., is now forwarded some
three hours by a new and important connection; mall from Portland for Cumberland Centre and Freeport, in the morning,
forwarded some five hours; the morning
mail from Boston for Fryeburg. Bridgton
and stations between Fabyan’s and Portland
is now forwarded from one to three hours,
by being sent from Conway Junction to
North Conway there to connect with the
east hound train for Portland; some twelve
additional pouches have been added to this
train, thus forwarding a large volume of
mail.
It is the
clerks and
every error
new clerks

Imperative duty of all postal
postmasters to mark each and
that is found in mail received;
are particularly Instructed regarding this law before entering upon their
duties. Superintendent W. H. Bigelow purposes to give to the mountain and sea shore
resorts of New England a b-tter service than
ever before enjoyed by them; and in the important changes contemplated our city will

not suffer.
For the first time for nearly four years it
is possible to feel that degree of assurance
regarding tbe mall service, that is felt by au
employer who has as employes only skilled
aud the beet workmen.
THE
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London, May 23.—The cotter Valkyrie
today raced against the Iaex and Yarana.
from Gravesend to the Nose
drifting match. The
Yalkyrie won easily. The Inex abandoned
the race at the Nose. The time of the Valknrie was.3 hours « minutes and 32 seconds,
of the Yarana 5 hours 37 minutes and 92
The

Maine Historical Society.
A meeting will be held in the Library
room of the society, Portland. Friday. 31st
May, at 8 p. m. A paper by Horatio Ulght,
Ksq., on Mogg-IIegan, alias Mugg, the Indian leader in the first Indian war in Maine

was a

Turbulent

Strikers.

Vienna, May 23.—Ten thousand

miners
at Saar have struck.
The Prague tramway lines are at a standstill owing to the strike of drivers.
Kouk, May 23.—The women employed In
the rice fields at Medlcina are on a strike.
Today they pillaged a number of bakers'
shops, and troops were ordered to the scene.
O’Brien on the Stand.

London, May 23.—Wm. O’Brien’s

cross-

examination continued before

the Parnell
Commission ,o-day. Referring to the articles concerning the Queen and Prince of
Wales previously mentioned In his teetimo
ny. Mr. O’Brlei) said they were justified at
the time they were written, but were not
justified In the present state of relations beThe articles
tween England and Ireland.
were not Intended to calm peoples’ objections to British rule as then administered.
He

thought

the British rule oaterui men.anu

The Parnellltea,
It hateful now.
when the visit of the Prince of Wales was
under discussion by the authorities, passed
a resolution ‘.advising the people that the
visit was not Intended for party purchases,
and should not be made an occasion for
trouble. This action of the Parnellites resulting In creating a feeling of calmness in
public opinion. The Prince of Wales was
allowed to pass through Ireland untroubled
until the Tunes’* published articles declaring
that his visit had crushed the power of Parnell. It was then thought necessary to show
Englishmen that this was a mistake, and
that the Prince's visit was being used to
strike down the Irish cause.
he

thought

Two More Sittings

at Berlin.

Berlin, May 23.—The Post says two more
sittings will conclude the Samoan Conference. The negotiations throughout the proceedings have been pleasant all round.
Foreign Notes.
The trial of Gen. Boulanger has been postuntil August.
The Berlin correspondent of the Daily

poned

News says It Is stated there that Wm. W.
Phelps has been appointed United States
Minister to Germany.
The roof of a colliery at Merlhyr LydvIL
Wales, has fallen In killing one miner and
entombing fifty-eight. A rescuing party Is
endeavoring to save the men.
British steamer Curfew ran into and sank
the British steamer Nyanza in the Sues
No lives were
Canal Wednesday night.
lost.
Robert T. Lincoln, American minister,was
presented by Henry White of the American
legation, to Lord Salisbury at the foreign

office yesterday.
Dr. Mackenzie, physian to the late Emperor {Frederick of Germany, is about to
bring suit against the London Times, and
Mr. Stelnlehoff proprietor of the SL James
Gazett, tor publishing a letter written by the
Steinlehoff In which he accused Mackenzie
of conspiracy when treating the Emperor.
BASE BALL.
ONLY ONE GAME DECORATION

DAT—EEL-

LET AND WEBSTER SIGNED.

The secretary of the Maine State League
has notified the Portland and Lewiston
clubs that they are to play in Portland on
the forenoon of Decoration Day, and in Lewiston in the afternoon; also that the same
clubs play In Lewiston on the morning of

July 4th, and at Portland in the afternoon of
that day. By this It will be seen that there
Is to be but one game here Decoration Day,
and that in the forenoon. The game will be
called at 10 o’clock, and gives promise of a
fine exhibition, both clubs being quite strong
and evenly matched.
The Portlands today sent the contracts of
Kelley and Webster to the secretary of the
league, thus securing these much sought for
players for Portland, and it is to be hoped
that the base ball public will appreciate the
efforts of Manager Garrtty in securing such
a fine battery.
Season tickets have been placed on sale at
122 Exchange street. Smith A Cram’s shoe
store, ami are placed at the low tiguro of $3
each. It Is hoped that the business men of
Portland will help the club along by purchas-

ing

season

tickets.

The National

League.

The following games were played In the
National League yesterday:
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Innings .1 2345
Clevelands.2

0

O

O

1

>1789
1

0

1

»-

5

Philadelphia*.1 00001000-2
ErBase hits—Clevelands, 8; Philadelphia*. 5.

rors—Clevelauds. »; Philadelphia*. 13. Batteries
—Sanders and Clements: Beattln and SulclUte.
AT WASHINGTON.

Innings ..1 23456789
Washington*..3 ool 20000-6
Plttsburgs.0 10000000-1
KrBase hits-WasblDgtons, 8; Plttsburgs. A

ryrs— Washington*.
—Person and Mack,

9; Pittsburg*. 15. Batteries
Dunning and Carroll.

AT HEW TOHE.

lulling*.1 23456789 10
Chicago*.4 0 3 0 2 1 o o 7 1—13
New fork*.0 0 1 5 0 3 3 1 4 0-17
Base Hits -Chicago*. 16; New Yorks. 18. ErBatteries—
rors—Chicago*. 18; New York*. 15.
Humbert and Sommers, Hatfield and Ewing.
At Boston- Game postponed on account of rain.
THE LEAGUE STANDING.

The following is the standing In the National

League:
Per CL
Won.

l-ost.

Bostons.14

6
7
10
12
13

Philadelphia*.14
New

Yorks.13

Chicago*.12

Clevelands.12

Played. Won.
20
21
33
24
26
22
24
19

13

Indianapolis. 9
Plttsburgs.- •
Washingtons. 6

15
12

70.0
66.6

56.5
60.0

48.0
40.9

87.5
31.6

The American Association.

The following

played by
yesterday:

was the result of the games
the Amerlcau Association clubs

At Kansas City—Brooklyns.t7; Kansas Cltys, 7.
At HL Louis—Athletics. 9; 8L Louis, 8.
At Louisville—Baltimore*. 9; Loulsviiles, 8.
At Ctucinnali—Cluclunalls, 6; Colu nDus, 4.

Case

The Farmington bond case has been dismissed in the United States Circuit Court,
The Revised Statutes say that every writ bebe
shall
fore entering
the
court
inhabisome
sufficient
endorsed
by
the
where
the
tant
of
State,
plaintiff is not an Inhabitant thereof. If
such endorsement Is not provided the action
shall be dismissed and the defendant recover
his costs, or, again, when an endorsement o f
a writ is called for or security for costs required, and none is (urnlshed, the action
shall be dismissed.
When this action was entered the plaintiffs, upon motion of the defendants, were
ordered to furnish security for costs in the
sum of $250, within ten days, or the action
would be dismissed. This was on April 23d
of this year. On Tuesday last. Judge Colt
presiding, Mr. Libby appeared in court for
the pliantiffs and Mr. Putnam for the defendants. Mr. Putnam moved the dismissal of
the su it. Judge Colt asked Mr. Libby if the
plaintiffs had furnished the requisite security, and Mr. Libby replied that he had notified ills clients, but that security was not
forthcoming. J udge Colt said he would allow the case to Remain open through the
day. In order to give an opportunity for furnishing the security, but if at the end of that
time it was not given, the case would be dismissed. The security was not furnished and
the case was dismissed.
It Is reported that the tarmington people
are v^ry much excited over tne diHniissal of
the suit. There Is no occasion for exciteIts dismissal has nothing to do with
ment
It settles nothing
the merits of the case.
except the termination of that particular
are
bonds
of
perfectly at libHolders
suit.
erty to proceed anew.

It

seconds.

Against the Village Corporation.

will be read.

coarse was

and back.

crowd

amusing themselves at shooting. Leighton, who happened to be passing that way,
was struck as above stated, the gun being at
tbe time in the hands of ope Charles Conwere

or so

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Morris

bed. Origin of the fire unknown. The loss
Is $1000, insured for $000.
Four gray horses are to draw the coach (or
the Crosby Inn at Belfast.
It will be the
finest team of the kind in the State.
Captain Henry A. Starrett died at his residence in Belfast on Sunday morning, the
19th, of Bright’s disease, aged SO years, three
months and 40 days. Captain Starrett was
born in Warren, and in early life learned
the ship carpenters trade in the yards at
Thomaston. Having a taste (or the sea he
followed that occupation and soon rose to
the responsible position as captain. For 22
years he was in command of vessels and In
that time was captain of some of the finest
ships that floated the ocean. He commanded the Lizzie Boutbard, T. I. Southard,
Egerla, Frank N. Thayer and Levi U. Burgess. The two latter were large ships. He
was in the Thayer five years and in the Bur-

words of Nelson

STATE.

Mr. Lionel J. Heneries of Deer isle, died
from a wound received by a (all
Thursday
from a bicycle two years ago. Since then he
has been to the Massachusetts General Hospital for treatment but no cure could be ef-

Mr.

The clothing establishment of Mr. Oscar
East Knox, was totally
destroyed by fire early Tuesday morning.
Mr. Wentworth lived In the second story,
and the flames were so far advanced when
discovered that the family had a narrow escape with their lives. They made their exit
through the window just as they came from
C. Wentworth of

THE RAILWAY MAIL

An Old Claim Settled.

Custodians of

prominent

European

appointment

DO

Mystery of the Awful Death of
Cronin, the Irish Agitator.

The

IIV V*

Covernor and Council.

CLAN NA-GAEL

PRICE 86 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

|S"S»'!|

1889._

W IMWI

W—

At Lowell—Lowells, 7: Eastons. 5.
At
6; Newarks, 3.
At New Haven—Jersey Cltys, 4; New Havens.1.
At Worcester—Worcesters, 9; Wllkeabarrea, ft.

Hartford—Hartlords,

Note*.

The Bates and the Maine State College
teams will play on the college grounds In
Lewiston tomorrow.
The Beacon club of this city, J. Morphy,
manager, would like to hear from the Peaks’
Island club.
The Staunch

Lillian M. Allan.

Oliver towed the handsome new
schooner Lllliam M. Allen, built by Asa P.
Hodgkins, Bath, for Lincoln A Alien of this
from Bath to the east side of Portland

Captain

city,

yesterday. The schooner was launched
week ago yesterday and was brought here
to be rigged and furnished. She is a handsome craft, built for a clipper sailer, has a
tonnage of 106.3, length over all 104 feet,
breadth 23.8 feet, depth 8.9 feet. She will be
The
used for fishing and carrytag fruit.
Lillian M. Allen Is said to be the finest fishShe
Bath.
Is
ing schooner ever built in
planked with four inch white oak and has a
four inch white oak ceiling. Her forecastle
Pier
a

is a very convenient oue, and has berths for
The cabin is finished in white
12 men.
wood. Opening from it is a nice stateroom
for the captain, and there are berths for
three besides the captain opening from the
cabin. The schooner is made extra strong.
She will be
Her masts are Oregon pine.
commanded by Captain John K. Robbins,
Melissa
of
the
D. Robbins,
formerly captain
She will
and will carry a crew of 18 men.
be ready to sail next Monday for the mackIt Is
erel banks to try her luck at seining.
expected she will be a fast sailer.

The Island of Autecosti Is for sale.
About 9 p. in. yesterday a branch made of
a piece of gas pipe about a foot long, filled
with bullets, was thrown through a window
of the house of Mrs. C. M. Weld of Centre
street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
The house
was damaged but no one was hurt.
The
motive for the deed is not known.

THE

PEESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 24.
read anonymous letters and commu
The name and address of the writer

We do not
meat lout.
are

In

all

indispensable,

cases

publication but

as a

not

necessarily for
guarantee of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return or
preserve
communications that are not used.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford
railroad has just been lined $8,000, for using
the car stove contrary to the law of New
York.
_

Prof Wiggins claims to have discovered
that the earth Is receding from the sun.
the reverse of Wiggins's claims and predictions have almost iuvariably come true there
is ground for apprehension that we are rushng into the sud.

It is said that there has been an increase
lu the number of unlicensed saloons in Boston since the high license law went into effect. So It seems that high license isn’t the
panacea for rum shops it has been represented to be. Indeed it is, in the light of this
showing, a much worse failure than prohibition, for the strongest enemy of prohibition
never claimed that it increased the number
of rum

shops.

The grade crossing question is before the
Connecticut
legislature, and the railroad
commissioners have just reported that in
their opinion it would cost about $21,000,000
to get rid of the crossings. That’s a pretty big
sum, but from the way they’ve been killing
people at these crossings for several years
past, unless
humanity Is reckoned very
cheap in Connecticut, the expenditure would
soon pay for itBelf.
American people will
get very much excited over the alleged grievance ol Senators Far well and Cullom at no!
being permitted to select the Internal revenue collector lor the Springfield district ol
Illinois. It was clearly the right ol the
President to nominate whom ho saw fit. II
he has nominated an improper man, then it
Is the right and duty ol the Senate to
reject
him. But to reject him to oblige Senator
Farwell or Senator Cullom will be a prostitution ol powers conlerred by the constituwe ao not uenevetne

tion that will admit ol

no

delence.

The story ol a secret treaty between Legitime, the President ol Haytl, and France,
by which the latter Is granted some valuable
trade concessions in return lor helping put
down the rebellion, is improbable on its lace.
No doubt Legitime would be glad to make
such a arrangement, or any other that would
rescue him Irom the pretender Hippolyte,
but France is not likely to enter into such an
agreement without first finding out how the
United States would leel about it. France
has got all the enemies on the continent ol
Europe she can take care ol, and would be
slow to create any on this continent.
The Pennsylvania Prohibitionists are
about to open their campaign in lavor ol the
amendment in earnest. Arrangements have
been made lor meetings In every town iu the
State, those away Irom the railroads as well
as those along their routes.
There is very
little chance, however, that the campaign
will be successlul. The sentiment ol the
people is not yet up to prohibition, and the
oratory between now and June 18, convincing and tervld though it may be, will hardly
be sufficient to put it there. As in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts, the Prohibit
tionlsts have doubtless made a mistake in
lorcing the issue so soon.
The rush to get out ol Oklahoma is scarcely less than was the rush to get In. Instead
ol a land

flowing

with

milk

and

honey,

which Imagination bad painted, It turns out
to be a very Indifferent sort ol country, with
some good land and very much poor.
Guth-

rie,

tortnight ago was a city ol 20,000 Inhabitants, Is now almost deserted. A
large pait ol the settlers have returned to
their old homes, and there is not the slightest difficulty now In providing people who
remain with all the land they want. Notwithstanding this experience, however, II
which a

the Sioux

reservation should be opened to
settlement the scenes ol Oklahoma would be

duplicated.
South Dakota’s constitution, which was
adopted almost unanimously at the late election, gives the suffrage to women in school
affairs, and requires that an article giving
general suffrage to women shall be separately submitted to the people. Special laws
creating corporations are forbidden. Careful provision is made for the security of the
school lands. The amount of the State debt,
except in case of wer, is limited to half a
million dollars. No county, city or town is
permitted to incur debts to an amount exceeding five per cent of its taxable property.
The Governor may veto items in appropriation bills. The legislature may not authorize the construction of street railroads except
with the consent of the sities or towns in
which the rails are to be laid. Senator Edmunds pronounces it one of the best constitutions In existence. It certainly looks care-

fully after the rights
valuable check
extravagance.)
some

of the people, and puts
on State and municipal

The

Origins I Package Case.
The Kennebec Journal, referring to the
rumor that a majority of Supreme judges
had sustained the decision of the Superior
court of Kennebec county in the case of the
liquors seized from Mike Burns, says:
All honor to the five judges who stand by the
laws ot Maine and will not stand guard for the
liquor dealers under the “original package”
dodge. All honor to the judges who will not raise
the brazen shield of technical law over gin and
wniskey flasks because the criminal, murderbreeding stuff was made by foreigners.

Though probably not so intended, this
might be construed as an insinuation
that three of the Supreme judges of this
State are standing “guard for the liquor
dealers under the original package dodge.”
Whether or not a majority of the Supreme
court has

decided to sustain Judge Whitehouse’s decision while a minority dissents,
we do not know.
But if three of the judges
have dissented it is certainly not because
they have any sympathy with the liquor
traffic. The business of a judge is not to
make the laws, the legislature does that, but
to interpret them. Now there may well arise
an honest difference of opinion as to whether
the legislature has legally forbidden the
"ale of liquors in original packages, whether
indeed it has not impliedly excepted liquor in
original packages from the operation of the
prohibitory law. Until Mike Burns’s case
came up it had been generally conceded that
the sale of imported liquors in the original
packages was not a violation of law. Indeed
there Is evidence in the Revised Statutes that
tends to show
that
have
legislatures
been under
the impression that the
sale
of
liquor in
original
packnot
for
Section
forbidden,
ages is
55 of

Chapter

27 declares that “custom house

certificates of importation, and proofs of
marks on the cases and packages corresponding thereto, shall not, in proceedings under
this chapter, be received as evidence that the
identical liquors contained In said casks and

packages

were actually
imported in said
casks and packages,” language which would
be meaningless unless it had been believed
that Imported liquors in the original package
stood
on a different
footing from other

liquors. The business of the court is to say
just what the legislature of Maine has done,
not what it might do or ought to do. If five
IndffPfl think that

th* coIa

nf

IS/innr

In Ika

original packages Is contrary to law, of
course they should say so.
If three others
think otherwise they should as frankly express their views. The question Is purely
one of the correct Interpretation of
laws.
And the opinions of the judges In regard to
the liquor traffic or the best way of suppressing it have no bearing on the case.
If five judges see their way clear to sustain Judge Whitehouse’s decision of course
the prohibitory liquor law will be
greatly

who came from It to attend the public
schools 1 should say that the acquirements
in English branches must be very limited.
About twelve per cent, of the whole school
population attend that school.” The chairman of Westbrook school committee says:
“We have a French school here, but I can-
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ing:

“There is only one way to get satisfaction out of public office,” said President
Harrison to a friend not long ago, “and that
is, to please yourself while you are In it
You can't possibly give satisfaction to the
rest of the people no matter how you try,
aud the more you try the less success you
will have. The best President that it is
possible for a country to have Is almost sure
to go out of office with enough enemies to
make him uncomfortable if he is a very
sensitive man, aud the worst possible President, when retireing from office, is sure to
have enough friends to make life agreeable

to himself if he has sense enough to care for
himself. The one thing 1 will try to do as
President will be to act so that when my
term of office has expired 1 can say with
truth, ‘Thank God, 1 have satisfied myself.’
It is the only satisfaction a man can be

and until closed a 100 box lot of
of excellent cook-

585 & 587

the Apothecaries of

Maine,

Es-

pecially of Eastern Maine.
The Commissioners of Pharmacy give
notice that the next regular meeting will be
held on the 2nd Wednesday of June next
(the 12th) at the Bangor House in Bangor, at

the

A

NEW

FABRIC !

FRENCH FLANNELS.
The latest idea is French Flannels for Tea Gowns,
Breakfast Sacks and Lawn Tennis, 31 inches wide,
PRICE 87 1*2 CtS.
See Display in Window.

MANSON G. LARRABEE & CO.,
246 MIDDLE STREET.
myie___dtt

E.B.AB.

Prices for Families and
Offices:
10 lbs.
15 “
20
60 “
100«

daily

per month,

“

“

“

“

$1.5(’
2.00
2.60
-16
.25

By the cake, 20c per 100 lbs.
Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
they desire, and delivery will be continued until
notice to stop Is received at the office.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect ol our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, 11
made at the office, will be attended to promptly.

:

:

GRAND

only $2.50.

in sizes 4 to 13, to retail generally at

really worth, for nothing

wears

$5.00; at our price they
better than Corduroy.

Boys’ All Wool Sailor Suits

in Blue and

Fancy Flannels; these suits are cheap at $4.00, as any one
them; sizes are from 4 to 12 years, and at $2.50 are Bargains.

HANDSOME

GIRLS

IKT
Why, because when they find their hair Is falling they quickly apply Devine’s Hair Grower,
which speedily Invigorates and strengthens the
growth, eradicates all scalp diseases and restores
it to Its natural healthy condition.
Remember
Devine’s Hair Grower Is not a Dye, and warranted
free from all poisonous minerals.
Hon. Joseph H. Manl y says, “My family use
Devine’s Hair Grower and consider It the best
preparation they ever used.” Mrs. E. C. Burleigh,
wife of Governor Burleigh, says “Devine’s Hair
Grower will do all that Is claimed for It: the
members of our famllv all use It.”
fer tale by all Druggists.
75 ceala per
battle.
kpr22nrm2m»

SLADES’ AMBER SOAPSg
Because

It contains no rosin or poisonous
substance whatever. It makes a lather unequalled by any other Boap. It softens the skin. It
is an economical soap, for it wears to a wafer
without losing Its cleansing
It is unequalled as a shaving soap. In fact, ftisacleau,
sweet, wholesome article, desirable in every
way. Convince yourself tirst of its excellence,
then recommend it to your friends.

properties.

For sale by W. L. WILSON & CO., and GEO.
C. B11AW & CO.may7rnml m

PURE COMB HONEY,
18 Cts. per lb.
MARRINER & COMPANY,
Whitney Building,

an All Wool
sizes 4 to 14 years.

Federal St.

Suit, Extra Pants

Boys' Light Homespun Suits,
These

are fine
are very

are

match;

sizes 30 to

Young Men’s

in sizes from 33 to 40

But If any of the judges dissent
be sure it is not because of any
symwith the liquor traffic.

[Biddeford Times.]
It is high time that the State took some
regarding the 4.080 children who are
attending the parochial schools in this State.
Of the French schooi in this city
Superintendent Gould says in his report to the Commissioner of the Bureau of Industrial and
Labor statistics:
“Judging from the attainments of scholars

A

were

made to sell for $8.00;

33, $8.00 Per Suit.

All Wool Suits $5.00 and $7.50.

MARRINER & COMPANY,
203 Federal Street.

Falmouth Hotel.

Lot No. 1, of Men’s Suits in sizes from 34 to 42,
$4.50
lot No. ...

and Homesmm fronds in Rnf>lr« ami fmir

hnffnn fpn/tbc

These Suits areoffered at two-thirds less than their former prices.
In the line of DRESS SUITS we offer the very best line of
goods that
are in the market.
In

we

continue to lead all competitors.

Spring Overcoats are really a
necessity, and never before nave such pretty patterns been seen as we
are showing. All grades, from good, serviceable ones at $5, $8 and
$10, to beauties at $12, $15, $18 and $20.
Our stock of Pants is so large that we cannot specify, but will only
say we have hundreds and thousands piled upon our shelves and
counters, from $1.00 to $6.50, at the Best Bargains EVER OFFERED
In

CHILDREN’S AND BOYS SUITS
we can

been so
line of

please the
complete,

most fastidious tastes, as our assortment has never
with prices ranging from $2.00 to $6.50. Our

elsewhere.

207 Middle

prices.
us

People from
purchasing

before

Street, Portland,

odd.
*w

Falmouth Hotel.
Mdtf

E.B.&B.

Cheviots, Cassi-

what the tailors make and charge you #25 00 to $40.00 for. Men’s
thin Coats and Vests 75c. 51.25, $1.50, #2 00; also fine Serges, French Flannels,
etc., at
and
#6.00
$5.00,
#8.00. Men’s odd thin Vests 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50 and #2.00.

Buys’ Blouses.
Extra quality Star Blouse at #1.50, regular #2.50 quality; also at #1.00, #1.25, #2.00 and $2.50.

Boys’ Shirt Waists
are

regular

75c

all New, Good Style Goods and the Prices
to Close Them.

quality

and

w-,j-

WARE,

are

lilts' WilBimli.
We offer today seven special bargains in Ladies' WARRANTED
WATERPROOF GARMENTS at the following very low prices:
1
1

1
1
1

Lot Light Gray Circulars
“

at
Black Lined Circulars at

“
“
“

I

“

*

“

Stiver Gray Striped Garments,
Cloth Covered Garments,
Extra Silver Gray Garments,
Plaid McIntosh Garments,

Fancy Stripe Garments,

Made

Street, Portland, Me.
.

BLUFFTON

to the Company.

BONDS $1000 EACH. INTEREST PA l
ABLE APBIL AND OCTOBER.

LAND,

Ore & Furnace
COMPANY,
Bluffton,

Ala.

•

■

8. F. SMITH, President.
J. C. KIBBEY, Treasurer.
J. H. PLUMMER, Gen Manager.

$1,000,000.
Par Value of Shares,
$25.
A

•

■

developed property, earning

dividend owned and managed
by Northern men. Undoubtedly
the most wonderful deposit of ore
a

in Alabama.
of the fol-

Read the

opinions
lowing gentlemen:

Mr. Facklnthol, expert tor the Cooper Hewitt
Iron Co., ol New York, says “of all ore deposits I
ever saw thi. 1* the greatest."
Prof. Boblnson of Bowdoin College, after a recent visit to Bluffton and having made analyses
ot the ore, says “I have no hesitation In saying
that Bluffton contains a practically unlimited
supply of ore suitable for making good Iron and Is
exceedingly favorably located for mining."
The Crttieo Furnace of Chattanooga, one of the
best coke Iron furnaces In the South, uses
some fifty tons dally of this ore and their testimony Is, that It Is of the best quality and their
orders are constantly calling lor larger quantities.

Bluffton la situated In the northeastern part of Alabama, on the main
line of the East Tennessee, Virginia
and Georgia Railroad.
For the purpose of building n coke
Iron furnace and further development
of the property, 8,000 shares of the
stock are offered for sale.
Price for
the present,

$14.00 PER SHARE.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
For prospectus the full text of Prof. Robinson’s
report and any other Information, address

PENNELL,

Box 108,

Brunswick, He.

FOB

F.

H.

HALE IN HANOOR RT

C.

FOR

REYNOLDS

A

CO

HALE IN BATH BY

P. W. WEEK S and D. E. PIERCE.
maylO

dim

FIRST MORTCACE
Six Per Cent.

Cold

MANAGER

rhe Denver

Cily

$1.35 each.
1.50
3.75
3.00
3.35
3.50
4,00

“

Cable

Bonds

Railway Co.,

Payable Jan.

and July 1, in
New York.

VOVPON AND RKQIHTEBED.

Central Trust Company of New
York, Trustee.
Secured by the flrst and only mortgage ol the
Denver City Railway Company, a corporation now
derating by horses under a charter giving excluuve horse-ear rights; fifteen car lines over 42
miles of track In Denver, a city of 100,000
people.
The bonds are further secured by a flrst and
rnly mortgage npon nine and one-half miles of
lonble track of cable road with land, viaducts,
etc., now being constructed by the
machinery,
Denver City Cable Railway Company, which latter
sompany owns the horse car lines, and will operite the two systems In connection with each other
and pamphlets upon application.
P"gentors
PRICK PAR and accrued Interest with the right
» advance the same without notice.
For sale by

SWAN& BARRETT,
186 Middle

Street,

Portland, Me.
ou

$30,000.
Colorado Water Supply Go.,
FIRST

even

“

MORTGAGE,
Cent. Bonds,

Ter

DUE

“

JOHN I. BLAIR,
Blalrstown, N. J„
OSGOOD WELSH,
N. 8. BENTLEY,
JACOB HALSTED,
H. C. ATWOOD,
GEORGE 8. COE,
R. B. MINTURN,
New York,
R. G. HAZARD,
Peace Dale, R. I.,
GEORGE 8. BROWN,
Baltimore, Mil.,
WM. M. HOAG,
San Francisco, Cal.

T. E. HOGG,
WALLIS NA8H,
B. W. WILSON,
THOMAS GRAHAM,
ZEPHIN JOB,
O. B. PARKA.
T. E. CACTHOKN,
B. R. JOB.
E. A. ABBEY,

Corvallis, Oregon,
JOHN HARRIS,
Benton Co.. Oregon,

HACKELMAN,
Albany, Oregon,

A.

THE

OBECiON
BAILPACIFIC
com PAN V Is organized for tbe purpose of providing the State of Oregon with an urgently needed means of communication with other States and foreign countries
by means of a
railroad from YAQUINA BAY on the Pacific
Ocean, running through the central portion of tbe
State to the eastern boundary thereof, a distance
of about six hundred miles, where connection
will be made with the railroad line already built
to that point, as well as with those under construction and projected.
YAQUINA BAY, from Its commanding geographical position and the scarcity of ports on
the Oiegon seaboard. Is destined to be the future
gieat seaport of Oregon, for, among others, the

1899.

following

reasons:

First—It Is the ONLY PORT IN OREGON ON
THE SEA connected by a railway with the great
agricultural districts In the State.
Second-THE OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD crosses the four north and south lines of
railroad In the Willamette Valley, the great agricultural district of Oregon, and tbe Willamette
River, at Albany, gathering business to be delivered at the port of Yan ulna.
Third—The distance to the Pacific ocean from
the heart of the Willamette Valley by the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD Is only 72 miles,
while by the way ot Portland and the Columbia
River It Is 230 miles to the sea.
Fourth—It is the terminus of a railroad traversing an agricultural country of unsurpassed
fertility, producing millions of bushels of grain
annually and large yields of other agricultural
products, and supporting herds of cattle, sheep
and horses.
The railroad also passes through a
country rich In deposits coal, iron, gold and silver,
and, for BO miles, through one of the finest bodies
of timber anywhere In the world.
The timber
district has been preserved to this time by the
absence of needed railroad facilities.
Fifth—The whole business of central, eoutbern
and eastern Oregon will be carried by the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY to Yauulna. and distributed from that nort at about
one-hall the cost (or transportation charged by
any other existing or projected lines.
The .business immediately available to the
OBEGON PACIFIC BAILBOAD. and the large
business that will come to It as Its line is pushed
further eastward until It reaches Boise City and
there makes connection with the present transcontinental lines as well as others to be completed, demonstrate that Yaqulna Bay Is to be the
future great seaport of Oregon.
The topography of the eastern portion of the
State of Oregon and the Territory of Idaho compels all roads crossing Oregon over Its eastern
border to enter the State at or near the point determined as Its eastern terminus by the OBEGON
•PACIFIC BAILBOAD COMPANY.
With adequate ocean shipping facilities to
handle the traffic there would now be available
sufficient business to meet all the fixed charges.
From the heart of the Willamette Valley to the
sea the distance by the Oregon Pacific Ballroad Is
but 72 miles, while the shortest line by other
roads Is 230 miles In length, which will enable the
OBEGON PACIFIC BAILBOAD to bold the
business against competition.
As distance and
time add to the cost of transportation It Is simply
an Impossibility for competing lines to handle the
business at the same rate as Is done by the OBE.
GON PACIFIC BAILBOAD COMPANY.
Central Eastern Oregon being a treeless country will
draw Its timber and coal supply from along the
line of the OBEGON PACIFIC BAILBOAD In
the Cascade Mountains. The supplies of timber
and coal will be taken East on the trains going to
the fertile plains of that district for agricultural
products to be delivered at the port of Yaqulna,
thus securing traffic each way. This gives, without Interference, the OBEGON PACIFIC BAIL*
BOAD the remunerative local business, and will
enable It to do through business at prices that
will command Its full share of that traffic.
THE OBEGON PACIFIC BAILBOAD COMPANY will locate and own the towns along the
line of Its road, and reap the benefits resulting
therefrom. Tbe principal lands through which
the Company’s line runs and Is located are owned
by the Company and amount to over nine hundred
and fifty thousand acres.
More than threequarters of these lands are open roUtng plains
and Immediately available tor tillage.
The franchise confers exceptional advantages
on the Company, and among them Is
the return
to the Company, by the Bute, of all taxes levied
and collected until 1000, on the lands and other
proper! ies of the Company.
The vmpany has In operation 136 miles of continuous road, at the end of which It enters the
timber tract above referred to; 30 miles are In the
hands of the Construction Department, and 40
miles of roadbed through the Malheur Valley are
ready for rails. The whole Une will be completed
by the Autumn of 1890. Steel rails for completion of tbe road, together with
fastenings, have
been purchased.
The five millions of bonds now offered are the
remainder of the total Issue of fifteen mil lions
provided for lo the mortgage, and by an arrangement between the Ballroad Company and Messrs.
Barker Brothers ft Co., of Philadelphia, the proceeds of these bonds are held
by that firm to be
paid to the Ballroad Company only as the work
of construction progresses.
ORKOON

PACIFK)
D.. T

H4ll.KO.4P
D

n/W/v

m-_>

-ALSO-

One Bundred 26 inch Fast Black GLORIA SILK UMBRELLAS,
with Silverine Hook Handles, at only ONE DOLLAR AND
TWENTY-EIGHT CENTS EACH.

£I*dne-

£md®
New

Nkw York, 16th May, 1889.

TDK,4

Trust Instltu-

and controls some 80
“A111®*1 water courses,
u has prior rights to all the
tl’*L>ol.'resRlver (the only source of

?wthiS,«25?t.l2!£t®d.?5!d
SyHSfyyA1”0.u*nnU
yPPjy.y.tb?* section) for
in

purposes of Irrigating
Insuring successful crops .Iways;
supplying cities and t. wns along Its line with
vhwr for domestic uses, for Are
protection, and
or
or

maoufacrnrlnK purposes. It is doubtful If a
conipreh naive nr valuable charter In owned
'y*ny similar company in the West
to Treasury, and Is
.chas
tacked by strong capitalists in this city and
ilsewbere.
We offftr the above $30,000 bonds at 103 and
oterest.

The undersigned will receive
subscrlpthe above-mentlened FI TK
/« DOLLARS,
MILLION
$5,000,000 6 per
rent. Gold bonds or the Oregon Pmcltlc
Railroad Company at par and necrned

Interest.

may22

d3t

dtf

The eight per cent. Hrst

mort
bonds on the
Chicago *
Michigan Lake Shore Railroad,
mature September Hrst of the
present year, which will strengthen the flve per cent, bonds we
offer, by adding one hundred and
twenty seven miles road to Ita
Hrst mortgage security, and re-

gage

per annum.
The earnings of this road which
unfffpiunt

nrA

#a

charges

no

Ho

v

Hvn<l

dividends

and

stockholders,
creasing.

are

to

its
in-

constantly

Home $200,000 of these bonds
have been held by savings banks
of Maine for several years, and
have proved a most satisfactory
investment to them.
The addition of one hundred
and twenty seven
miles upon
whieh these bonds will soon become the Hrst mortgage, tends to
increase the market value of this

security.

We offer them at a price which
will afford the investor an income
of more than live per cent.
We also offer, snbject to previous
sale,
$5(1,000 Eastern
Railroad Company of Minnesota,
first
mortgage, 5 per cent,
gold bonds, due 1908, guaranteed
principal and interest by the St.
Paul, Minnesota &
Manitoba
Railroad, at 102 and interest.
$50,000 Montana Central, first

mortgage, gold 6’s, doe 1937,
guaranteed principal and interest
by the St. Panl, Minnesota Jt
Manitoba Railroad at 116 flat.
$50,000 Union Pacific, Lincoln
& Colorado, first mortgage, gold
5’s, guaranteed by endorsement,
principal and interest by the
Railroad,

Union Pacific
interest.

$10,000 Bangor and

5’s,

first

mortgage,

at par and

Piscataquis

dne

1913,

105 and interest.

at

FRED E< RICHARDS,
98

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND. MAINE.
UTw
»

may22

PORTLAND

TRUST COMPANY
Pint National Bank Building.
City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON

DEPOSITS

lelO

sodtl

Ineorporated

under the Laws st the Slate ot Hisseur i

NATIONAX.

Loan and Trust Co„
No. 501 Delaware Street, Kauai Citr, Me.

CAPITAL., PAID CP, «I

.<>00.000.1*0.

J. 8. Chick, Prest. W.W. Kkkdali., Vice-Prest.
Qko. F. Putnam. Trees. C. K. Bush, id Vlce-Pres
F. C. Worn all, secretary.
Trustees for deposit of mortgages securing debentures: Knickerbocker Trust Co., New York City;
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Offlces; Orwell. Vt.-With Vermont Investment and Guarantee Co.: Portland, Ha.—Jose
Bldg. 08 F tr dungs St, Fred E. Hicbards, Director.
The Debenture Bond of this company are semortgagos of real estate, mostly InIn growing cities.
No loan is made
in excess of SO per cent of appraisers’ valuation.
The security Is ample and the Debenture Bonds
pay the Investor 6 per cent Interest.
cured by first
side property

FRED E. RICHARDS,
98 Exchaiiaclllreel,

P9FrLANP-

MAIIUg.

A.HCWK.VIKWTA.

JUBILEE WEEK
AT TUB

—

Gospel Mission
IK KkCOONTTlON OF TUB

ELEVENTH

ANNIVERSARY.

Services Each tivcnio?.

Special

ANNOUNCEMENTS IN DAILY PAPERS.
dlw

may 18

Wednesday Ewninr, May

2t>th.

^CONCERT I

IO

P8KF088BM.

MB. HENRY E. DUNCAN,

(onducter.

SOLOISTS:

Miss Ruth C. Long, Mr. Woo. I. Iluuran.

subscription will he opeued at 10
o’clock on Thursday, May 28, and will

close at 12 o’clock on Saturday, May
2o, hut the right Is reserved te reject
nny and all applications, or to allot a
smaller amount than applied for.
to be made: 10 per cent, at
the time of allotment, 45 per cent. June
lo. and the balance of 45
per rent, on
JiUy 11; interest to be adjusted to date
of
tjnal payment, when the bonds will
be delivered. Payment* may be antlclIf
Interest
pated
and
desired,
will be allowed thereoo at d per cent.
Copies of the Articles of Incorporation
and of the mortgage have been deposited
with thn undersigned, from whom forms
of application may be obtai ned.
..

BARKER BROTHERS k GO.,
125 South 4th Sk,

Philadelphia.

Manhattan Trust Co.
10

M.
M. PAYSON & CO.
aprSo

mile.

The

nore

EastmanBros.&Bancroft.

to previous
and West
Michigan 5 per cent, bonds, Hrst
mortgage on two hundred and forty-two miles railroad and a general
mortgage on the entire
system of four hundred and eight
m es, issue
limited to $12,000 a

Chicago

POKTLAN D

h*ve be*n tak*n

owns

subject

SECOND

Hampshire, New

®“r°p®- by Sav ngs and
loni ?,“!?
ld other careful investors.

offer

sale, $50,000

I'O.,

“

?ork

RICHARDS.

INVESTMENT

a_*

“

••

E.

ducing interest charges $15,000

D RECTORS:

HOAD

decl4

EVERY GARMENT FULLY WARRANTED.

STANDARO CLOTHING CO.
SI55 Middle

Exchange Streets
dtf

my!8

Interest

McNEILL,The Clothier,

are

are

Cor. Middle and

DVB 1WM,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

Gentlemen’s Fine Summer Suits $15.00, Si 8.00, $20.00.
these

BANKERS,

WM. M.

Young Men’s Fine Dress Suits $15.00.

as

Woodbury&Monlton

3,.$8.00
4,.$10.00 Also Town Lots for Sale.
lot No. 5,.$12.50

Cut frock and sack, dark and light colors; these fine goods have been reduced in
price from
$20.00, 822 00 and $25.00; and it will pay you to get one; Rkmkmbkk, $15.00 for a fine
Dress buit for summer.

Such goods

For sale by

lot No.

Homespun Suits $10.00.

This lot contains nothing but what regularly retails for $15.00 to
$18.00;
meres

DIFFERENT DATES.

lot No.

mostly,
comprise many of our best grades of Cheviots,
Cassimeres, Whipcords, etc., $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00 qualities marked down.

Men's All Wool Gassimere and

at

•

and

aCHLOTTEWBECK * FOSS.

Best in the Market.

41w

XAINE

maylO

perfect representation of the flower.

ARABIAN COFFEE.

Temple, Opposite

is unsurpassed 11 the city in both style and low
the country are especially invited to call on

The above

action

£l?.tSSK

Maturing

O 1/

All Wool goods, extra well made and well lined; made to retail at
$12.00 and
cheap at $10.00, to be closed out at only $8.00; elegant for summer wear.

Men’s and
These

and Hat to

F. CLARK,

has past and gone and a new era has dawned in the
unfolding of one
of the largest and most complete assortments of Hen’s and Boys’
at lower prices than has ever before BEEN SOLD IN THE
GENERALLY and in the CITY OF PORTLAND
PARTICULARLY. The public are invited to call and examine the
same before purchasing and judge for themselves.
Here we give a
11*“
prices for some of the leading goods now offered for one week
?f
THAT DEFY ALL COMPETITION FROM ANY
QUARTER.

by examining

kfpn“Bii
Now Lot Boys' Combination Suits $6 00.
Thomas R. Phinnev.
Comprising

A Kite or Windmill given
with each Boy’s Suit.
Have a guess on the
length of string in the bottle in window. Thousands
are making guesses.
50Doz. 1.00 French Balbriggan shirts and drawers at only
50 c.

THE GREAT CEHTEHHIAL JUBILEE

use, and are actually marked down from $6.50.
$12.00 to advertised price, $5.00 Per Suit ; don’t put off buying too long.

$8.00,110.00

ap!__dtl_

Me.
Portland, dtf

PORTLAND 6s.

Capital,

207 Middle St., Corner of

adapted for immediate
2^s™n!?«?f1*xtur5iS*
and

we can

PBIVATE SCHOOLS.

can see

-

;

$7.00
6.00
8.00
1.50
10 cents.
-

482 CONGRESS STREET.

IN MAINE

Clark &Chaplin lea Co., 200
Boys’ All Wool Knee Pant Suits at $5.00
Burnham & Co.,
per suit; this is of special interest to buyers; sizes range from 4 to 16 years; mostly light col-

otherwise.

EDUCATION IN

Half what they

at $2.50.

20c, 25c, 42c, 48c, 65c, 85c, #1.00; “Mothers’ Friend’’ Waists at 48c
every parent admires them.

CURRENT COMMENT.

are

■

•

of large lots of Fine Suits, Light Overcoats,
Trousers, Ac., for men and
Boys. The bargains we offer for THIS WEEK cannot be dupllcaled for double the money. This reduction of
prices is made
and the bargains arc offered
NOW, while the stock Is seasonable, that our patrons may have the benedt before the
lime is passed for needing such
goods. It Is NOT GEN*
EKALLY KNOWN
what extensive values the
“STANDARD” are offering in Clothing. Those
who have seen the goods we advertise are astonished.
We shall have
an increase of
salesmen, a large Increase of buyers, and a larger
increase of stiles this week. We mention a few
only of the bargains and cordially solicit your Inspection. If you want any
for
or
uow
clothing
yourself
is the lime to buy It.
boy

Pant Suits

$10.00 Potnam Overcoats,
10.00 Blue Saits,
“
“
12.00
2.00 Children’s Suits.
35 cent Straw Hats,

SUITINGS!

CLEARING SALE

Boys’ Corduroy Knee

,

Leaders:

THE CLOTHIER,

A Notable Event in the Clothine Trade!

strengthened, and the results will be much
more satisfactory than if
they had decided
pathy

for a place of business is no
more to have it packed with
customers than to hare it
empty three-fourths of the

our

M°N E I LL,

Capital Stock $500,000.

:

A Few of

THE REIT

,8
myi»

COMPANY.

100

elsewhere.

dH

:

at 482 Congress street. None
of us have any extravagant
habits and onr wants being few, even if we DO NOT
have near as much left at the
end of the year as our competitors, who do less than half
the amount of business than
we do, that LITTLE supplies
all our necessary wants and a
little more, and enough is as
good as a feast, and TOO
MUCH left to families is al
most invariably to curse them.

Spot Cash Clothier,

Standard clothinQ

are
are

as

IRA

Eastman BrosA Bancroft.

These

well

WE ARE ALL WORKERS

oO doz. 50 cent Balbriggan
shirts and drawers at 23c.

Drop and Loop Trlmminr.

500

Street,

marll

SPOT CASH, which is done by
very few houses.

rapidly.

COPABTNEBHBIP NOTICKS.

I_I

as

Trimming Braids,

Incorporated 1887.

three

to carry a much larger stock
to do a business of $100,000
than one half that amount
as we turn over our goods so

We are now' prepared to show the largest stock
and best variety of these goods we have ever had
on our counters; such as
Hand Crochet Trimmings,
Crochet and Jet Trimmings,
Fine Cut Jet in choice patterns,
Steel and Gilt Passementaries,
Applique Trimming in all colors,
Persian Bands,
Black Silk and Jet Fringes,
Garment Fringes and Trimmings,
Crochet Trimming Buttons,
Girdles and Cords in all colors,

my23

corresponding

months last year have been upwards of 25 per cent, in excess
of the same three months last
year, which is MORE than the
necessary per cent, gaiu needed to increase our sales to One
Hundred Thousand Dollars,
$100,000.00, this year.
THIS ENABLES US
to
make still LOWER prices than
ever before, making good advertised promises; and LOW
PRICES, is what has built up
the princ<' y establishments in
the larger cities of the Union
and there is no good reason
why a business of a QUARTER of a million annually
can not be done in Portland

WE ARE NOT OBLIGED

DRESS AND GLOAK

C. W. RICHARDSON.
R. W. WALKER.
C. D. RICHARDSON.
1889.
nich20dU

186 Middle

THE GREATEST ADVANTAGE of all is onr being able
to
handle
such
immense
amounts of goods and to pay

time.

A Freak of Nature.

Portland, March IS,

25 Per Cent Cain.
months of this business year
which commenced Feb.l, over

Arithmetic studied by him.
The foregoing suggestions
have been
prompted by recent experience in examinations, and we wish to invite special attention
to them, hoping that our examinees will
come to us so well prepared that they will
have no occasion to dread appearing before
other Boards if they migrate from tneir own
State,
•
Portland, May 22, 1889.

The underslgued have this day formed a co
partnership under the firm name of RichardsonWalker & Co., for continuing the Southern Pine
and general lumber business, as formerly carried
on by C. W. Richardson and Haines, Richardson
At
and vurH Rrnum’D Wharf

BANKERS,

OUR sales for the first three

on

NOTICE OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

tee, Corel log the Franchises, Road,
Equipment, and All Lands Belonging

eod2w

9 a. m., and hope to meet a goodly company
of ambitious students well prepared to wrestle with the questions, both written and oral
which may be proposed to them.
There |seems to be gaining ground,
an
idea
that
an
witli
acquaintance
the
elements
of
not
chemistry will
an
chances
for
injure
applicant's
passing and receiving his certificate. This
Idea may have been suggested by leniency
on our part towards those who have never
had greater opportunities than fall to the lot
of the average country druggist. It is a mistaken idea, however, for hereafter, while
present commissioners hold office, a failure
to answer a part at least of the questions in
chemistry will make all the difference between success and an invitation to call again
and try it once more. We note in the question papers of other Pharmacy Boards, which
we have had the pleasure of perusing, questions which indicate requirements of much
more extended and Intimate knowledge of
chemistry than auy we have ever asked.
Attention is called to our circular of February last.
Apothecary boys will do well too, to rub
up tneir knowledge of decimals and the rule
of three in their arithmetics, as both these
may come into active use in some of the ques.
tions upon the Metric System and the percentage of the elements contained in
chemical compounds. In all such questions
data enough for the computations will be
given; but it will be interesting to learn if
an applicant has brains enough to solve
questions under these rules outside of the ex
amples furnished in the particular treatise

[Madison Bulletin.]
A sheep belonging to Mr. David Nickerson
of Rome, recently gave birth to twins, both
of which however were dead. One of them
was white and a perfectly formed lamb. The
other was black, and in form and appearance
resembled a bear.
It was covered with hair
instead of wool, and while its hind parts
were large and it had no tail, the legs and
feet were those of a lamb, although its face
resembled that of a rabbit.

Secured by a Deed of Trust to the Farm*
era’ Loan and Truit Company, Trus-

SWAN & BARRETT,

Congress St. and 235 Middle St.

mylB

First Mortgage
Cent, Gold
Bonds, Due October 1, 1000.

pondence solicited.

Co.,

FRED

OF

We

0 Per

•

We would advise holders of above bonds to dispose of them while present premiums are obtainable.
We are prepared to offer an excellent line of
securities for reinvestment, a list of which we shall
be pleased to furnish upon application.
Corres-

certain of.”
To

UNITED STATES 4 1-2’S
Due 1891.

Geo. C. Shaw &

OFFICE

RAILROAD COMPANY SECURITIES

1890 and 1891
-AND-

5 1-2 Cts. Per Pound.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

A

Andros. & Kennebec R. R. 6’s

Bright and White Evaporated Apples
ing qualities at

Protestant parents.

OREGON PACIFIC

Due June and October 1889.

Due

Monday, May 13tli,

riiunuu..

SUBSCRIPTIONfor$5,000,000

State of Maine 6’s

EVAPORATED APPLES.

point.”
A knowledge of
well enough, Lut in

Prof. George P. Fisher, of Yale, writes to
the New York Tribune that its statement
that Prof. Russell’s resignation of the chair
of Biblical theology had some connection
with the Andover controversy, “and the
additional statement as to the position of
other professors in relation to that matter,”—
“ere entirely incorrect.”
Going down the Chesapeake bay one day
on an excursion, when the wind was fresh
and the white caps tumultuous, Judge Hall
of North Carolina, became terribly sea-sick.
“My dear Hall.” said Chief Justice Waite,
who was one of the party, and who was as
comfortable as an old sea-dog, “can I do anything for you? Just suggest what you wish.”
“1 wish,” groaned the sea-sick jurist, "that
your houor would overrule this motion.”
The Washington correspondent of the

FINANCIAL.

BONDS WANTED.

not learn that anything but the chatechism
is taught there, and that in the French language. After attending that school sixteen
weeks they seek admission in the mills by
virtue of the certificate they secure from
the teacher. The school board of this town
oppose such action, and, as a rule, with success, but the law should be explicit on this

the French language is
this country it should be
preceded by a knowledge of English. The
Catholic chatechism may be all right, but it
is scnrcely adequate to instruct the masses
of people in the duties of citizenship, to say
nothing of such simple matters as geography,
arithmetic, writing, spelling and grammar.
The State owes it not less to these children
than to itself to see to it that their chanees
are equal to those of
the children of

FINANCIAL..

WALL STREIET,
NEW YORK.

b

Tickets 60,36 and 26 cents.
ridges.
NKW

For sale at stockmay23dlw«

(.INK TO

WASHINGTON and BALTIMORE
T1A

CI3TRSL K. M. *r SKIT JRRSKf,
PHII.A. * RK4DIISU K. H.
■■d MAI.TIUOKK A OHIO K. K.

Solid Train*—Mo Transfers. Mo Eitra faro for Fait TIim
PULLMAN CAB SBBVICB ON ALL TRAINS.

SCHEDULE IN~EFFECT MAT 12tb.
Trains leave station Central Kali road of New

Jersey, foot LlbertySC, North Klver. For Washington, Baltimore, Wllmlngtou and Chester, 8 30,
11.00 A. M.: 1.30, 2.30, 3.15. 6.00 P.M.: 12.00
night. SUNDAYS, 8.30 A. M.; 1.30 2JW, 3.16,
5.00 P. M.: 12.00 nlghC
For Philadelphia at 4.
7.46.8.30.9.30.11.00 A.M.: 1.30,2.80,3.16,4.00,
5.00, 6.30, 7.30. P. M.; 12.00 night. SUNDAYS,
3.30, 9.30 A. M„ 1.30, 1.30,3.13,6.00, 8.30. P.
M.; 12.00 nlghC Tickets and Parlor car seats can
be procured at all Ticket Offlees In Portland, Me.,
ana at 211 Washington SC. Boston, Mass. Baggage can be checked to destination.
mayl6dtf

We Have Lately Reduced Our

PRICES OJ FLOUR.

MARRIXER k COMPANY,
Whitney Building,

Federal tS*

LADIES’CHOICE.

THE LUBm’S
MARIE

STUART.

New and Very Popular.

Schlotterbeck A
_

Foss.

THE

coming up Smelt-brook hill, they neared
the church. When they reached a certain
point, horse, carriage and rider, according to
all appearances, turned a complete summersault and then disappeared. The phenomenon served to help us out on long winded
We have no doubt that tile Portsermons.
land sight is as innocent and natural as the
one we have described.
as

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 24.
MAINE.TOWNS.
Cray.

Hebron

COMMENCEMENT AT THE PENNELL INSTI-

The third annual
contest at Hebron

The Gray track has been put in good condition for troting.
The New Gloucester Cornet Band are talking of giving a minstrel show here. They
have got a good troupe and give a first class
show, and undoubtedly would be generously

should be adopted in the United States.
Disputants: Aff.. H. T. Jordan. J. E. Hicks;
neg W.E. Lombard. W. W. Austin. The
nrst
prize, ten dollars, was award to W. E.
Lombard; the second, five dollars, to W. W.
Austin; honorable mention of U. T. Jordan
for careful study of the subject. Miss Madge
W ilson favored the audience with two piano
s«los.

cers

patronized.

The following programme for the graduating exercises at Pennell Institute has been
adopted. Sermon to the school at the ConSunday, May 26th, at
gregational church :
2 p. in. by Rev. E. Bean; examination of the
school Tuesday and Wednesday. May 28th
and 29th; graduation Friday, May 31st, at 10
o’clock a. m., at the Congregational church
dedication of the building at Institute Hali
at 2 o'clock p. m. The graduating class are
M ss Annie L. Bean Miss Grace P.
M ss Katie A. Leslie, Miss Katie H. Dow,
Libby,
Libby an<i Arthur L- Bennett
Thfr0Mim
There will be a concert in the
evening at the
Congregational church at 7.30 o’clock consist
ing of music by Grimmer’s orchestra of Portland, reading by Miss Laughton of Lewiston
V ocal music by Miss Emma Merrill of
Gray.
Mr. \\ in. A. Taylor of Portland was
charged by Mr. J. E. Leighton of the sale of
two quarts
of Alcobol.
The case was
taken before Trial Justice W. H. Yinton,
and Taylor was fioed $80, and cost of court
$14.20.

_

WIT AND WISDOM.

Philadelphian—Doctor, I believe I am suffering
from nervous prostratlou.
Doctor (after making examination)—Yes, your
uerves are completely shattered, and It Is all due
to excitement.

Philadelphian-That is what I thought, doctor.
You Know I played a game of checkers last night,
aud this morning took part In a game of croquet.
Oh, f can’t stand excitement. Pittsburg Dispatch.
A woman who la weak, nervous and
sleepless, and who has cold hands aud teet cannot feel and act like a well person. Carter’s Iron
Pills equalize the circulation, remove nervousness and give strength and rest.

l he

funeral of Mr. Moses H. Libby occurred on the 22d inst., at the house of his
brother, Thomas L. Libby. Mr. M. H. Libby was a native of this town but has resided
at the Boston Highlands for thirty years
past, where he was street commissioners,
and also engaged in the paving business. He
built the first horse railroad in Portland. He
was a man of genial
disposition ar.d sterling
worth. His loss will be greatly felt here as
well as where he resided.
Waterville.
A. B. Lorrimer, Colby '88, who is now attending Newton, was on the campus Wednesday. He will preach in Knox this sum-

Mr. Lorrimer, we understand, has
pledged himself to work as a missionary in
foreign fields after his graduation from New-

mer.

Wife—John, dear, what would you do It I

|

us

ucs|iciBto

Deerlng.
meeting of the Ladies' Village Circle
Wednesday night, several new members
were

admitted.

At a meeting ol the Peering Village Improvement Association Wednesday night, a
vote of thanks was extended to Rev. Dr.
Hill of the First Parish church, Portland,
for Ins very interesting lecture delivered before the society Arbor Day. Secretary A. F.
Berry was instructed to forward a copy of
the vote of thanks to Dr. Hill.
The funeral of Capt. Andrews of Deering
took place yesterday, with Masonic ceremonies.
There was a large attendance of
friends of the deceased.
North Raymond.

Elisha Hall was buried from his home at
this place Wednesday, at the age of 70 years
and five months. By his death we lose a
neighbor held in high esteem by all.
He
leaves a wife and daughter with whom we
deeply sympathize in their great affliction.
Farmers are done planting. Grass is looking finely.
Wilson Bros, have sold a span of horses to
parties in Cuba.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
BOSTON, CONCORD « MONTREAL.
The committee of the Boston A Maine directors appointed to consider the recent decision of the New Hampshire court ip favor
of the Boston, Concord & Montreal road,
have, after several meetings, decided that no
further opposition shall be made, and the
Boston, Concord & Montreal will be released June 7.
VALLET B. B.

SUNCOOK

The annual meeting of the Suncook Valley railroad was held at Manchester, Thursday, the 23d. Reuben L. French of Pittsfield, Charles H. French of Chichester, John
J. Bell of Exeter, Wm. F. Head of Hookset,
Frederick Symth of Manchester, Hiram A-

Tuttle of Pittfield and John C. French of
Manchester, were elected directors.
Hon,
John J. Bell was elected president and Col.
B. P. Cllley, clerk. The stockholders of the
Suncook Valley extension railroad choose
John J. Bell of Exeter, Frederick Smyth of
Manchester, Thomas Cogswell of Gilrnanton, Wm. F. Head of Hookset, Geo. W. Emerson of Barnstead, Hiram A. Tuttle of
Pittsfield and James B. Tennant of Epsom,
as

A more

Where their wealth came from:
Mis. Lenox Hill—The idea of those Poorbodles
golug to Europe and saying they intend to bid on
some of the French crown jewels!
Where in the
world did they get their money?
Mr. Hill—You forget that their house was on
the line of the Washington centennial parades.—
Puck.
W’hen Baby was sick, we guve her Oustoibl,
When she waa a Child, she cried forCostorij,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria
When she had Children, she gave theip CastoriA
The Frog and the Traveler.
A frog who had his home in a puddle by the
wayside made such an ado one night as a traveler
passed that way that the man was fain to stop and
inquire the occasion of it.
“Had I not made such a noise you would not
have known of my presence,” replied the frog.
“But now that I do know, what of it?” queried
the man.
“Yes, but what are the odds to me where you
are? You are but a frog, place yourself where
you will.”
Moral—The man whose mouth makes Ills presence known is seldom considered worth minding.
Detroit Free Press.
Fob a Dibobdkbeu Liveb try Beecham’b
Pills.
_

A lawyer entering the office of his family physician, said in a hoarse whisper:
“Doctor, Pve got such a cold this morning that
1 can’t speak the truth.”
“I’m glad that It Isn’t anything that will interfare with your business,” responded the doctor,
iu a tone of sympathy.
A man’s wife should always be the
same, especially to her husband, but *if she is
weak and nervous, and uses; Carter’s Iron Pills,
she cannot be, for they make her “feel like a
different person,” so they all say, and their hus
bands say so tool

During the insurrection in Poland three Jews
condemned as spies, and sentenced to be
hanged. With two of the offenders the sentence
was carried out, but for the third came a pardon,
“Isaac Flnkelstein, you are at liberty and may
were

go.”

No

response.
"Don’t you hear?” repeated the officer; "you
can go—you are free.”
“Ah, good sir, may you live to he a hundred!
Might I be allowed to have the other fellows’
clothes?
A Knowing Conductor“These open street cars should not be allowed
to run in cold weataer,” exclaimed an Irate passenger, as be nearly coughed Ills bead off. “Be
patient, my friend,’’ remarked the conductor.
'■Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam will remove
that congli of yours.”

FINANCIAL

bale of jute, a quantity of which the stevedores were loading onto a steamer for New
York at 3 o’clock yesterday morning.
At the annual meeting of the stockholder
of the Marietta and North Georgia Railway
Company, held at Marietta, Ga., yesterday,
E. O Pierce of Portsmouth, N. H., was

elected director.

entirely discarded at Stony
and winter, save when

summer

they

are used to absorb sweat after a horse
has been driven. It is found that the gen
eral health of the animal is promoted by this

apparent exposure, and Mr. Blackman believes so thoroughly in plenty of air that
there is an open window in every stall.
horse

was

recent exhibition in
hands high and weighs

upon

Oregon that is 204
3,000 pounds. It is a Clypesdale and its head
is 36 inches long; 11 inches longer than a
flour barrel. [Mirror and Farmer.
Phyllis, 2.184, and Moose, 2.19J, were the
only 2.20 performers ever bred in Canada.
Cot the

Wrong

Pig by the

Ear.

[Belfast Republican Journal.]
lu tlie last number of the Belfast Republican
we observe a communication headed “A Recent
Visit to Bar Harbor,” over the signature, L. C.
Bateman. The only tiling noticeable about the
communication is the original stanza with which
it closes:

Farewell! the beauteous sun Is sinking fast,
The moon lifts up her head;
And night’s mute pall o'er earth at last,
Her darksome raven wing has spread.
Now nobody except a wood-be poet or a halfidiot could ever perpetuate such a tautological
expression

as -uarKsoiue

raven

wing."

u*. Lain

It is that George Bancroft Griifeth is not the only
half-baked “poet” in Maine.—Portland Argus,
May 10.
Take it by and large this is certainly the
best joke of tbe season. As stated last week
marks
were
the quotation
accidentally
omitted in this office, and Prof. Bateman
promptly called ourj attention to tbe overWe hardly thought the correction
sight.
worth while, feeling sure that the quotation
would be recognized by those familiar with
standard verse, and that no one would acIt
cuse Prot. Bateman of plagiarizing.
seems the correction was necessary, for here
is the Portland Argus, whose editor is a poet
himself, characterizing Schiller as a “wouldbe poet or a half-idiot.” It is really too funny
for anything, and the Argus will please excuse our

PORTLAND, May 23 1889.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations ol
Grain. Provisions. &c.:
Flour.
Crain
HMxdCoru. 47’4048
Superfine and
low grades. 3 8604 60 Coni, bag lots.. .49£60
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots ..47048
XX Spring.. 4 60 * 6 00 Oats, car lots
37038
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
40042
Wheats.6 2506 60|Cotton Seed,
Mich, straight
I car lots..s6 00026 50
roller-. 6%®6%i do bag • 26 00027 90
clear do
6 2606 f.oiSack’dBr’n
stone ground 4 7606 OOj car lots..16 50017 76
St Louis st'gt
I do bag...18 00019 6 >
roller.5 26 *6 eoiMiddltngs, 19 00021 00
clear do
6 00g6 25: do bag lots,20 00022 00
Winter Wheat
1
Patents
6 76*6 00'
Provisions.
1 PorkFish.
I Backs
16 60018 00
Cod, prqtl—
Large shore* 00*4 261 Clear_16 00016 60
Large Banks 7604 OOI Bliortlctsl6 00016 60
small.8 0003 601 BeefPollock.2 6008 761 Kx Mess, 8 7509 26
Haddock ....2 0002 59
Plate...
9 0009 60
Hake .2 000 2 26
Ex Plate, 9 76010 26
1 LardHerring
Scaled V bx... 200 261 Tubs
lb
7%08%
No 1. 140181 Tierces..
7%@8%
Mackerel Ipbbl—
I Palls. 8 0l(4Ji
Shorels.OO 00000 OOI Hams p lb 11%®1114
Shore 2s.OOOO®Oo OOI docoveredl3%®14a/«
Med.3s.$18 00020001
Oil
Large.... *00000 OOiKerosene-Port. Ref. Pet
7<4
Produce.
Cranberries—
I Pratt’s ast’l.&bbl. ll>4
Jerseys 2 OOlDevoe’s Brilliant. 1114
Pea Beans... 1 9002 OOlLlgonla.. 9
Medium.... 1 8602 001
Germau mdl 7601 FOiCertenuial. 9
Yellow Eyes.3 2603 60!
Raisins.
IM scatel
2 00® 3 00
Swt Potatoes—
4 6004 76 London Lay’r 2 6603 60
1
Ondura
Potatoes.bus
Lay 8 ®8%c
86060c
iValencia.
Onions In bbls
7g7%
Bermuda.ctel 2501351
Sugar.
Turkevs
1902' 1 granulated *» lb.8%
Chickens. .18020 Extra C
W»
Fowls....16017
Seeds.
00000 Red Top ...*3 0003 26
Geese...
Ducks.00018 Timothy Seedl 7"i*l 85
..

...

ITEMS FOR HORSEMEN.

A

...

..

champion eater

1

..

Messiua and

Cana&Western

Foreisn Exports.
ROSARIO.SA. Bark Herminie-344,099 feet
lumber.
_

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 23 D89
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
land 67 cars miscellaneous merchandise; (for connecting roads 121 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Grain Quotations.
OHICAOO BOAR > OF TRADK.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHKAT.

mncb food in

a

given time

city, hast night before

as any man in the
his supper be ate 26

bananas and followed these with six onions
and four radishes, besides his supper. Very
after that he was in one of the stores
and started to bring the number of bananas
up to SO, on a wager, lie ate twelve more
and then gave it up fearing, he said, that it
might make him sick to eat too many of
them. His performance has caused quite an
amount of talk today and the story of it is
furnished the Commercial by a man who is
considered
perfectly reliable and was present. The champion eater is said to be suffering no inconvenience whatever from his
Boon

remarkable feast.

More Mysteries in Class.

[Ellsworth American.]
Strange sights may sometimes be seen in a
pane of glass, as we remember most distinctly. When we were a |boy and on Sundays
used to occupy a seat in one of the square
box pews en tbe east side of the old church
at Kast Sullivan, a very limited view of tbe
road was visible to us through one of the
eastern windows. Now in one of the panes
in that particular window was alarge “knot”
through which we used to watch the teams

June.

May.

Opening. 81%
Highest. 81%
81%
Closing. 81%

80

80%

Lowest.

80
bO

OOKN.

Closing.

person of a young man who does not weigh
over ISO pounds but whose friends are wil.
ling to back him to any extent to devour as

>5016

Palermot>bx,4 60S 6 001 Limed

Lowest.

in the

9%®14«

2501 751
Cheese.
Fating applesl 7602 <)0| Vermont —12*4013
Evaporated P!b6%®7c N.Y. factory 10%012%
iSage.14 014%
Butter.
Lemons.
ICreamery-P lb.-.22023
Palermo.4 0(J®6 COiGIltEdge Vcr....20®22
Messiua.4 0006 OOlCholce.18020
Good.17019
Malagers_|
IStore .16018
Oranges. 1
Florida—
1
Eggs.
6 6008 OOI Eastern ex
Valencia
16016
Baldwins

Opening.
Highest.

The Champion Glutton.
[Bangor Commercial.]
has the

JClover-

Apples.

smiles.

Cottageville

ANDJOM*ERCIAL.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

NOTES.

Wilson Point, the southern terminus of the
Housatonic railroad burned Wednesday
night. A quarter of a mile of a new wharf,
freight buildings, coal bins, the passenger
depot and freight and passenger oars were
destroyed. The New England Terminal
Company of the Housatonic railroad expended $300,000 in improvements. The loss
is about 8200,000.
Steamers and sailboats
narrowly escaped destruction. The fire was
caused by a lantern being overtu rned on a

are

pleasant physic

You never will find
Than Pierce’s small "Pellets,”
The Purgative kind.

directors.

Blankets
Ford Farm

uiau

A Cure of Catarrh
the head, as well as of all bronchial, throat and
lunO diseases, if taken in time, is effected by us*ng Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery or
money paid for it will be promptly returned.

Wednesday, ChapSouth College, the two dormito-

At a

as au

iu

campus

ries of the college, played ball for the
college
championship. After a tedious but exciting
game, Chaplain Hall came off victorious by a
score of 22 to 21.
This dormitory has held
the college championship for many years.
A plank sidewalk is being extended from
the sidewalk on Main street to the steps of
the prospective court house.
Work continues on Wuterville’s park. A
fountain is to be among its attractive features.

were

to die?
Husband—Don’t speak of it! I should be des.
perate.
WUe—Do you think that you would marry
again?
Husband—Well, no; 1 don’t think I should be

ton.

Op the Colby
lin Hall and

Academy.

extemporaneous prize
Academy was held in tbe
chapel, Wednesday evening the 22d. The
Question for deoate was: Resolved, That the
Australian system of voting for public offi-

TUTE.

May.

33%

34

83%
33%

OATS.

June.
33%
83%
33%
33%

July.
76%
76%
76%
76;

June.
34

84%
83%
88%

May.
Opening. 22%
Highest. 22 Vi
_

Lowest.

22%

Closing. 22%
Thursday's quotations.
WHKAT.

May.

81%

Opening.
Highest.

81%

Closing....

81%

Lowest...

81%

June.
80%

80%
80

80%

COHN.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest..

Closing.

May.
38%

83%
33%

38%

June
ss%
38%

33%
83%

July
76%
76%
70%
76%

July.
84

3»%

38%
34

Union Pacific. 61%
Boston & Albany.214
Eastern pref.128
California Southern.. 16
Connecticut River.296
Boston & Providence R.
•Ex-dlvidend.
New York Stock and Money Market
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May 23 1889.—Money has been
easy, ranging from 2®2% per cent.; last loan at
2, closing 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper at
3%®5%. Government bonds are dull but steady.
Railroad bouds are active and strong. The stock
market closed active and strong at best prices of
the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre401.700
gated
The

shares.
are to-day’s

following

quotations of Govern-

securities:
United States 3s.
New 4s, reg.129%
New 4s, coup.129%
New 4%s, reg.106%
New 4%s, coup.107%
Central Pacific lsts.116%
Denver & R. Q. lsts.110%
Erie 2ds.107
Kansas Pacific Consols.114%
Oregon Nav. lsts.112%
Kansas Pacific lsts.116%
The following are tne closing Iqoutatlons of
stocks:
May 28 May 22.
Adams Express.149
148
ment

_

Am. Express.116
Central Pacific. 86%

Chicago, Burlington St’Qulncy .103%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co....140%
Delaware, Lacka. & Western.... 142%

Denver & Rio Grande. 17
§He.. —.. 28%
Illinois Central.
116
Ind Bloom & West.
8
Lake Erie & West. 18%
Lake Shore.106%
Louis & Nash. 68%
Manhattan Elevated. 99%
Michigan Central. 89%
Mian-St St. Louis.
6
do pref. 11
Missouri Pacific. 74%
wvirtrj

...

...

IV

*Tb

Nor. Pacific common.
28%
do Pref.. 64
Northwestern.
...lii%
Northwestern pref .142%
New|York Central
108%
New York, Chicago & St.il.ouls.. 16%
do pref..170
Ohio &Miss. ..*22
Out. & Western.
16%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l—. 36%
Pacific Mall. 87%
Pullman Palace
191
_

Heading.

Rock Island.
St Louis-& San Fran

47

116%

86%
103%
I89v<>
141
17

28%
116%
8

18%
104%
68

88%
6%
11

73%
IU1%

28%

64
111%
142

107%
16
67

22%
16%
sen/.
87%
190%
46%

Richmond * WestIPoint.26%
K. Tenn. V. & Ga. 9%
East Tenn. pref. 73
Wells. FargoIExpress. .141

Oregon Nav. 93%
Houston* Texas. 10
Mobile* Ohio.11%
Metropolitan El.142
Alton & Terre Haute.. 42
do pref.90%

98

22%
69%

114%

102%
36%
99
21%

81%

89%
18%
2914
«7

26%
9%
78%

141
91
10

I'll
l'42
44

90

New York Mining Stocks.
NEW YORK, May 23. 1889-The following are
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.
26 00
Hocking Coal. 12 87
Ontario.34 76
Homestake..
8 CO
Quicksilver. 712

dp Pref.
United
Copper.

39 00

106

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.[May 23, 1889.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork- Long cuts 14 76@16 00; short cuts 16 00
®15 60; backs at 16 0Q®15 60; leau ends at
16 60; pork tongues at 1800; prime mess 16
60®
Lard—Choice at 8c IP lb in tcs and tubs, 10-lb
In cases 8@8%c; 6-lb pails 8%c; 3-lb, 9c.
Hams at 11: Dressed bams ll%c.
Hogs—Choice city dressod hogs at6%c 4? lb:
couatrv do at 6%c.
Butter- Western extracremry 18%®19«: fancy
higher: firsts and extra firsts 16®18: extra Imitation erm 16® 16c; do secondsat'l3®14c; choice
factory 14® 16c; New York and Vermont extra
erm
@19c; do ext firsts 17®T9c;New York and
Vermont, dairy, good to choice, 16®18c; fair to
good 12® 14c: Eastern erm good to choice 16®
18%c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l®2e
higher.
Cheese—New Western and Northern choice at
9%®9%c; old Northern choice 10%®llc; lower
grades as to quality; Western at 10%®llc. Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 16c; fancy near-by
stock higher; Eastern firsts at 13®14c; extra Vt
and N H 16c: fresh Western at 14®14%c: Michigan choice at 14®14%c..lobbing prices lc higher.
Poultry—Chickens,Northern and Eastern choice
spring at 18®26c; fair to good at 14® 16c; fowls,
choice at 14®16c; common to good'12®13; Western frozen turkeys, choice at 16c :tfair to good
atl0®14c; chickens,1 choice at 13®—c; fairto
good 10®l 2c: fowls, choice. ll®12c.'
Beans—Choice small N Y hand-picked pea at
*> hush; choice New York
picked do 1 90®200
large hand-pick 1 85® 1 96: small Vermont handpicked 2 35®2 46; choice Yellow Eyes at 3 36®

palls

—

3 46.

Hay—Choice prime hay

60®*19 60; fair to
good at *17 00®*18 00; Eastern fine *14a*16;
to
East
swale 10,®*—;
ordinary
*14®*16:
poor
Bye straw, cboiee, at 18 50®19; Oat straw '*7®
*18

Potatoes—Houlton Rose 63®65cp bush.Hebron
at «3@66c; Aroostook Hehrons 60c; Burbank
at

33®35c.

Chicago

Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.)
23.
1889-The Cattle marketCHICAGO, May
Recetpts 18,000; shipments 6000; active and
weaker; beeves at 4 0o®4 3764; steers at 3 40k
4 16; Stocker* and feeders 2 76@S 60 ;cows, bulls
and mixed at 1 76@3 30; Texas steers 2 76®3 60.
Hogs—receipts 18.600; shipments 6000; weak
and lower; closed strong; mixed at 4 26(44 45;
heavy 4 16@4 40; light at 4 26@4 60; skips 3 60
4 10.

Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 1000: steady

to strong; natives at 3 60184 40: Western sh.rn
3 86@4 36; Texas shorn 3 00 a 3 76; lambs 4 OC'5)
6 25.

Domestic Markets

By Telegraph.
NEW YORK. May S3. 1889,-Flour market
receipts 16.017 packages; exports 7986 bbls and
10,698 sacks; quiet; low grades stronger; sales
17,925 bbls.
F our quotatlons-Iow extras 2 90®3 80; city
mills extra at 4 80®6 40; city mlllsj patents 5 15
@6 25; winter wheat, low grades at 2 90®8 30;
fair to fancy at 8 464,6 10; patent* at 4 45® 6 50;
Minnesota clear 3 66®4 60; straights do at 4 36®
6 35; do patents at 4 65®6.9C; do rye mixtures
3 66@4 46; superflne at 2 3683 16; fine 1 95®
2 75; Southern flour 1* in moderate demand ami
steady; common to fair extra at 2 96®3 30; good
to choice do at 3 50®,5 60. Rye Flour steady and
quiet. Cornmeal quiet and steady.
Wheal- receipts
bush; exports 27,990 bush;
sales 38,000 busli; stronger and dull;No 2 Red at
80%4£81e store, 8264@82%c afloat, 81*488364
fob; No 3 Red at 76e: No 1 Red at 96c; No 1
White at 93®94c; ungraded Red 81@9864. Rye
dull. Cura—receipts 81,670 bush; exports 292,333 hush, sales 122.000 bush; weaker and less
active; No 2 at 42®42% c elev, 42% ®43c afloat;
No 2 White at 43c, No 3 at 41c; ungraded Mixed
4064S4 3 646;steamer Mixed 4*64®42%c. Om«
receipts 91,000 bu*h. exports 26 bush; sales
82.000 bush; dull and easier; No 3 at S8c; White
do 3264c; No 2 at 2*646428% : do White 3464®
84% c; No 1 at 30c :Whlte do;38c:Mixed Western
at 27®30c: White do at 33®3H64c; White State
at 83®8964c: No 2 ■ hicago at 2964c
Cuffre,
Rio is dull .fair cargoes 1844c. Magnr. raw firm:
sales 6000 bags Centrifugal 9«; refined Is firmer
with a good demand; prices are unchanged;
C 7c; Extra C74i®74ic; White ExtraC 7 11-ld
®7%e; Yellow at 67/8®7c: off A at 77/8®8c;
Mould A 864 standard A at 864C:Confee A 864c;
cut loaf and crushed 9c; powdered 8y8c; granulated 864c;Cubcs at 8%c. Peii-oleiina quiet and
steady-united at 83%. Pork stronger.
Beef
Inactive. I.ard lower and quiet; Western steam
chiefly for export, part at 7 0764; city at 6 60: refined in moderate demand; Continent 7 eo®7 45;
5 A 7 90.
Bdiici-extra firm and In demand:
others quiet. ChreM more active and easy [State
at764®*%c; fancy at 8%c.
Freights to Liverpool strong.
CHICAGO, May 23,1889.—The Flour market is
nominally unchanged. Wheat strong and active;
No 3 Spring and No 2 Red at 81% (48264c. Corn
quiet and firm ;No 2 at 33%c. Oats firm but dull;
No 2 at 2244c. No 2 Rye 40c. Provisions—Mess
Pork active and higher at 11 7(64,11 75. Lard Is
active at 6 6764®8 70.
Dry salted ehou'ders at
6 1264@6 26; *hort clear sides at 6 12644625.
Whiskev I 02.
Receipts—Flour, 11,000 bbls. wheat 13.000 bus,
corn 646.000bush, oats 179,000 bu.
barley 6,000
bush, rve 8,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour 6.600 bbls, wheat 83.000
hush, corn 204.000 bush, oats 142,000 bus,barley
2.000 bush, rye 4,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. May 23 1889 -The Flour market
—nothing doing. Wheat closed about steady;
No 2 Red at 77 64c. Corn lsfflrm; No 2 Mixed at
8164c. Oats strong and higher; No 2 at 2664c.
Rve. none offered:l»n 2 at. 4-Ou.walc
Whiskev
at 108.
Provisions very aulet—Pork at 12 00.
Lard—prime steam lower at 6 37Vi. Dry salted
meats-slioulders 6 18Va; longs and ribs at 6 00®
6 10; snort dear at 6 12Vi. Bacon—shoulders at
6 76; longs and ribs at 6 60@8 70; short clear at
6 87Vi.
Receipts-Flour, 2.000 bbls; wheat 6,000
bush; corn 71.000 bush; oats 4*5,000 bush; rye
2,000 bush; barley, e.ooo bush.
Shipments-Flour. 7,000 bbls; wheat.i26.000
bosh: corn 292,000 bush; oats. 34.000 bush;lrye
0000 bush.barley 0,0t 0 bush.
DETROIT, May 23. 1889.—Wheat Nol White
at 90c; No 2 Red at 88c.
Corn-No 2 at 36Vic.
Oats—No 2 at 26Vic; No 2 White 27% c.
Receipts—wheat 11.400 bush; corn 3400 bush;
oats 2100 bush.
—

Cotton Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,May23.1889.—The Cotton market
Is firm, active and unchanged: sales 1040bales;
uplands ordinary at 8%c; good do at 9%c;
low middling 10 ll-16c; middlings at HVic: Gull
ordinary at 8%c: good do at 10c; low middling
10 16-16c; middling ll%c.
NEW ORLEANS,May 23.1889,-Cotton market
firm; middling logic.
SAVANNAH, May 23.1889.-Cotton market Is
quiet ;middling lOVic.
CHARLESTON.May 23.1880-Cotton market Is
firm; middling I0%c
MEMPHIS. May 23, 1889* Cotton market is
steady; middling at 10 ll-16c.
MOBILE, May 23, 1889.-Cotton is dull; middling at 10%c.

Vay.

Opening
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

22%
22%
22%
22%

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

dally;

New Yorkaud New England

Railroad.... 45%
Doprei
116
Atch. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad_ 46%
Mexican Central.
uu
c. b.&q..103%
Flint & Pere Marpuette Railroad;com. 30
dopref...
98%
Boston O Lowell Railroad. 16K
Bell Telephone.
241%
Boston A Maine R............
Old Colony Railroad.
176%
Wisconsin Central.
I7ix
Wisconsin Central preferred....
41%
****

European Markets.

By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL. May 23.—The Cotton marketquiet but steaoy; middling 6d: sales 8,000 bales;
speculatlou and export 600 bales; receipts 8200

bales.
LIVERPOOL, May 2.3 |l889-yuotatlnns-Wlnterat«s4d; Spring wheat at 7s 3Vid®7s 4Vid;
Club Wheat at 8s 9d®*is lOd.
Corn, mixed
Peas 6s fid. Provisions, etc,
American at 3s 9d.
—Pork, prime Eastern at 64s; Bacon at 34s lor
short clear and 33s !or long clear. Lard 36s 3d.
Cheese 47s for white. Tallow 26s 6d.

SAILING DAYS OF 8TEAM8H I
FROM

Germanic.New

P

FOB

Wyoming .New York.. Liverpool... May
Cairngorm.New York.. Laguayra.. May
City of Chicago..New York.. Liverpool.. .May

21
22
22
22

Celtic.New York..Liverpool.. .May
.New York..Bremen.May 22
Baale

York..Liverpool...May

BIG SATEEN WAR!

29

..

Sun sets.7 10 *Jtgh water i
7 29
16 06
Length of day
j... 8 ft 9 in
Moon rises. 2 06 “e*Kht.... |
9(t q In
...

8000 Yards Newest and Best
duced to 15 cents.

..

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Best Scotch

THURSDAY, May 23.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB.
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Lulu, Leighton, Boston.
Sch Gertie May, from La Have, with 22,00o lbs
halibut.
,.8taF of ,he West, from Jonesport, with
4,000 live lobsters.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damarlscotta.
Sch Lillian A Allen, (new) Robbins, Bath.
Cleared.
Kar.iue Hermine, (Swed) Erlandseu, RosarioW & 0 R MUliken.
Sch Sebago, Locke. Kennebec and Philadelphia-J S Winslow & Co.
SAILED-Sch D D Geyer.

Ginghams

re-

reduced from 38

my!8

6 cents

TURNER

BROS.

dtf

FOR FAMILY USE.

I

Portland, is understood to be about $12,000. The
registers 666 tons and w as built at Stock1874.
Barque Richard Parsons, Harkness. at Sydney
from New York,
weather shortly
reports
after leaving port and hadheavy
decks swept of everything movable and filled cabin.
A Norton, Hodgdon, which arrived
„.8,7‘,Harrle
at Baltimore 22d from Buenos
Ayres, made the
passage In 39 days.
She was only 16 days from
the equator.
Sch Abbie H Hodgman,
recently ashore, has
been discharged and beached at Proylncetowu for
repairs. Several buts were started, causing the
*° *6a*C kadly.
She will reload and pro-

j

A

(o

25

WELCOME SOAP

WRAPPERS,

To obtain this Picture cut from the centre of the Wrapper the Panel
containing the Clasped Hands and the words, “ Welcome

Soap”

may20

and mail

to ns

with Name and Address.

eodSm

Burnett, Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, sch Myronus, Chatto,
New York.
Rogers, Jonesport.
?ctl Rogers,
BATH-Ar
sch
Portland,

to

22d,

Morna»tnCPirneHa?

Mountfort, Philadelphia.
8ld loth, brig Johu H
Craudon, Norwell, Philadelphia.
Sid fni Matanzas 16th, brig L F Munson, McKown, Delaware Breakwater.
AratSagua 16th, sch Nautasket, Richardson,
Havana.
Sid 10th, sch Scotia, Shearer, Nuevltas.
SDOken.
l°n
25 W. brig Stockton,
a ii
from
Allen,
Philadelphia for Turks Island.

■aftaaai ia.na&«?8a*-

(Successors

CO.,

H. L. Paine & Co.,)
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
to

UNLIKE ANY OTHER.-

-

positively
Cough,

Cores

No. 353 Commercial
Street,
K‘ wllart’
Portland, Mk.

maV^3_

dtf

Large

or Small
FOR CASH
OR ONI/ MARGIN

Unlimited
PM,,T

Lots

^L3M|J

UKT, B

I
J

O

?
SEND FOR

n
BDtJ|rr

«

ap20

(> Cts. Per

Quart.

MARR1NER & COMPANY.

for connection with earliest trains for

for Pravldeaee,
*KThrougJ°tlc*keta
■Fsreesier, New Verb, Ac.

Ketumlmr. leave INDIA WHARF.
ery week day evenlnj; at 7 rcioca.
J. B. OOYLB.
aprltl

Lameness of Muscles or {Stiff Joints and Strains.

ORIGINATED

AN OLD

BY

FAMILY

PHYSICIAN.

All who buy or order direct from us. an«l request it. shall receive a certificate that the money shall be
refunded it not abundantly satisfied. Retail price 35 cts.; 6 Unties, £lu). Kxpress prepaid to any part
of the United States, or Canada. giT’Valuabie pamphlet sent free. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston, Mass.

GENERATION AFTER GENERATION HAVE USED AND BLESSED IT.
“T

Tu.Ftoran.lr

bAKUAINS! ::: UAKUAINS!
Building to be Torn Down.

Shall Have to Move,

ill Goods at Cost for

DAYS 2

6 O

Sliver Back Kooui Papers at the l«fw price of 3 cents a roll. Borders
to match 1 cent a yard. Oold Kooui Papers 6, 8 and
lO cents a yard. Borders to match.

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!

On and after MAY 6th, leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 6.76, 6.45, 8.00,
9.00,10 30 a. in., 2.16, 3.00, 6.00, 0.10 D. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00,4.20 p. m, Leave Portland for Little
and Great Dtamoud and Evergreen, 6.46. 6.46,
8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20. 6.10 p. m. Returning leave Peaks’ Island. 6.20 7.16, 8.30, 9.30,
if 00 a. m.,2.35.3.30,5.30,6.30p. m. Leave Little
Diamond, 6.16,7.15, 9.06, 11.35 a. m., 3.05,6.26,
6.60 p. in. Leave Great Diamond, 6.10, 7.10,
9.00,11.30 a. in., 8.00, 6.20,6.4 5 p. m. Leave
Evergreen, 6.06, 7.06, 8.66, 11.25 LID, 2.65,
6,15,6.40 p.m. Leave Long Island, 8.45,11.16
a. m., 2.46,6.05 p. m.
Hl’IDDAY TI.HK TABLE.
Leave Portland for Peaks at 8.00,>9.00,10.30 a.
m., 12.16,2.16,3.00, 6.00 p.m. Leave Portland lor
Long Island at 8.00,10.30 a. in., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond and
Evergreen at 8.00. 9.00. 10.30
4.20 |). in.

California, Japan, China, Cnntral
and South America and Mttloo.
From New York, pier toot of Canal 8t., North
River, for Ban Francisco, via The ■ ■thesae ef
Paisas.

CITY OF PARA. ..sails Saturday, June 1, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and u ran nan Sts.
For Japu wwd Chlwa.
CITY OF PEKlNG sails Monday, June 3, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Inlormatuai
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
ft. A. A DA.TIM * CD..
113 State Street, Cer. Bread 31., Beetaw.
#10dtl
HI SHIM* CABUh.

Win# Rl.

Book, Card

Book

FINE JOB PBINTILNO A
All orders by mall
ended to.

STENOGRAPHER
31>AEXCBARQh ST., POBTLABD, Mb.
dtl
teblft

QUICKEST REMEDY KNOWN

MY
*
„.PY
Oik
^
DM

Por backache, and all sadden, sharp, or
long-standing pains or weaknesses of every
kind. Virtues of fresh hops, hemlock and
pine balsam combined. It is wonderfully

,

^

H satisfies

I

k

^

T

^

mailed tar prioe.
Look for rignalurc qf the proprietor,, HOP PLASTER

CO.. BOSTON,

on

STEPHEN

ifflookj Job

and

Ladies’ Solid Gold Waltham and Elgin Watches, •
■
$20, $22,
Dentlemen’s Solid Silver Waltham and Elgin Watches,
Waltham and Elgin Solid Nickel Watches,.

$24, $27, $30
$8, $9, $10
$5

ALL WATCHES WARRANTED FOR TWO YEARS.

BOYNTON,
SIGN OF THE SIDEStlK CLOCK.

No. S47 Congress Street.
dtim

my18

If what you eat hurts you,

DOES

or

If

EAT
HURT
YOU ?

Dyspepsia,
Nervousness,
Heartburn,
I Headache,
Low Spirits,
Kidney Complaints,
Etc., Etc.

ner

on

day of May, lo8!>, at 3 o’clock In the afternoon, for the purpose of giving a hearing to all
parties interested in the extension of Arsenal

the 20th

sod Office

S99j£

ft
g

*

n

£

2S
<

j

H

?

19

I

H

THY A BOTTLE OP

CITY OF PORTLAND.

DR. HAM’S

the

City

Marshal be and he is

hereby directed to cause to be enforced the ordinance relating to the licensing of dogs.
Read and passed.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS,
City Clerk.
City Marshal's Office, 1
April 16,1889. j
In accordance with the above order, the above
ordinance relating to dogs will be stri ly enforced by me,
WILLIAM H. GKEi
k

»

Sven

HARRISON M.

uu

vifcj

No.

188

middle Street.

PORTLAND,

HE.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Maine
Marine-Hospital Service, Portland, Office,
May 18th, 1889.
Sealed proposals will be received at this Offlec
until noon of Tuesday, May 28:h. 1889, to furnish
subsistence and other supplies, Including water,
telephone service and stabling horses for the use
of the Marine Hospital Service at Portland, Me.,
during the fls al year ending June 30, 1800.
ob-

US.

Schedules and further Information may be
tained upon application to the undersigned. The
right Is reserved to waive all Informalities, anu to
an

<'i

at

TKI.l.K, Surgeon M. U. 8., Commanding,
tua.goeod3t

CIDER BARRELS.
Barrels and Kegs for Cider;
also IOO Bass’ Ale Hhds.,
—

FOR SALE BY

GENERAL

AGENTS

MURRAY,

FOR

NEW

ENGLAND,
277 Washington 8t., Boston.

R. STANLEY & SON,
410 Fore St., Portland, Me.

octa;«itf

LIBIA’S BOTTLES REFILLED WITH

LUBIN’S PERFUMES
tr AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Se“0HI0 mortgages*™1 !
value $2500.
$1000 Security-Cash
“
“
••
1800
2000

“

“

“

3200.

4000.

child-killing disease.

hours.

j

C.

Way

& Co.,

Props. Newell’s Mixture

The above mortgages with Insurance assigned
are for sale. Reference to National Banks fur- »
Portland, Me., April 12th, 1889.
nlshed in every instance.
Prompt payment of
1 have used NEWELL’S MIXTURE for nearly
Interest guaranteed. Why go far west when you ■
can get gilt edge loans near home. For full infortwo years, and wish to say that for a Sudden
mation address 8KAt.RA.VK BROS.,
Toledo, I
Ohio.
teb25eodUm
Oold, Soreness, Lameness or Rheumatic Pains I
have never found Its equal. I have also used it

Contracts taken for light
and die work.
machine
Hardware specialties and
novelties manufactured to
order.

DIAMOND WRENCH AND TOOL CO.

VIETH'S HOTEL,

245 Tremont St.,

Boston.

Restaurant and Cafe unsurpassed. Central to
all points of Interest, principal stores and places
of amusement. Parcel room free. Horse cars to
all points pass the door.

HKMKY

my!7

P.

V1KTII, Proprietor.
dtJylS

In my family for Neuralgia with perfect success.
It is an Invaluable remedy [or any traveling man
to carry in Ills satchell.
JAMES N. DONHAM.

Traveling Agt.

©fiia®
PAlN-tnf

lor

Maine State Year Book, 186

In every respect strictly firstclass Paints, composed of pure linseed
oil and the highest grade of pigments.
They are prepared ready for the brush, in
54 newest shades and standard colors, and,
on account of their purity and great covering properties, we offer them as the most
durable and economical Paints ever
produced. One gallon will cover from 250

eodtf

mayo

Notice.
is to forbid all persons, harboring
THIS
trusting my wife. Dcborali A Marston,
bills of her
my account as I will not pav any
tracting after thla date, she having
and board without sufficient cause.

or
on
con-

left my bed

ANDREW J. MARSTON.

East Windham May 18.1889.

THISPAFERMl

to 275 sq.

are

ft.,

two coats.

Samplet and Descriptive Price
H.

W.

l.iit free by mail.
JOHNS MANri'ACUBINO COMPANY.
HOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

11. TV. John*' Aibftton Hoofing,
Fire-Proof Paint*. Building Felt,
Steam-Pipe and Boiler Coverings,
Asbestos Steam Packings, Gaskets, etc.
Vulcabeston Moulded Kings, Washers, ete

07 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
Far sale

Middle St., Portland, Me.

may20dlw

<wel I ft Co's NVwpqpy

-M3k

Foss.
o“dtl

&

The water from the celebrated
mit Spring* constantly on hand. Orders
(tiled.
Correspondence nolle-

promptly

THE SUMMIT SPRIXUS UO.

R. STANLEY & SON,

jW.nrtD.eM.ni>

_

THESE

Janie

I.yaa 2.00, 8.00

a. m., l.oo, e.OO p. m. Aaeee
8.00 a. m.. 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
FROM COMMERCIAL MTRKKT STATION
tor Cape Kllsabcih and tear hare Creeeian,
6.26, 8.36. 10.16 a in.. 12.40.3.26, 6.60 p.m.
Trains from Commercial Street station connect
st Scarboro Crossing with local and through trains
of both Divisions.
(Connects with Rail Lines tor New York, South
and West.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
"West Dlvlslon froin North Herwlck
All trains arriving at and departing from Unton
Station run via Western Division between Scarborough Crossing and Portland.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for rale at liaiea Wtaliaa, Caagreee turret,
('•tataerelal turret Htatiaa, and at l else
Ticket OHee, 40 Ksekaage ISireet,
J. T. FUKBKK. Oen’l Manager. Boston;
D. J. FLANDERS, i.en. PAT. A.. Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen 1 Agent, at Portland.

bury

Ianl9_dtf

PART
wwi

AP
wi

nnpm
nkULL

swnrrw

giniu.

Header, Oct. 43, INfSN,
Passenger Trains will I.ea re Pertlaad
Par werceattr, I'llsMs, Ayer Jeartlea.
Nashua, Wiadhaax and SCpplHN at 7.30
a, as. and 13.30 p as.
Par Haarhrater, Ceaeerd, and points North
at 13.30 p. as.
Per Heehrster.aprlaavale, Alfred, Watesf
here, and Hats hirer at 2.30 a. as., 13.30
On

and

alter

and 3.30 p.

as.

»-«»

a
3.30, and 0.30 p.

13.10, 3.00

••

as.

Per Haecarapea.Caasherlaad
llllb,Pti»
hswek Jaactiea and WesgfsrPs at r.34
and i0.00 a. as., 13.30,3.00,3.30 and
d**® pe M*
Per Pares! Areaae (l>eerta«) 0.30 p. m.
The 13.30 p. as. train from Cortland connects
Ayer Jssci. with "IIesses Taaael Hants’
lor the West, and at f alsa wtatiea, Wercn.
Work
rla
ter, (or Pres ideate and New
"Prerideare l.iae” (or Norwich and New
“Norwich
Hestea
4k
yia
with
Verk,
l.iae”,
Alhaay K. K. (or the West and New York,
all rail rla Neriaglleld”, also with N. Y. 4fc
N. It. K. K.
Maryland Route”) lor

(“Steamer

Philadelphia! Raltiasre, Washlaglea,
and the Oeath.
Through Tickets to all points West and soaifi
■nay be had o( 8. H. H 8l.I.KN,Ticket Agent, Pot s
land.
octlhdtf
J. W. P8T8K8 Sank

Ron ford Falls k Boekfield Railroad
nay IN, INnO.

■ a Kffert

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 8.00 a m. and
l. 80 p. m.; and Saturday 5.15 p. in. HRTURNINO—Leave Canton 4.45 and 8.25 A ha. ; and

Saturdays

2.45 p.

m.

tWNNhtTIONH—Daily—Knim W.
Minot tor Hebron Academy; buckfleld (or W,
Sumner and Turner- Canton lor Peru, Dixfleld
and Mexico, also (or Brettun’s Mills, Livermore
mylOdtlL. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

•T%44h

aad
Os
after April 30. INN*, Passesget Traias leave Psrtlaad, as fellawst
Por Aubura aad Uwltua. 8.46 A m., 1.16
and 6.06 p. m. E,cwleiea via llraaswlck
8.60.10.30 a m., 1.20 6.10 and tll.30p. m.,
(or Bath, 6.60,10.80 A ia, 1.20 and 6.10 p.
m.
and on Saturdays only at 11.20 p. m.
Keehlaad and Haas aad l.iatela K K.,
0. 50 A m., and 1.20 p. m. Hraaswieh, Mardlaer, Hallawell aad Aagasta, 0.50 and
10.30 A m„ 1.20 6.10 and 111.20 p.m. Paras
■ ■•tea vie Lewliwa, 8.46. m., al.16 p. m. |
via Hraaswieh. 1.20
p. m. tlssassih,
Wiathrep, l.ake Rsfasecssk. HeadheId.
Oaklaau aad Narth
Aasea, 1.16 p. m.
Walerville aad Mkawbenaa via Cewislea, 1.16 p. in., via Aagasta, 0.60, 10.80
A m., 1.20 and tll.20 p. m. and on Satuidays
to Walerville at 6.10 p. m.
Belfast aa^
Dexter 1.16,1.20, tll.20 p m. Haaier rlu
1. ewaslea,
in.
via 4 Mg am.
1.16, p.
8.60, 10.30 A m.. 1.20, tll.20 p. in. Muter
eed
K.
K., tll.20 p. m.
Piscataquis
KI Is worth and Kit. Desert Perry, 10.80 A
Bar Harbor 1.20,
m„ 1.20, til.10 p. m.
at.
11.40 p. in.
Vawcebers.
Nlephra
(Calais,) Arossiaoh t'uaiy, Nt. isks,
Halifax aad the Prevlaces, 1,16, 1.20,
tll.20 p. in.
tNIght express with sleeping car attached, run*
every night, Sundays Included, through to Bangor, but not to Skowhegan Monday mornings or
to Bellast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, Sunday
WUiri mvUNTAINN’ LINK.
For Cumberland mills 8.40, 10.10 A m.,
2.16, 3.16, 0.15 P,m.; (or Nebage l.ake 8.40
10.10 A
m., 2.16,0.16 p. m.; for Hr Ida lee,
Pryehara, Narth Ceaway, 4-lea Ntaliea,
Crawfords, aad Pabyaas 8.40 a. LI.
Bridatea, Pryehara, Narth Ceaway ana
Bartlett 2.16 p.

m.

The 8.40 a m. train connects (or all points la
Northern New Hampshire and Vermont and runa
to

Barliaalea,

.Tleatrral

aad

the

auo

nocxianu,

o.ao

p. m.;

si. .Jonn. t»dc«-

MT DESERT and MACHIAS
PORTLAND,UTKSBBOtT
CO.
Resumption of service;

on and after March 6, 'SB,
t'ily •( Kick need, (apt. Win. B. Dennison, (weather permitting) will leave Portland
tor Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machiasport. via
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m.;
touching at sargentvllle on Friday's trip only; returning, leave Machiasport Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in., connecting at Portland with early
morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBYGen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. April 2«, 1889.
apr29dtf
steamer

Jersey.

NEW ROUTE TO
PHILADELPHIA* BALTIMORE.WASHIHQTON and the
WEST. Shorttst and Outckait Route.
Via CENTRAL RAILROAD of NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA and KEADINO RAILROAD
and BALTIMORE and OHIO RAILROAD.
TIME TABLE of MAY 12. 1889: Leave N»w
York station Central Railroad of New Jersey, foci
of Liberty street, N. K.. for PHILADELPHIA^At 4:00,7:46.8 :S0, 9:30,11 :0U a. M.; 1 ;00, 2.30,
3:16, 4:00 6:00,6:30, 7:30, 12:0*1 r. M.; Sundays
8:30, 9:30 A. M„ 1 :80. *:*», 3:16,6:00, 8:30,
13:00 P. M.
For BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON daily—At 8:30, (11:00 except Sundays) a. M.
1:30,2:30,3:16, 6.00, 11:00 r. k. Connecting
tickets on sale at principal points.
DRAWING ROOM and SLEEPING CARS,
marl 1
dtf

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OP CANADA.
SAinnER AKHANUEntNT.
Oa aad afser MONDAY, April 1»,
•rates will raa aa tall swt

l**M»,

DgPABTDBM.
• nAalaraaal I.ewlslaa, 7.10 and 9.00
а. m. and 12.46 and 6.16 p. m.
Far Uarhaas, 9.00a. m. and 1.30and' B.16p.

m.
Far Maaircal and Chlcaaa^li 00 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.
Far Oarbee, 1.80 p. m.
Far MuckBrld aad I'saisa, 9.00 A m and
1.80 p. m.
AKBIT AI.H.
Frans t.swlstea aad Aabara, 8.88 a. a
13.16, 3.10 and 6.87 aad 6.46 p. m.
FrsaUsrksa, 8.26 a.m., 14.16and 6.37 p. hi.
Frees Phleagt aad Esairral, 18.18 and
б. 87 p. m.
rraa* Marker,12.16 p. m.
Frsa l.laad Psad. (Mixed) 7.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on nlgnt train and
Parlor ears on day train between Portland and
Montreal
tic’RBT or wick
.ad

Raaal Caaf m#

1 adle

Cltaai

Lowest fares from Portland. Yarmouth June
tlou aud Danville Junction as follows; To Chlca$21.00 and $19.00: Detroit. $18.76 and
18.00: Kansas CUT, $38.50 and $28.85; 8t.
aul $32.60 and $28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
$36X0and $21.26; St. Louis via Chicago, $38.60
and $24.90; California, $83.60 and $83.76.
Ueners Manager.
JU8KFH
WM. EDGAR, Genl. Pass. Agent,

t;>,
SUTITIIT^ WATKK.
Sum-

Sold by all Drusfflsta.
PRICE 35c, SOo. and Sl.OO.

to throe

way stations 1.00 and 4.18 p.

EAdtern Division Front Union Station.
Far Bee tea ((2.00 a.m.,dally),(9.00a.m., 11.00,
(8.00 p. m. Returning leave Beatea —7.30, 8.00
aid.. 12.30 p. m. 1*7.00 p. in. dally).
Hid defect, P.rt.aaeuih Newharvaerl, halrat.

AB* m-»-*l

creat DISCOVERY'

Di- JOHX P. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
•9-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Wormi
removed fn from one hour and thirty minute#

—

niarsiioi.

It Is acknowledged to be the boat, safest and
moat ivotent and effectual remedy known tor
this

Nnadajr Trains From Union Station.
For tie.tea and
BL

Ceutral R. R. of New

PROPOHALR.

aplO

'a

a.

Var«

dim

Schlotterbeck

It has stood the tests of the public for over a !
quarter of a century, and thousands have testl- 1
fled to Its value. Send for circular and testimonIsis. For sale by all Druggists at 60 cents and !
11.00 per bottle.

DAVIS,

ATTORNEY AND CODNSELOR,
myis

owner or keeper of a dog shall annually
cause It to be registered, described, and
licensed for one year In the ofbce of the clly clerk,
by paying therefor to said clerk the sum of
twenty-live cents, and shall cause It to wear
around Its Deck a collar distinctly marked with
the owuer’s name and registered number, and
sball pay Into the city treasury for such license
one dollar.
Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the provisions
of this ordinance shall forfeit ten dollars to be
recovered on complaint to the use of the city.
All tines and penalties provided In the
preceding sections may be recovered on coinpliuut before any court of competent jurisdiction hi this
city.
All other ordinances relating to licenses for
dogs are hereby repealed.
It shall be the duty of the city marshal to cause
all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found at
large within tbe city, without a collar, as required
by these ordluances.
In case any dog shall be found loose or going at
large, contrary to any of tbe foregoing provisions,
the owner or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the house, store, office, or
where such dog is kept or harbored,
otherplace
shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten
dollars.

are

by
allopathic
homeopathic physicians, I will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I Dud that about four-fifths of tne cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
stance by letter with their full name an d place
residence
had one 2 cent stamp and $3.00 Exof
Consultation tree.
amination at the office, *1.00.
9
bourn
seDl4t<
a. m. to 9 o. m.
Office

f New
v5±yt£?.~f.
Streets

In Board or Mayor and Aldermen, 1
April 15lh, 188#. 1

*

a. m.

Haver-

6.80. 8.46

Ubmb. AIim »•?,
*.46 a. m..
12.45, 3.80 p.m., iHsacbMici *u<l < oacoti
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m., (vta Newmarket
Junction) 8.30 a. m., 8.80 p. m., Wsrcvsicr via
(Ireat Falls and Rochester) 8.30 a. in.

through

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

dtd

Ordered, That

1

6.80, 8.46

P‘
fl.ate re ace, and Lewell,
m., 12.45, 3.30 J». m.

boro, Bar Harbor. Hacksport. Bangor, (Flying
Yankee); Farmington and Lewlsiou 6.48 p. m.;
Night Pullman 1.40 a.m.

TRUE’S PIN WURM ELIXIR I

you are troubled with

YOU

THE Jeweler

bgaul ffiiwUc:,

cases

EVERY

WALTHAM and ELGIN

BERRY,

cor-

Ordinance Relating to Dogs.

genuine goo<U.

Jal46’t,?*?i
8,80

H-4R »• mWells
Beach,

Congress St., Portland,

HEARING.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

^£A3TER**

the

m.

Committee
Laving out New Streets,
HEED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
THE
hereby gives notice that It will be at the
that
of Gilman and Arsenal streets,
to; all
given up as In
Wednesday DK.la heirthe
and
curable

OF~A

may23

arf>l*A$T ^

p

ill.
hill.

West.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

GEORGE W. SYLVESTER,
WILLIAM B. IRISH,
V. RICHARD FOSS.
May 22,188#.

:

«.15

Arrivals In Fortlaad. (rom Sebago Lake 7.28,
11.65
A
4.20
BarCell
ta.,
p.
m.;
10.06 a. m., Augusta and Bath, 8.36 a m.;
[)Lewiston 8.40 a m.; Farmington, Skowhegan
and Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; Bangor, Rockland,
etc., at 12.30, p. m.; rabyau's and North Cooway 4.66 p. m.; Walerville, Bath. Augusta

i

SOOTHING, PAIN-KILLING,
CURATI YE and STRENGTHENING-

H

46P- «5io
’.n30,

mornings.

CITY ADVKHTIkB.imiVTS.

street to “B” street.
And at 3.30 o’clock on the same afternoon will
be at the corner of St. John and “C” streets for
the purpose of giving a hearing to all parties Interested in the discontinuance of “C” street from
St. John street to the Maine Central Railroad,
and will thereafter determine whether the public
Interest and necessity require such changes to be
■ade.
HOLMAN 8. MELCHER, Mayor, 1
JOHN K. RAND,
Committee on
ROBERT A. MoCLUTCHY,

dtmy20

novlleodtl

J. A. HAYDEN,

House

92 EXCHANGE STREET.
ap37

SPECIALTY

telephone promptly at-

or

Mo. 37 P.um Street.

NOTICE

Store,

EXIHASGR,

97 l-'£ Exchange St., Portland, Xri

on

Colesworthy’s

—

Job Printer

11.00

C. W. T. CODING, General Manager,
dtl

maye

41TB

PhlNTIBS’

IS cents
10 cents

60 cents
8 cents round trip

Ten Round Trips. Children,
Season 1 tckets. Adults.

iiid.«Pr

12

JIAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MARKS

12.16. 2.00.

a. in..

KATES OF FAKE.
Single Round Trip, Adults,
Single Round Trip, Children,
Eight Hound Trips, Adults,

Now is the time to fill up your libraries; all our 35 and 50 cent books
now' 23 and 23 cents,
Photograph Albums at very low
prices. Children’s illustrated books cheap. Tou
can save money by giving us a call.

OPEN ESVE3ISri3M C3-S!

ev-

Manager

For NEW YORK.

WEEK DAY*.

It is marvelous, how many different complaints it will cure. Its strong point lies ic the fact that it acts
quickly. Healing all Cute, Bums and Bruises like Magic. Relieving all manner of Crumps, Chills,

(.swell,

Boston

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Custom House Wharf.

AS MUCH FOR INTERNAL AS FOR EXTERNAL USE.

maylO_eodtf

mceMIII,

FOREST CITY and JOHN BROOKS

—

Catarrh, Influenza, Cholera Morbus, Diarrho-a, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Toothache, Kuruchu,
Nervous Headache, Sciatica, Lams Back, aud Soreness in Body or Limbs.

Portland.
Union
Station,'
16.80, (8.46 a. tu..
112.45,
Heetea
far PerllaaJ 7.80,
3.46, p. m.
For Wcarbar*
-?1-1
se.i’ i.4' ***■•
Fa*"*' 8*30. 10.86. a. m.. 8.80
r,- ?’
‘♦•'• hard Beach,
Han,
i*1*18.46,
Hiddcford (1.30,
10.35 a. m., 12.46, 8.80,

f"
?*■;

winnwn,

—LOT* FOB—

»1»K»-

leave

“««•■
P- “L

ATITIAH

alternately leave FRANKLIN WH ABF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Colds, Hoarseness, Hacking Cough, Whooping-

apr30^dBm

ANTHRACITE and BITUMINOUS COALS,

12.66,

m.,

westekFoitision.

Trains

THM FIMUT-CLAH8 IT1AMMM

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

a.

R. R

Jaaaarv JO, I wait.

Portland & Rochester R. K«
Only $1.00.

Fare

5.15 p. m.

■

la effect

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

SPRIN6 ARRANGEMENT.

ON

HEATH &

A. R. WRICHT &

BOSTON

Leave Cushing’s at 9.66, 11.10
2.20. 3.35,6.26 p.m.

and after TUESDAY. May 14, and until further notice, the STEAMER ISIS wiil run as
follows (Sundays excepted): Leave Burnham’s
Wharf at 6.00. 7.00, 9.00 and 10.30 a. m.; 2.00,
3.30, 6.00 and 6.15 p. m. Leave Casco Wharf,
Diamond Island, at 6.26, 7.40, 9.30, 11.00 a. m.;
2.30,4.00, 6.46 and 6.40 p. m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can
be made with the captain, od board, or with
may Kid tfL. A. GOUDY, Manager.

Henry Waddlngton, Magee,

Forelen Porta.
Melbourne Apl 16th, ship Highland Light,
Sawyer, from San Frauciseo ; Emily F Wliltuey,
Rollins, from Boston; Itosie Welt, Welt, from
Puget Sound; W A Campbell, Hathorn, for Newoasl'e 1 barques Jennie Darkness,
Ameebury, for
Iloilo; Theobald, Howland, for Preemantle.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW. April 3d.
ship Invincible,
Lewis, San Pedro; 16th, Edw O’Brien. Oliver, do.
8ld fm Auckland, NS,
Apl s, barque
Virginia,
H
b
Pettigrew, for Newcastle, NSW.
Sid fm Melbourne Mch 30, barque Jas G Pendleton, Lancaster, Iloilo.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW. Apl 14, barque Ricbd
Parsons, Thorndike, Hong Kong.
Sid fm Port Chalmers Apl 10,
barque Alice Reed
Stahl, for Newcastle, NSW, aud Valparaiso.
Id fm Port Natal 17th Inst,
barque Mary 8
Ames, Crocker, Barbados.
Ar at Clierlton Apl ll.
barque Tbos A Goddard,
Sears, New York via Batavia.
Passed Aujler
Apl lo, barque Haydn Brown,
from Cebu for New York.
SM fm Nanaimo May 13, ship Itobt L
Belknap,
Staples, Kan Francisco.
Sid fm Matanzas 16th, brig L F Munson, Mcfor
Kown.
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Caibarlen 16th Inst, sen Frank T
Stinson,
Reed, from Matanzas for Philadelphia.
brlB Mary K Resell.
Mltcnell, Philadelphia.
Ar at Havana 10th inst,
brig Fanny B Tucker.

Ms sad Trip IIS.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
U. B. AA.WPRON, Ageat,
aidtf
TO l.aag Wharf. Bw»s.

GREENWOOD

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND.

load tor Philadelphia.

At

Passage 810.00.

Wharf,

j

Ar
schs

26tt>, barque Skobeleff. Tucker, Matanzas;
Lizzie Heyer, Rivers, Mobile; Chase, Mills,
Amboy; Laura E Messer. Lee, and Kolon. Paterson, Hoboken; William Todd. Wood. New York;
Charity, Magee, Rockland; Lizzie Guptill. 8mltb,
Rockland; Emma, Magee, and Waterloo, Creamer
Bangor; Harbinger, do; Mt Vernon, Freethy, do;
Ella Clifton, Strout, Millbrldge; Laura. Seavey,
Franklin ; Huntress, Lunt, fm Lubec; D K liain,
Wardwell, Portland.
Cld 23d, sch Gamma, Jenkins, Hillsboro.
SALEM—Sid 22d. schs S 8 Kendall, Kendall,
Middleton; Carrie C Ware, Keene, Port Johnson;
A Hayford. for New York.
GLOOCESTER-Ar 22d, schs J C Morse, Jr,
Hinckley Bath for Vineyard-Haven; Kendrick
Fish, Calais for Bridgeport; Mindoro, Augusta
for Stamford.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 21st, sch Jas L Malloy,

mission.

dtf

Round trip, adults,
$ .26
children under 12,
.16
Twelve ride ticket,
1.00
PEAKS’ ISLAND.
Round trip, adults,
$ .15
children under 12,
.10
Sixteen ride ticket,
1.00
ride
For
restticket,
8ixty
33.00)
1.00
Twenty ride ticket,
cottagers
.60 j
Twenty ride ticket for scholars,
only,
WEEKS & WEBBER, Proprietors.
may20dtfF. N. WEEKS, Manager.

Portland;

ington.

sailing vessel.
Freights for tb« West bv the Peon. R. R., and
South by conneetlng lines, forwarded free of com-

STEAMERS.

CUSHING’S ISLAND.

Domestic Ports.
MCH1ILE—Cld 21st, sch Lizzie S Haynes, Saw
yer. New Haven.
DARIEN—-Cld 22d, sch Jennie 8 Hall. Hall, for
New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sch Wm O Snow, Hatch
Boston.
^d’ 8C^ ^arr*e A Norton, Hodgdon, Buenos
Ayres
Su i?2?™!1 J?,9.Garfield, Simpson, Eleutliera.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 22d, ship {joltalre, Sewell, Japan; brig Kaluna, Coffin, Bangor.
Ar 21st, sch G M Braluard,
Miller, Viu&lhaven.
Ar 22<l. sen Augustus Hunt,
Hall, Boston.

Rogers, Norfolk.
Buckminster, Itockport.

T*e*dar ind Frida*.

inn

From Long Wharf, Boston, *
From Fine Street Wharf.
m.
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-ball tbe rate of

p.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at It p. m. Returning, leave Fler
38, Kast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septa 1-dtfGeneral Aren

PICTURE.

Von the Beautlfnl Panel Pictnre (without
printing) which i. given (or

Show

Fishermen.

Sid fm Boothbay 23d, schs Helen Lincoln, Seaand Caroline Vaught, Reed, mackerellng;
Ambrose Knight, do.
a* Sythiey, CB. 21st .sch
Lucy W Dyer, Hili, A5
liard, Bauks, with 360 qtls fish.

DUTCH I8LAND HARBOR—Ar 22d, sch N J
Day, Fountain, Tivertou for New York.
Bid;22d. sch Anna 8 March, Ashford. Calais for
New York; Nellie Doe, Wlnsliw.fni Providence
™
MW W| muu, Coleman, Fall River for
u“i
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 22d, schs C'H Eaton,Sinclair. Calais I Seth W Smith, Martin, do: Westerloo, Treworgy, do.
VINKYABD-HAVBN—Ar 21st, sch Eva Rose,
Bennett, Boston for Philadelphia.
Salieri schs Lizzie Heyer. Lucy M Collins, L E
Messer, Chase, Mattie Holmes, Kolon, Wm Todd,
B C Cromwell, A J Fabens,
Pavilion, Jos Oakes,
Sarah A Elleu, Maggie Ellen, G M Reynolds. MarCatawatnteak, Mary E .Morse.
fatet, Palestine,
Mary Sane, J W Woodruff, Paul Seavey, Samuel
Hart, Kate Walker. Telumah, Robert Dority, Stephen Morgan, R F Hart, Mary Augusta, Mary
Lymburner. and others.
Ar 23d, brig Lutzburg. Foote, Antigua tor Bangor; sch Olive Branch. Kondout for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, sch C A White, Tripp, from
Baltimore.
Below, sch Maggie Ellen.
Cld 23d, schs Robert A Snow.
Pillsbury, RockDrea maught, Rlckerson. Kennebec and
“l
Philadelphia; Minnie Rowan, Bangor and Wash-

Froa PHILADELPHIA

President.

IK

■

BEAUTIFUL

vey,

Ar 22d. sch F O Dame,
"“I 22d. sch Quickstep.

LINE.

SWIVD4Y TIJ1E TABLE.
Leave Burnham’s Wharf at 9.10, 10.30 a. in..
12.15, 2.00, 3.16, 4.46 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen’s at 9.36, 10.60 a.
m. 12.35, 2.40, 3.65, 6.05 p. m.
Leave Jones’ at 9.46,11.00 a. in., 12.45, 2.30,

3.45,

Vonr Grocer

FRO VIDENCE—A r 21 st, schs Annie
Lee, Cole,
Machais; Zampa, Lambert, do; Quickstep.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

From BOSTON iwf WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

H. P. DEWEY,

DAY TIJIi: TABLE.
Leave Burnham's Wha rf at 6.30, tH.40, 9.00,
10.30 a. m., *12.00, 2.00.4.45, t6.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen’s at 6.10, 7.05,9.30,
10.60 a. in.. 2.40, 5.05, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Jones’at 6.20, 7.16, 9.30, 11.00 a. m.,
l. 00, 2.30, 6.15, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Cashing's at 6.60,9.40,11.10 a. m., 2.20,
5.26 p. m.
•For Jones’ only.
tDoes sot go to Cushing’s.

5T>

ceed*'

East

Boston i Philadelphia

season

vessel
ton in

Buckmaster. Rockport.

1889.

SUMMER ARRAN6EMENT.

Madokawaudo and

AS FOLLOWS:

Memoranda.
The price paid for barque Elmlranda, recentbv
purchased
Capt Alvin Hall and others, of
ly

Nickerson.Weehawfrom Albany for

1889.

BOSTON AND MAINE

—

On and after April 29,| and until further notice,
the steamers of this line leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland. MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
ami
FRIDAYS at G.3u p. m.. (or Eastport and St.
John, with above connections: returning, leave
St. John and Eastport SAME DAYS.
Tbruugb tickets issued and baggage checked to
declination. kP~Kreight received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tbe Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for ether Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYL8.
ol 8tate street.
apr27dtf_Oen’l Manager.

Steamboat Co.

Burnham's

W

Bermuda 10th iust, sch Rabboni, Tap-

lor New York; J

On and after March 18, 1889, the steamer
Phantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as
follows:—Between Freeport and Portland, touching at tireatChebeagne, Little John’s and Cousins
Islands and Falmouth Foreslde. Leave South
Freeport dally (Sundays excepted) at 7.00 a. m.
Returning will leave Burnham’s wharf. Portland
3 p.m.
11. B. SOULE, Manager,
marl 9dtf
Freeport.

Commencing Monday, April 29, 1889,

ley, Boston.

Portland; Helen Mar,

,or I’ema‘*uld

between Custom
House and
Boston Steamers, for Trefethen’s and Joues’ Landings and
Cushing’s Island.

Lotbrop, Anjler.
Ar at Liverpool 21st, sblp Belle of Bath, Curtis,
Fleetwood

ken for
Saco.

K^st

and

Freeport Steamboat Company.

STEAMER

Cld at Kosario May 23, barque Samuel B Hale,
Haven, Barbados, for orders.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, May
22, ship Reaper, Sawyer, New York.
Cld at Sydney, NSW, Apl 16, ship Conqueror,

Libby, do for Valparaiso.
STONINGTON—81a 2Its. schs Forest City, fm
Gardiner

BrJstoi

Intermediate Landings.
Will leave PemaquTd every Friday at 7 a ui
for Portland and Intermediate Landings
arriving
b
K
In Portland at about 2 p. m.
Connecting with Boston Boats at Portland
Positively no freight received after 7.45 a. m.
at Portland on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W K. Bobanon on the wharf.
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
apr29dtt

Leaves

H J

Island

f«r Smilrrel

002

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

for

everv

m„

Island, Waite’s Landing,
Town Landing.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Manager.

RED BEACH, May 21—Ar, schs E & G W
Hinds, Coleman, Fall River tor Calais; Frankllu
Fierce, Fullmore, Rockland.

Fostlna, Phllbrook,

Ha.

row

and all parts of New Brauwlck, N.»a Hc«Ha, Prince Kdwards Island, aad Cape
Hreiss. The favorite route to I’su.psbclls
and Si. Aadrews, N. H.

xuwu i-auumg, ramiouiu
roresiue lor
Portland at 6.00 and 7.50 a.m., 12.50 and 3.t)u
p. m. Return leave Portland at 7.00 and 10.00 a.
in., and 1.60,4.40 and 6.16 p. in., lor Mack worth’s

ivnight, do.

Sfhs
Anita. Small,
Fernandina.
NEW YOKK-Ar 21st, schs Julia A Berkele,
French. Amboy for Boston; S J Lindsay, Kennedy, do for Biddeford.
Ar 22d, barque Grace
Deering. Pratt,
79 days; schs V ictor, Nova Scotia; Rival,1‘lsagua
Stuart,
and LaVolta, EUswortn for
Faust,
P»vW
Rondout:
Katie Mitchell. Kennebec: David Torrey. and Grace Webster, Portland.
Cld 22d. ship Jas Drummond, Curtis, Ban Francisco; sch Helen G King, Boston; Nellie J Diusrnore. Dodge, Matanza*.
Bid 22d, ship Abner Coburn, for San Francisco;
barque Harriet S Jackson, tor Dast Loudon.
Passed the Gate 21st, schs Hyue. lor Hallowell;
Xf
Helen, for Rockland; Unison, for
o
Boothbay; Melissa Trask, for Bangor; Hortensia,
and Lugano, for Boston; R L
Tay, do; K C Gates,
for Providence; Jed F Duren. for
Boston; Louisa
Smith, do; Cyrus Chamberlain, do; J H Crowley,
fo£ Gardiner: ira D Sturgis, for Lynn.
LON5HN_Passed Little Gull 22d, barks
§ v ■ «X,W*5X^ *roin New York for Freemaatle;

at

FALHOHTH rOKKSIDK HOCTK.
On and after April 22, 1889, Steamer ALICE

1

*2<».

Saturday

—

Steamship Co.

EASTPORT, CALAIS. ST. JOHN, I.B.. HALIFAX, N.8.

ENTERPRISE.

leave
J£?„5?Sr4S«»V2S*iteamer will
0N Franklin
Wharf, Portland,
Tuesdav
and

International

H All. HO A DA,

win icavc

Sailed, schs Pemaquld, Wheeler, Boston; Qutvet, Sargent, Damarlscotta for Boston; Helen Lincoln, Seavev. and Caroline Vauirhr. ltced fishimr.

Sid lm

Bootlibay

STEAMEK

Steamboat Co.

On and after Oct. 10, 1988, Steamer MEHRVCONEAO will leave Orr’s Island 8.16 An.,
Bailey’s 6.30; Harpswell 0.45; Great Chet>eague
7.16; Jeuks7.30; Hope Island 7.35; Little Chebeague 7.45; Long Island 8.06. Arrive In Portland 9.00. Return leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.30 p. m.

SACO,
Cooksou,
Ar, sch G B Reynolds, Snow, Philadelphia.
Cld, sch Jas A Gray, Boston.
BOOTHBAY. May 23—Ar, sells Cora C Meader,
Meader, Bangor; Princess, Thompson. Damarls-

amoroso

ITKAMSKI.

ARRANGEMENT.

Harpswell

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
May 23—In port, sch Helen Montague,
Bluehlll, to load for Baltimore.

cotta.

A/T1K. KM

Returning,
Bootlibay every Monday
and Wednesday at7.30 a. m., for Portland and

Styles

Ginghams

I K

anWaboveYalfiflngs.8'00
will leave

cents to 25 cents.

Westbrook

Portland and

"

Bootlibay, Heron Island, So.
Booth bay.

15 CENTS.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 24.

MAKINE

ISLAND

SUMMER

City of New York New York. .Liverpool. ..May 29
Trave.....New York. .Bremen.May 29
Nordland.New York. .Antwerp
.May 29
Hanimonia.New York..Hamburg. ..May So
Auraula.New Y'ork. .Liverpool... .Jne 1
Furnessla.New York..Glasgow.Jne 1
La Bourgogne....New York..Havre.Jne 1
Valencia.New York-.Laguayra ...Jne 1

No Interest.

_

OATS.

HU»CELli*NE«lI8.

Polynesian...Portland... Liverpool...May 23
City ol Richmond New York..Liverpool...May 26
La Champagne ...New York.. Havre.May 26
Arizona.New York..Liverpool...May 28
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg...May 28
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool...May 29

99

99%
22%
eo pref.... 69%

do pref.116%
St Paul. Minn * Man.108
St.Paul & Omaha. 36%
St Paul & Omaha prf. 99%
Texas Pacifle(new). 21%
UdIod Pacific. 61%
U. 8. Express.
90%
Wabash St. Louis & Pacific_ 16
do prof. 28%
Western Union. 87%

IUivnland.New York. .Antwerp... .May 22
Bothnia.....New York..Liverpool...May 22
Adirondack.New York..Port Prlnce.May 23

W.

by

W. WHIPPLE & CO.

»Pr23_
cured

T&F&w2m

without the use of knife

ligature, or detention from
business. All diseases of the
Kectum successfully treated

or

by Dr.
T.
FISK, «
Plrnuni sat..Auburn,.fir.
Cure guaranteed. At 0.8. Hotel, Portland.Boom
18,every Saturdayfrmn u >. m to 4 p. m. Beter•Dees given. Consultation tree. Head tor
pampb
*t. 10 vears,experience. Hundreds cured,
eoltf
sep*

Agrnla,

...

410

P«r« Mtrret.

dtl

apr It;

WHEN YOU WANT

CHOICE BUTTER OR CHEESE
:-CALL AT-

IURRIM & COMPANY’S,
Whitney Building,

•

Federal St.

PINE
SOUTHERN YELLOW
TIMBER.
LUMBER AND

Lumber furnished at the low.
market prices fr> >iq our slock on tne wharf, or
direct from our 8outl tern l ine Mills, and In the
quickest possible tin le.
DKKHIKn. WIS*L*W *«'«•>
Pertlawd, Me.
;|J.{ l .a.rrrl.1 Merest.

Memorandums of

est

__eodtf
CANNED GOODS
lea

—

A*\D-

HICKSON,

J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Portland, April 39.1839.
apr29dtf

Baltimore&OhioR.R.

•vAMT KtP^SS TAIN*
VIA PHILADELPHIA, to BALTIMORE. WASHINGTON,
Cincinniti. St Low* and Chicago.

Pullman

Car Service

on

all

C A FIFOKI IA
Tim

AND

MARRINER

&

COMPANY,

Feden tl Street.

I

nBXlCO.

iwai.MsiklT Parties^-Personally conduct
ed,—combining Comfort—Low Rates Quick Tim*

Sleeping Cars. Call ou or aildress ueaiest
rieket Ageut. or K. E. CUBK1EK. New England
IIO *Vw»hio*»*w
Agent Southern PaclDc Co.

—Pre*

St.. Mmss. Mass.

.PRESERVES.
Best Quality and Lowest Prifcs.

Trains.

NEW YOKK, toot of Liberty street, as
follows: Kor CHICAGO, 8.16 P. M 13.00 Midnight. For CINCINNATI and ST. LOUIS. 8.80
Kor WASHINGTON, BALTI
A M.. 6.00 P. M.
MOKE, WILMINGTON and CHESTER, 8.80
A M., I' 00 A. M.. 1.80 T.M., 2.3o P M„ 8 16
P. M., 6.00 P. M., 12.00 Mldulght. Sunday, 8.8o
A. M., 1.80, 2.30,6.0 ) P M., 12 Midnight. Kor
Tickets and Pullman Car Space call at B. A O.
Ticket Office, 211 Washington street, Boston,
Mass. Past line to Ft. Ptyne, AIa Guide to
Washington can be hail on application. Baggage
checked to destination. CHAS. O. SCULL,
Gen’l Passenger Agent.
maylSdtf
Leave

ilygeiwlly

divoiu i

II you desire a divorce for any

cause.

St at*

particulars. Advice free; confidential. ROBERT
WHITE, Attorney,:145;BroaUway, New York,
otay I)

d3w

ri lJB]

PliESS,

locality in the community which has now !
been so
successfully consummated. We t
the hope in this connec- ;
^tVu!*t?i.exp^s?
tion
mat the old house
may be put to some I

YARMOUTH BAPTIST CHURCH.

FRIDAY JHORMNG, MAY 24.
NBH

AUVKKTIHV.VtKNTH: TO-DAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
C. J. Farrington, the Middle St. Clolliler.
Estate
lor Sale -Symonds A Libby.
Real
Benjamin Shaw, Exchange street.
Atkinson Houbb Furnishing Co.
For sale—Business Interest.
Dry Goods—Webster A Co.
Wanted—J. G. Currier.
Notice Is hereby given.
Owen, Moore A Co.
Rooms to let.
Lot for sale.
Rent to let.

Dedicatory

Sermon

Dana

Exercises

by

Dr.

Ceorgo

Boardman.

The dedication of the new Baptist church
Yarmouth yesterday, was an event of
There were
more than ordinary interest.

in

exercises in the afternoon and

For any case of nervousnesa, sleeplessness. weak stomach. Indigestion, dyspepsia
Iry Carter’s Little Nerve PlUs. Relief is sure.
The only nerve medicine for tbe price in market.
dwlw

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation:
Hour .Stomach, Dlarrlicea, Eructation;
Gives healthy sleep; also aids digestion;
Without uarcoti stupefaction
octbdAwly
SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Thursday.—The grand Jury reported flually
alter a session of ten days. The following indictments onlv have so far been made public:
Ilenrv Welch, James J. Connors and James Mctiovau. breaking aud entering the store of Henry
F. McCarthy In the night time.
Frank Smith, alias Willis Skillings, alias Walter
Skillings, alias Wdlls Bryant, three indictments
tor forgery.
John H. Gray, larceny of a horse and carriage
from Isaiah Lord.
it
Richard Morton, assault upon Officer Harrison
S. Cousens.
Lester B. Harlow, common thief.
John T. Harrington, robbery.
seth Hamilton, escape from Jail.
David Buckley, assault
with a dangerous
weapon upon John H. Uassett.
Tlie following arrangements were made:
1 .ester B. Harlow pleaded guilty to an Indictment against him as a common thief.
Richard Morton for assault upon a constable
1

uot

Dedicatory
Yesterday.

Connected With It.

_M,W,FAwly6

Frank

Interesting

The Old Church and Reminiscences

Advice 10 VI others.—MRS.
WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always he used when
children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
child
tbe
from
by relieving
pain, and the little
cherub awakes as "bright as a buttom.’
It Is
to
taste.
It soothes the child, softvery pleasant
ens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wlud, regulates the bowels, and Is tbe best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes. Twenty-flve cents a bottle.
febl

pleaded

such as topieserve
essentially its outlines as a landmark to future
generations
thus sharing a better fate than the other old
meeting-houses in the eastern part of the
town, both of which were torn down some
years ago.
Ihe new house is
centrally located on
Main street in the
westerly and more growing part of the town. It is very tasteful in
its external appearance and convenient in all
its appointments, house and lot costing not
far from 89,000.
This lincludes furnishings
and windows. Stevens and Cobb of Portland were his
architects, and the mechanical
work being very
satisfactorily done, the
masonry by Mr. Chas Hodgdon of Pownal
and the superstructure
by Mr. Lewis
1 omeroy of Yarmouth. The
building is of a
pleasing color, the trimmings painted of a
light brown with shingled walls stained to
match. It is picturesque in style, the high
steep roofs crossing each other at right
angles, the rounded apse in front facing the
street to the north, flanked with a spacious
porch on the west and a beautiful tower sixty
nine feet in height on the east.
The lot is
neatly graded, the curved walks tastefully
laid out and an open ribbon-wire fence incloses it. Entering the spacious vestibule on
the east under the tower, to the left is a stairway with balustrades leading above, in front
is a double door into the auditorium and to
the right another opening into the
spacious
vestry with rounded apse in front.
Here In
this apse a line, large muliion window of
five openings, is placed by their descendants
to the memory of Rev. Sylvanus Boardman
the
second
of
the church
pastor
from 1810-1816, and
his
son, George
liana Boardman, the sainted “Apostle to the
Karens,” who was ordained here Feb. 16,1825
and died in the mountains of Tavov, Burma,
six years later, Feb. 11, 1831. A peculiar In!
tcrest attaches to this window iu that it is
one of three to different members of the
Boardman family in as many churches on
two continents, the first to the memory of
Ann Ilaseltiue Boardman, the wife of the
missionary, in the Judson Memorial Church
in Mandelay, Burma; another to the memory
of the missionary himself in the Judson
Memorial church now in process of erection
in New York city, and the other here to the
memory of both father and son.
On the
right of the desk in the vestry, and opening
into it by folding doors, is a smaller room,
and opening into that and the main
vestry is
the smaller vestibule on the west side of the
building. Throwing up the triple sectioned
glass partition, we find ourselves standing in
full view of the auditorium, the chancel directly opposite. On the right of the chancel
is a recess for choir and organ, and back of
this, opening out to the rear of the building
is a room for general purposes.
To the left
is a passageway oat from the
chancel, and
back of tills a retiring room for the
pastor.
'I he auditoiium is a noble room 40x42
It is
lighted by two largo muliion windows of five
openings each, one window on each side
and over these two circular windows seven
feet in diameter each. These are also memorials, two on the west side to the memory of
Rev. Lorenzo B. Allen and his wife,
by hts
son, W. I. Allen, Esq., now of Cloquet,
Minn. Mr. Allen was the honored pastor
of the church 1850 56. On the opposite side
the large window is to the memory of Mr
W. T. Haskell who fell at Antietam, and his
wife a beloved member of the church, placed
by their daughter, Mrs. Willa Haskell Higgins, now of West Newton, Mass.
Above
this, a beautiful circular window is to the
memory of Rev. Zabdiel Bradlord, pastor of
the church 1837-44, placed bv his widow now
living in New York city. The walls of the
room rise front and rear ten feet from
the
floor and then slope towards the centre
where they meet in the apex 34 feet above
the floor. The seats are what are known as
folding seat pews, made by C. B. Demorest
& Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., and ordered
through
their Boston agents, Messrs. Cabrera & Co.
They are circling, have hat rack, cane and
umbrella rack, and are exceedingly comfortable. They with the woodwork of all the
rooms are finished up in “Laurel.”
On the
floor of all the rooms also is a neat carpet of
old gold and blue mixed, contrasting nicely
with the colors on the walls which are of a
rich cream color bordering upon gold, and
the ceiling of “Sage blue/’ while the trusses
and purlines are finished in water colors of
a warm brown.
The same combinations of
colors for walls and ceiling prevail throughout the house. Room is found for 270 persons
in
the
auditorium and 120 in
use

,

guilty.

Smith, with several aliases, pleaded
guilty to two indictments charging him with the
forgery of J. L. Taylor's mine to two orders upon
John W. Hearing for groceries.
To a third indictment charging him with forging the name of
s. L. Taylor to an order upon Charles H. Ross tor
groceries lie pleaded not guilty.
William A. Silver, assault and battery upon
Mary A. Martin, pleaded uot guilty.
David Buckley for an assault upon John H.
Hassett with a razor pleaded not guilty.
Henry Welch. James J. Connors and James
McGovern each pleaded uot guilty to an Indictment for breaking and entering the store of Henry

evening,

and

these brought together a large number of
ministers and laymen. The exercises in the
afternoon commenced at half-past 2 o’clock.
After an anthem by the choir, prayer was offered by Rev. G. B. Ilsley of Bangor. The
pastor of the church. Rev. W. H. Lane, extended on the part of the church a hearty
welcome to former pastors and the many
other friends of the church assembled.
Rev. Dr. Stockbridge of Providence, R. I.,
who was born in Yarmouth, a son of Deacon
C. Stockbridge, then read a paper with the

title “Reminiscences connected witli the
early history and pastors of the church,
with personal memoirs.” After referring to
the early history of the town, and to movements which resulted in the formation of a
Baptist church in the place, the speaker
made special reference to Rev. Sylvanus
Boardman, Rev. Oils Briggs, Rev. Dr. Stephen Chapin, and Rev. Alonzo Jving. Dr.
Chapin, perhaps, took the highest rank in
the

list

of Lhe oastnrs of the elinreh

TTo

graduate of Harvard in 1801, studied
witli the distinguished Dr. Nathaniel Emmons of Franklin, Mass.; was ordained pastor of the Mt. Vernon, N. H.,
Congregational church.
Having serious
doubts on the subject of iufant baptism, he

was a

theology

made an earnest and prayerful study of the
peculiar views of Baptists. As the result of
such study he conscientiously gave in his adherence to their sentinfbnts, and thenceforth
was closely identified with the denomination
matters affecting its interests and
He resigned his pastorate in Yarmouth to accept an appointment as professor
of theology in Watervllle College. Subsein

all

growth.

quently he was called to the presidency of
Columbian College, now Columbian Univer-

sity, Washington, D. C., and in this capacity
was brought into close relation with the best
statesmen and members of congress of his

time.

F. McCarthy. McGovern subsequently retracted
his plea and pleaded gnilty.
John H. Gray pleaded guilty to the larceny of a
horse, carriage and harness, the property of
Isaiah Lord.
John T. Harrington, Indicted for robbery from
the persou of John Graham, pleaded not guilty.

paper of Dr. Stockbridge contained
allusion to the old meeting house, witli its
primitive modes of worship, etc., to the ordination of that saintly missionary, George
Dana Boardman; to the eccentric “Father”
Cummings, and closed with a fancy sketch
The

Adelaide Morgan, otherwise called Addle A.
Hollvan, indicted for adultery with George W.
Merrill, pleaded not guilty.
Court adjourned until u o’clock in the morning
when the arraignments will be continued.

of the hallowed services of some beautiful
May Sabbaths, as they wem recalled by the
speaker, drawing upon the memories of his

PERSONAL.

early boyhood days.
Col. A. B. Neally of Lewiston is in town
on a visit.
J. Herbert Shedd of Providence is among
the guests at the Falmonth.
Rev. Q. H. -Shinn of Deering will deliver
the Memorial address at Searsport.
Rev. G. A. Tewksbury and wife, of Cambridge, Mass., is at the Preble.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin is to address the
citizens of Paris Memorial Day.
Hon. Charles H. Frost, of Springvale, and
T. Goldthwalte, of Biddeford, were in town
yesterday.
Mr. George U. Haynes, of Camden, is in
the city, on bis return from a trip to Rangemy.

Canon Sills of St Luke's Cathedral, sails
for England J une 2d to spend several weeks
with his friends there.
Bon. W. H. Bigelow was taken seriously
111 last Monday night and is now confined to
his house on Crescent street.
CiTrue P. Pierce, Esq., Of Rockland, has
been invited to speak at Rest BOotkbay
Memorial Day.
-t
The death of Mr. David Wyer is announced. Mr. Wyer was one of the oldest fish
dealers in the city, and a gentleman very
much respected.

be chosen.

Bangor,

prominently mentioned ia connection with the position.
The following graduates of Bangor Theological Seminary have been commissioned
by the Governor to solemnize marriages after June 1, 1889: James A. Anderson, Chas.
S. Bates, Virgil W. Blackman, Edwin C.
Brown, Heury W. Conley, Daniel A. Evans,
Sam. H. Goodwin, Carleto F. Lewis, Clarence C. Lyon, John H. Matthews, Newman
Matthews, James H. McLaren, Lyman
Mevis, Elmer E. Newhert, John M. Nathen,
Chas. S. Young.
Col. George M. Atwood, a widely known
real estate dealer, died at his home in South
Boston, Wednesday afternoon.
Deceased

*

,.f
He

hls m<»iey

toi.
that he had kept soberprobably
and

kept

and a new
wishes now
his money.

uriianu,

committee.
The prayer of dedication was offered
Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., of Portland.

Is

Lost His Money and Clothes.
A man named Delaine of
Bangor, who has
been logging during the past winter, came to
this city with $150 and some new
clothes,
yesterday. He got drunk, fell In with bad

t

lh.eJ?“f“SncS??5t

°?the Pastorate of Re"
Zabdiel Bradford of
saintly memory, the
house |was remodeled, and since that
time
more or less changes have been made
It was bulltonwhat was then
known
Byram’s Hill, the land, an acre and a half
more or less costing 8120.00.
its position
has always been most sightly, now these
many years seen the country around for
many miles indexing heaven with its graceful spire. The position however, nofwithstanding its sightliness, has always from the
Hi st proved unfortunate in view of its exposure nnd insolation from the center of
population. Added to this, built at a time
when prayer meetings and Sunday schools
were unknown hereabouts, there has never
been any vestries or suitable accommodations for those which go to make up so large
a part of the church services and life of the
The only approach to this
day.
present
being a small room high up over the front
vestibule. Here the church has continued
to meet for now nearly a
century, but the
changed conditions of the present with considerations of the nature referred to, have
long demanded a change. It fact it was
seriously felt that the future growth and
efficiency of the society depended in large
degree upon a removal to a more central

witiX
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BALDWIN DRY AIR

a

WANTED—Wheelmen

Falmouth-CharlesSklllln

tin.

91.

to

«c.

Will there be anything the
matter with them here when
the warm
weather looks
staying? We think not.
would
The
be
parlor
shocked at some of them, the
street stare; but set them
in a lawn, or the office, or
on
a
bit of road along a
woods, or on a shore, or the
mountains, and they are
reason unto themselves.
Propriety and lawn tennis
have made them a fashion.
This is everybody’s blazer
store, and flannel and Madras shirts to go with them.
We have more shirts than
anybody, and for less money.
We have b ilts, if you want
belts, to go with them.

The Middle St.

NEAR
may24

The

BaldwlnrIa9iJ'&iharl*S
New Gloucester—A. H. Merrill

k

mIn this city. May

Ellzs c-

In tills city, May
years 11 months.

is

thought

to be the work

of Ice. Buy the best.
Our stock Is complete
Ice Chests and Refrigerators To save ice and get best cooling and preservative results is the aim of the housekeeper who invests In one of these ornamental and useful articles.
Buy the “Baldwin” and all your expectations and desires will be realized.

BABY CARRIAGES OF ALL STYLES
very

private8

rSs'KY

quite

an

low.

Terms

all

on

Household goods very liberal.

Pay

us a

things
providers

THE ATKINSON

HOUSr FURNISHING CO.,

Headquarters Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland Maine.
Branches: Auburn, Rockland, Bangor, Biddeford, Norway, tiardlner.
mayaa_ ____<nr

WHOLESALE

DRY

23, Etta L. Dodge, aged
36
s

a

y6Ju5

..

is the impression
that because the prices are
mount

lower here than at other
places the quality cannot
be the same.
But time is

[The luneral of the late Nellie Connolly will
,roln her father's
reswmi,™6 No. *aa<wvfy
morn,lnBstreet.
449 Commercial
residence.

in

gradually changing

all mistaken ideas of this sort, as
it removes prejudice and

impressions on all
There’s
subjects.
only one Colgate you
know, only one Pears, and
wrong
other

SstssasSto.

one

products happen

\S»

at

a

it

forHood>t8ar**Par,lu

ITTir

III bE,

E

[Hearty Eating.

il SI |p

[indigestion

our

assertion that

France, in the largest factory of the kind in the
world.

For

cooking purfor
poses,
confectionery, for

A per-

bevferage the Menier
Chocolate stands preeminent in the lead of all others
and the convenient form
in which it is packed

a

remedy for blzadf**1
Pees. Nausea, Drowsi-

ness.

truth of

time to test the

French Chocolates is that
made by Menier at Noisiel,

relieve Di»

frees from DyspapeU,
and Too

a

purest of all the famous

--—if’osl ti vely Cured by
thee Little Pills.
also

make it

prices here are less than
what you’re accustomed to
paying.
Perhaps the best and

SICK HEADACHE!

PI LLS.

not

the

aPr27__d&wly

IT D

that

Taste in the

[Mouth, CouedTongue,
--tPaln In the Side, TORtTD LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.
Small Pill. Small Oose. Small Prloe.

makes it a favorite with
hotels, houspkppnprs and
tourists.
Mess. Menier through
their N. Y. representative
have given us the exclusive

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

lanitary conveniences, also stable, house for garlener, and six acres of land with large variety of
fruit and ornamental trees. This is one of the
nost desirable estates in the outskirts of Portland
be purchased to advantage. Terms easy.
jud can of
8YMONDS & LIBBY? First National
Inquire
Bank

Building.___may24dlm

SAI.E—We are offering for a few days
FOR
eight building lots on Cumberland, Sherman

flf ANTED-The public to know that J. O.
v v
CURKIKR, Bell Hanger has removed to
37C!ark street. Speaking lubes and bells ol
< very description put Into hotels,
prlva'e houses
ino steamboats at short notice.
AH work waranted. Oiders by mall attended to.24-1

j

j

a corner lot of
the city, near
all day when It shines;
he best lot in the city for the money.
Inquire
oi
*
G. CURRIER, 137 Clark street.
torse

cars;

sun

24?1

■

1

furnished rooms suitable lor
rOLBT—Six
housekeeping near the First Farlsh
summer

Falmouth.

Address

Box 86, Falmouth
liiirch,
5 lalne.___
24-1

LET—Centrally located, one

*

rO
ant, sunny rooms, furnished
ootn.
M. A. Preis
Address,E.

two pleaswith use of hath
or

Office.

24-1

LET—A convenient rent of seven rooms
rOpleasantly
situated lu the western Dart of
^ He
RICHARD
t

city. Price $16.
WEBB, 48v»
Exchange street or 821 Bprlug street.
24-1

LET—A pleasant front room up one flight
with use of hath room, hot and cold water
1 2 Federal
24-1
street._
'

rO

Interest In a good business'* 1.
price $260; excellent chance for a man with
nail capital. For further particulars address H
t Press Office,
17_2
1 ClOB NA1,E-An

retail sale of these

goods

here and

goods

our

toilet

department offers
plete assortment

iraut and Fortland streets at a very low price
111 of the above are within the radius of Grove
ind High streets and are offered In one parcel at
ow figures.
BENJAMIN 18HAW, 48Vi Ex24-1
! change street.

SAI.K—Ata bargain,
land In the western part of
P®1*
has the

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers aud Commission Merchants.

a com-

"CAN

ROOM

S-A/VXIKD.

PAPERS.

Hall L. Davis, 49 Exchange Street.
7

0

eodlm4p

ANNUAL.

E.B.&B.
We have

some

gains

extra

on

street.__23-1

23-1

MAI.K—Two fine saddle horses,* at 113
Ureen street. City.
23-1

MEETING.

THE

Hemstitched Linen Sheets.
“
Pillow Slips.
Annual Meeting.
Stockholders of the Portland, Saco and
AH Linen Sheeting, 2 1-2 yards wide. THEPortsmouth
Railroad Company
hereby
notified that tlieir annual meeting, for the choice
“
“
ot
Directors
and
the transaction of sncb other
for
Pillow Casing.
business
may legally be presented, will be held
“
“
the first MONDAY, the third aay, of June
Hemstitched Towels.
1889, at eleven o’clock in the foreneon, In the
Company’s Hall, near the Station, in Kittery.
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
Fine Satin Damask Tea Cloths.
Portland, Me., May 13.
1889,_myl3eodt 1
“
“
International
Telegraph Co.
Tray Cloths.
annual meeting of the International Tela
“
“
“
THE
graph Company will be holden at the office
Tea Sets.
of Brown & Josselyn, 211 Commercial street.
“
“
“
Portland, Me.,
Tuesday. June 4th, next, at 3
o'clock p. m„ for the choice of directors and for
Dinner Sets.
any other legal business.
“
“
“
A. D. BROWN, Clerk.
Communion Sets.
Portland, May 21,1889.
my21dlw
.
Maine Medical Association.
Table Linen.
thirty-seventh annual meeting ot this
“
THEassociation,
will be held at City Building,
Damask and Ilnck Towels.
Portland,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and
“
THURSDAY, June 11,12,13,1889.
Bird’s Eye Hnck Towelings.
CHAM. D. SMITH, Secretory.
iuay20d3w
are

on

on

ROS. &

gAMROFT. KEEP YOUR PLANTS
Blossoming!

may 2 2dSt

FRESH

Put new life Into the old, straggling Geranium,
and Fuchsia, that have perplexed you so all winter. Invigorate the weak plant and make the
strong more vigorous still. We do not desire to
detain you with a lengthy discussion of the matter. Your time Is valuable aDd so Is ours.
However, while we are about It we will just call your
attention to the great

ARRIVAL.

Just arrived, a large invoice of the finest

property renting for $504 per year; price
to let houses from $10 to $30 per
great bargains in farms.
L. O. BRAN A
CO., 40 Exchange street.
22-1

MAI.B—The sloopC. E. Hibbard, carries
80 tons of granite; Just right for freighting.
GEO. F. GOULD, 85 Exchange street.
22-1

FOR

MAI.B—At a bargain; easv running side
bar top buggy In good order. To be seen at
CHASE BROS- head Long Wharf.
22-1

FOR

KALE—Handsome thoroughbred male
Fox Terriers 8 months old, imported stock,
$12.00. 3 handsome Pug pups from small Imported prize winning ana registered stock, $10.00
each, ten weeks old. 6 Cocker Spaniel pups ten
weeks old from prise winning stock, very small
breed, males $10.00; females $8.00. Beauties.
M. H. RUNLETT, Rockland, Me.
Box 993.
$1-1

FOR

ever

displayed in

Plant Food!
the

A

land.

Wyer Greene & Go.
take pride in
inviting
to
their customers
call and examine
them.

Superior Fertilizer.

ford Building.

or four houses at Deerana woodlords very cheap. Also
small farm at West Falmouth known as the Washburn plaee. Also small farm at East Deering, ten
acres, very nice buildings, near the water. L. O
BEAX ft CO., 40 Exchange street.21-1

ing

no

ruoulnl

other.

of

nvlno

It is sold by

DENNETT,
The Florist, 558 Congress Street

STEVENS & JONES

and by ALBERT DIRWANGER, 126

SOLE AGENT for JEW ENGLAND,
We

SUITS Foil

ROW
Burnham’s wharf.
BEK,

steamer

HAVE A FULL LINE OF

STATIONERY
-I1Y THE-

QUIRE, PACKAGE
at

Very

or

REAM

Lowj Prices.

ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OF

OWEN, MOORE

193 MIDDLE STK||T.

Papers,

The Popular Society Florist,
558 CONCRESS STREET,
p2Ceodlm»_

of livery Description at
MARRINER & COMPANY’S,
803 Federal Street.

IN

ANY

QUANTITY.

■

LUBIN’S
CLUB
JOCKEY

-SHOULD PURCHASK-

Isis.21-1

mle—The best lot of ready-made
shades In Portland. They are one yard wide
and two yards long. We shall close them out at
26 cents. 12000 rolls rdom paper at 5 and 6 cts.
per roll. Gilt border at 1 and 2 cents per yard at
233 Middle street, DAVID HOOPER ft CO.

FUR

_18-1
HALE—6,000 rolls of nice room papers
attbelow
of 5 cents a roll; borders 1
cent a yard; 2,000 rolls of gilt room paper 6, 8
and 10 cents a roll. COLESWORTHY’S Book

FUR

price

Store, 92 Exchange street.18-1

-OF-

Marriner

&

Company,

Whttney Building.

t
an

E

ARE

Federal St.

by the

ounce

or

less

The Largest and Finest Stock ot

TEAS AND
-CAN

HE

GOFFEES

By J. C.
Exchange street._
m.mr.m—a

I

W06DMAN,

one
00

tBuriurui

town

Ol

106%
23-1

room.,

SIX

X pleasantly located lu the western part of the
city. Enquire at 311 Spring street.
*3-1
I.KT—A nice cottage at Trefetben’s Lana
X log, furnished throughout, one of the best
locations on the Island. Enquire at 208 Frank lln
33-1
street._
mo

LKT An up-stalrs tenement of 8 rooms,
flrst class In every respect, newly painted.
Gas. Sebago, water closet Ac, all ready to occupy.
No. 98 Federal street.
21-1

TO

*.KT—Nice cottage of 5 rooms situated
TO the
West end of Great Chebeague. Apply to
on

J. F.

WEBBER,

Eastern Promenade.

r>4

31-1

mo I.KT—The Central House, on Peaks
x Island, with ten rooms, all furnished. For
further particulars address 8. 8. YORK, Peaks
Island, or corner of Danforth and Clark streets.
Portland.
yj.j
new

cm street.

Apply

to

on

L COUSIN.

31

Comm.™

i

||.j

convenient bouse at No. 404
TOLKT-A
Cumberland street; with modern linprove0,0

K&ngjg&t*
T®

F- •roNKlt,g-

^"BROWN’S;

XRX-House and stable

at
to

jit0

33fiVk
31-1

WoodfordiT;
Danforth: 2

small rent on Tate, next
small rents on Boyd ; one on Ellsworth; one on
Atlantic; desirable rooms all lurntsbed, with or
without board, western section city.
L. O.
BEAN A CO., 40 Exchange 8t.lg-1
LET-On Peaks island,ih4 Sterling home
stead, containing 11 rooms, all newly
papered; oneol the most desirable
painted andalso
a finely located cottage, 8 rooms,
locations;
for sale; also one ol 8 rooms at Old Orchard, both
cheap. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St

TO

_

JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
18-1
mo I.KT—For the summer, a large two story
X bouse at Caaco village; one of the most pleasant villages In Maine; good fishing and boating la
abundance, and good roads for pleasure drives;
the scenery la delightful; and Quito mountain,
near the village, affords a view of a whole panorama of lakes, ponds, rivers, mountains, forests
etc.; no better place to spend the summer could
be Imagined. Address or apply to J. H. T., County Commissioners' office, Portland. Me.
18-tf
LET-New dwelling on Crescent street.
contains 10 rooms, beside batb.
Apply to
33 Crescent street, or to K. E. PROCTOR, 890
18-tf
Congress street. Room 8.
m® I.KT-A nice cottage, furnished throughX out. of six rooms, at Trefethen’s Landing.
Best location on the Island. lAddress "8.” Press
Office, or call at 303 Franklin street.a-tf

Apply

to

_

TO

corner ot minute

ana

rear!

street*; one ot the

largest and best la the city; well arranged lor
dry goods, clothing or anyother business. Pur
particulars apply to GEO. W. WOODMAN.
L.BT.—The large and line
OVVincM
office recently occupied by Hon Wilbur P.
T®

Lunt and other vacant rooms In the Plrst National Bank building including steam heat, safes, e/e
vator and Janitor service. Apply at the Bank.
W

On

island, Portland Harbor,
Long-THE
LARGEST-

Clam Bake Pavilion
IN

TBit HTATK OP IWAINK

with all the modern Improvecapable of seating four hundred
(400) people. Also private Pier where all beats
of Casco Ray Steamboat Co. make a landing. The
Pavilion has the largest D AN*'A H A 1.1. In the
State, and Is surrounded with grounds suitable
for all kinds of sports.
Terms reasonable.
Apply to D. A. qtHINI H, l.eag Islawd,
Her,load. Maiae, or BARINKR* *:®.,
OM Haaevrr at., Heatea.
aprlSdtf

equipped
FULLY
ments and

AND POUND.

I.OMT

r oar-In Graud Trunk

depot, a pocket book,
aJ containing papers of value to the owner.
Will the Under please leave It with the BAGGAGE-MASTER at the Grand Trunk.
28-1

silicate,

of
|sure death to
potato, squash and cucumber bugs, currant
and cabbage worms; harmless to man or beast;
every pound warranted.
C. B. DALTON * CO.,
17 Preble street.apt

FOUND—Proxlde

enquire

For further information
BAILEY. Freeport, Me. 18-4

MALE-Situated In Yarmouth, within 10 minutes walk of Yarmouth
Junction, desirable location for anyone doing business in the city and wishing for a home In the
country; hmue, ell and addition all two story
built In’81: bouse contains 12 flnlshed rooms,
convenient for 2 famines, tenement of 4 rooms up
stairs which rents tor euougb to pay taxes ana
keep bouse In repair: 60 acres of good land connected with house, all or a part of whicb will be
sold with bouse if desired. For further particulars enquire of C. H. PULSIFKH. Proprietor,
Auburn, Maine, or WM. D. PULS1KER, on the
premises.io~4

HOLME

18-1

EUR

MALE UR TU LET—Hotel Rocking
bam, Lewiston; furnished throughout; reafor selling, other business; for particulars.
Inquire of A. F. IRISH, Proprietor,

JjlUH

Mr

sons

Lewiston^Me.

BOARD.

1MABDEH WANTRD—At Rock Bound
O Park, Peak's Island. I have a group of new
cottages at this place and propose to lit them up
so as to be able to let rooms to partis* a* d sal red
and will furnish meals 11 one of them; a
splendid
view of the harbor and Islands can be obtained
from tbem, and for pleasure seekers no better locality can be desired. Address or apply lo J. H.
T., County Commissioners’ office. Portland, Me.

__19-tf

KNABE

CtUB MALE-Cottage and lot at Old Orchard
A
Camp Ground, on Maplewood Avenue, one
minute’s walk from Auditorium; 7 rooms. Enquire of W. M. SANBORN, Peabody, Mass., or
Rev. I. Luce. Old Orcbard, Me.
12-8
MALE-Two lVi story bouses at Pine
Point, Maine, finished suitable to live In the
no summer cottage, water
year
in both,
sheds attached, rents readily. Inquire of G. H.
MERE
pine Point, or L. B. 491, Watervtlle,
Maine
1-8

PIANO!

A7IUR

The sole Agency of tbls world renowned Instro
mens.

SAMUEL THURSTON
He. S Free Street Block Portland.

ocfttf

FOR

SALE,

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE,

MACHINERY

AND

»• ■-»«» f.r itcHt KUftTT OUUAN

1J1>_TOltlHQ

TOOLS,

* GRIFFITH.
This property Is situated on drove sir.n in
Arllsgun,
Tima., and Is remarkably well
adapted (or manufacturing purposes, having both
steam and water power. This property must be
sold, andean be purchased very low t( applied for
at once. A close examination of this property la
Invited, as a most excellent opportunity Is offered
to manufacturers. For plans and further particulars apply to
ALBERT GEIGER,
Oliver Sirwi. Hmi.s

maylOeodHw_tt

I

about closing out mj business, aad I base
a large stock of
am

Pianos and Organs,

New and Second-Hand, which I will sell for less
than can be purchased elsewhere. Tbose about
buying an Instrument of either kind will please
call and see If I am telling the truth.

WTI. G.

FOR^ALK.

4tf

TO QIDU.

NOTICE.

-WITH-

TWOJ1BLY,

134 Exchange Street.

most desirable residence for the price In
THE
Portland, situated
of the best streets
In the
on one

myO__dtf

western part of the city. The lot Is 40x120.
The house Is ol brick, contains 12 rooms, besides
the bath room, laundry and storage rooms; and
Is
In its apnointments.
Price *7,600.
Will also sell the carpets and furniture. Aedress
P. O. Box 896,
may23d3t*

perfect

To Builders and People wauling
lo secure homes of their own.
few choice lots left on Hartley 8t„ Deerlng,

A these
at low prices.

Persons wishing to bntld can
lots and have lumber for building ad
them, for which payment can be made on
the installment plan. Property In this vicinity
constantly Increasing In value. Apply to J. F
BAXTER, rear of Portland Savings Bank

buy

vanced

“dtf^

aprlS_

COUNTRY RESIDENCE FOR SALE.
the pleasant, healthy village ol Gorham, Me
First class modern residence: twelve rooms
finished. Large stable connected; buildings on
high ground: corner lot, on two strtets; small
orchard, eh Ice fruit, and surrounded by ffne
shade lies; only a few minutes’ walk to churches
State Normal and High Schools, and 1 ortlaud &
Rochester Depot, and ten miles from 1 ortlaud.
A very desirable residence, in nice order for
tmmedlate occupancy. For any further particulars address “HOUSE, Box 62, Gorham, Me.
d4w
mylo
S'Fill A I.

•:

HELP.

general housework.

O H. SCAN LAN A CO..
nirjc

»mci>»,r mu,

Porilaad.

dtf

TROY LAIYDRY.
Rogers and Dowling's superior laundry for Collars and Cuffs. Woods seat
every Monday night.
MO. 470 COM WRKKM STREET.

HASKELL & JONES,
apriiO

Agents.
”

it

Choice Formosa Tea

girl
WANTED—A
Apply at 636 t’oi
street,_23-1
35 CTS. PER LB.
An
xperlenced Protestant
k
housewoi
girl. Good wages to
WaNTFU
general
MARRINER & COMPANY,
girl who can take full charge. None others need
apply. At 116 WINTER street, from U to 11
or
ress

—

a.

in.

References requited.

20-1

young lady
Byinaoffice

who has had
work, a situation as
experience
stenographer and typewriter; speed 160 words
References given. Address STENOGa minute.
RAPHER. This Office, or Stenographe, Box 54
Deerlng. Maine.
go-1

WANTKU

_

1,1 T

FOUND AT-

MARRINER & COMPANY’S.
mayi 7

rooms:

a

mOTTFRBECK & FOSS.
FINE

seven

Monroe. Washington, Mayo
Atlantic,
May, Winter. Portland, Salem, Chatham and
Middle streets.

on

per
of L. M.

SELLING

Lubin’s YlangYlang

exquisite perfume,

I.

MALE—Martin ft Pennell carriages.
new lot Crates Crockery, with
f^OUND-A
Cor. Cumberland and Casco Sts.
FUR
15 2
1
twenty barrels glass ware, Just opened. Tin
ware received every week aud lots of Imnsekanpmalm—in Freeport Village, a 1V4 story
‘<‘8
hand at
w»y down prices, always
Fur
bouse, built within two years, rents for ten
MITCHELL’S 5c store, 520 Congress street.
dollar*
month.

IN

GROCERIES

!

SCOLOTTERBECK & FOSS.

Porilnwd,

Hotels anil Boarding Houses

and f ancy

GROCERIES

at
WEB-

seen

FUR

are

DENNETT,

Pads and Blocks.

Imported

Street

also selling a great many beautiful flowFloral Designs for Weddings, Parties
and Funerals, especially by secret orders and undertakers, are used more than those ot any other
florist. We send flowers anywhere within 100
miles ot Portland and guarantee perfect satisfaction. We have a lot ot Garden Vases slightly iroperfetct, for just half price, and choice potted
plans and seedlings.

Fins STATIOJERY A SPECIALTY.

wmot1*3

SALB-To be

Inquire of CA PT.

MALE—Four cotton eouMOUable beehives at $1.00 each. Bend for catalogue of
bee keepers supplies.
C. W. COBTEl.LOW,
Waterboro, York County, Me.
20 1

Our

ers.

■

Exchange

tenement of five rooms; also
TOof AX—A
also for sale, house*
Merrill,

centre

Formerly occupied by WELCH

use

on

clait^t81-^3

L'«H MALE—Three

A

Try it and you will

ttvrirana

539 Congress Street, Brown Block.
may 2oeodtf

Booksellers and Stationers,

21-1

BUILDINGS, LANDS and LEASEHOLD

Kfllif

»

poi?

NA

It is prepared especially for Roses, the Ivy,
Geranium and Fuchsia and all plants grown for
fine blossoms and beautiful foliage. Plants grown
In small pots must be fed.
The great German
Plant Food makes them strong and healthy; it
protects them from pests and vermin by giving a
more vigorous growth: It makes the foliage and
flowers rich, bright and luxuriant: it Is the best
Plant Food. Buy some today. Put up in neat 25c
packages and delivered anywhere In the city tree
if phnrtfA

Neal

ctrmmf

_lBtf

DKY, Btadeford. Me.

garden.

143

(l&rk

No. 3» Clark street
Hanover street. Stables Na 39,
™OMAS * CO’1U

WALK—Brick house and stable, situated
at Woodfords Corner,
one
and one-half
miles from City Hall. Contains 10 rooms, bath,
steam heat, line lawn; horse cars In front; desirable location and property for a party doing business in the city.
GARDINER A ROBERTS, Ox-

TNUK » A LB—l second-hand 12 horse power
A; engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
We know you will be glad we mentioned It, for
It Is absolutely Indispensable to all who desire to l heated pump. Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain.
Address. BIDDKFOKD STOVE FOUR.
grow good plants In the house, the conservatory
or

sirt*ei.

I.KT—The spacious store and chambers
TOrecently
occupied by Woodman True A Co

round,

Port-

wable No.
T°9trr*n„tan<1
Lower rent No. 33
Lower rent

MALE—Small farm, containing about
7 acres of excellent land, house with 8 rooms
and stable with 8 stalls, situated at Centre Deerlng, opposite Park. Will let to a good party.
Immediate posse-sion.
GARDINER A ROBERTS, Oxford Building. 185 Middle St.
21-1

JT

FOOTWEAR

containing
Enquire of
33-1

cottage,

a

as

on

furnished

pftiirTrvB
88
f«OCTOK. .Si‘jr*at
Exchange street.

K
r

FOR
__181
LET-dti Chaffed Street,
nice brick
male-House in central part of city
TOhouse,
containing 9 rooms, besides batb
FOK
four rents, splendid chance for Investment,
furnace
room,
beat; Immediate possession.
the

FOR

IVEKTINOM.

Stockholders of the Portland Company,
are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting
of this corporation, will be held at the office of the
Company, at their works, on TUESDAY, Ihe
twenty-eighth day ol May (28th,) at 3 o’clock In
the afternoon for the following purposes:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
RUFU8 D. BEAN, Clerk.
Portland, May 13,1889,
myl4eodtd

to offer In

J

LB—An upright piano at a great bargalu. Must be disposed of this week at some
price. Inquire at C. R. CRESSY'S, 400 Congress
street, opposite City Hall.21-1

PORTLAND_COMPANY.
ANNUAL

good bar-

8ox

IEXOTICB EM HKBKBV GIV BN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Exocui rlx ol the Will ol
WILLIAM C. BROWN, late of Westbrook,
I n the Cou
nty of Cumberland, deceased, and
I >as taken u pon herself that trust as the.law
< llrects.
A,U persons having demands upon the
state of : laid deceased, are required to exhibit
he same; pjid all persons indebted to said estate
; re called
upon to make payment to
SARAH BROWN, Exeentrtx.
Westbro pk, May a.l, 1889. may24dlawF3w*

MALE—House and stable, situated

FOR

niylB

LIT

MU1
Middle
street.

Co., Brattle street.

you examine these goods.
Koom mouldings at about one-half former prices.

different sizes at the prices
established by the makers.

VrOTlCK IN VlERKKV GI’VBW that the
been duly aPlM,inted Exeo'
iter oUhe
ALBERT T. TBUFANT, late of Harpswell
and
! n the County of Cumberland, deceased,bonds
la8,na, upon himself that trust by giving
is the <aw
directs. AU personshaving demands
ipou the estate of said deceased, are required
« exhibit the
same, and all persons Indebted to
UMd estate are called upon to make payment to
SIDNEY WATSON, Executor.
Harpswell, May aa, 1889. may*4dLawF3w*

I.KT—For the summer a suite of furnished
parlors and sleeping room, centrally located
up town. Address LOCK BOX, No. 977, Portland
Post Office.
29-4

month:

BE

T®«Sj5r!l^

a

FOR

of the

& CO.

or

MOK MAI.B cheap.
Apply
CARRYALL
to FKEI) D. SWASEY, Swasey, Lamson A

<ltf

TO
_

a

room

Congress

CO.,

C. W. ALLKN
dtf

BULKY.

mam

LET-Parlor furnished for
Dr.’s offlce,
I.KT
Great Diamond
TOAlso
furnished
unfurnished in
TO Island. 8-Arooms,cottage
neatly furnished, water and
pleasantly located house. Convenient to Congress

$3000; also

MONEY

A

Valuable Real Estate In Deering
For Sale.
bomstead of the late J. B. Coyle Is offered
for sale, consisting of a large and commodljus house, heated by steam, with bath room
and

ANTE d— Highest cash

prices paid for castofl clothing, ladles or gents, or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M. DuOROOT, 94*A Middle street.
6-tfgw»
VV

FOK

At Old Store of Woodman, True & Co.

may24

store”

genuine.
When your supply of
these things is exhausted,

vl II
YY I Mo a popularity and sale
greater than that of any other blood purifier.
It cures Scrofula, all Humors, Dyspepsia, etc.
Prepared only by C. I, Hood & Co.,lx>weIl, Mass.

They

follow

TI7ANTRD—Cast off clothing, ladles’ gents’
vT
and children’s, for wblcb the highest cash
price will be paid. Also carpets, furniture, stoves
etc. Please send postal and 1 will call
Address,
MR9.8PRUIN, 75 Middle street. This Is an Amencan
18-1
establishment._

the highlands of Deerlng, house contains 9
cellar, furuace. Inside blinds,
piazza, Ac.; Just painted inside and out and
papered id the latest style; tine lot; 15 fruit trees
In full blossom. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489

WEBSTER & CO.,

supposed

“dry goods

doesn’t

they’re

The Chief Reason for tli© marvellous sue*
cess of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla Is found In the fact
that this medicine actually
accomplishes all
that is claimed for it. Its real merit has won

PARTFRQ
vMlM Ll\u

a

to be sold

that’s

store

to be

'torn

NEW

Lubin,—because their

WANTED—Everybody

carpet
satisfaction.
tice at 233 Middle street, DAVID HOOPER &
CO.18-1

rooms, cemented

__

at the

you.
The greatest obstacle
this department has to sur-

In want of a flrst-class
litter to call on us.
We guarantee
Window shades made at short no-

TO

wholesale.

all

saving
surprise

family in the city to pur-

t'entral. Apply to GARDINER A ROBERTS. Oxford Building. 185 Middle street. 23-1

GOODS STOCK

WEBSTER &

powders

reDresents

evenings^1111^9,

street.

To be Sold at Retail.

rum,

buying

are

end of the year
that is likely to

[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2
from his late residence, No. 9 Smith street.o’clock,
I?,this city, Slay 23. Sarah A., widow of the late
Capt. Abel Sawyer, aged 77 years 5 months.
In Sebec. May 21, Samantha
P., wife or Rev.
N. R. Turner, aged 48 years.
In Auburn,
Seth R. dark, Jr., formerly
May-20,
1
of Augusta, aged 20 years.
In Everett, Mass., May 22, John 8.
Elwell, aged
*
27 years 6 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

1

«£»

visit.

appre-

perfumery, bay

the time

23' DaVld W,er'186,1 66

3 o’clock

a

house on the left-hand side), house has six finished rooms, good cellar, Hebago water, good
drainage, and Is In first-class shape throughout
and nice neighbor hood. Lot about (10x300 feet.
may 16dtd
Terms at sale

.71

ln craven

KOOUS.

other necessary
that you and other

[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
resldecce’ No- 49 °xford street. Burial

The executive committee held a meeting
yesterday afternoon arranging details for
Memorial Day, which comes on Thursday
lext. They are finding it a hard task to prepare the list {of Portland men who were
rilled in the war, to place on the tablet of the
soldiers' monument. The list will probably
iomprise between 300 and 400 names. Gen.
1 3. P. Mattocks will
be chief marshal of the
irocessian Memorial Day.

lings stolen. It
[ boys.

MEDAL

0£»8UR??Prity» ®*©®ll«nceof manufacture and saving
with all kinds of Baldwin

twelve-month

A few cents saved on a
cake of soap, a like amount

DEATHS.

sociation.

t

a

amounts to

Soldiers and Sailors' Monument As-

0

AWARDED THE COLD

thing

stores, in

roughen the hands.

18, Everett Tucker aud

Miss

Mr. Richard Hurd of Boston was married
to Miss Hope Glenn, a well known musical
artist, at London, Tuesday. Sir Arthur Sullivan gave the bride away.
Etelka Gerster. the once famous Drinia
uonna, now lives secluded from the world in
a villa situated on the summit of a mountain
near the city of Bologna.
There she passes
her days in superintending the education of
her children, in reading and in needlework.
Her voice is said to have lost none of Its
brilliant qualities, hut the precarious condition of her health prevents her from even
thinking of ever again appearing in public.

The store of Walter Fickett at Stroudwat ir. was broken Into
Wednesday night, and
8 ime candy, a small sum of money and other

it was

and the

NOTES.

Boy Thieves.

our

prices for everything in the
way of articles for the
toilet, and the prices asked
for the same
at most

sponges, brushes,

Those who remember the‘-Danube Waves’’
waltz, as played by the Philharmonic orchestra at their first concert will not regret its
repetition at their concert on the 29th. The
serenade for French horn will also have another hearing.
In other respects the programme will be composed of numbers which
have never been given by this orchestra.

sad a paper on that branch of
the work.

ever

ference between

to Ellja J. Hodg

22, by Rev. A. T. Dunn. Chas.

MArif Wine

r

to

you
stop
consider that the dif-

on

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.

Meeting of W. C. T. U.
I ho
semi-monthly meeting of the Woman’s
( hristian
Temperance Union will occur at
o
.30 this
I1 ional p. m. Mrs. George S. Hunt, NaSuperintendent of organization and ins truction In schools of
higher education will

Sales daily Increasing partly on account of warm weather, principally because the public find on Inquiry, The Baldwin the leadiug Refrigerator. So said the experts at the New Orleans Ex post ion and

ciable sum.

AND DRAMA.

Fishing.
Night Turnkey Webster of the police
1 itation and Mr. B.
T. Lamb made a trip to
S ebago Tuesday at the invitation of Mr.
] iugene Parker of Sebago, and tried their
and at trout fishing. It rained all day but
5 t did not interfere with the fishing. The
t entlemen from this city got 94 beauties.
A
art of the catch was given to the deputies,
7
flnety-four trout in one day Isn’t a bad
< lay’s
fishing.

REFRIGERATORS

Successors to Woodman, True & Co., will today offer their entire wholesale stock at retail.
Prices
will be much less than goods were ever sold even at

weather

DID

MARRIAGES.

riironioln

Officer Webster Coes

WANTED-Kvery

STREET.

1'OKTLANI), May 24,1889.

Every lady and gentleman should use LanLinen, as good as Royal Irish Linen.
Paper 15c per qr.; envelopes, 10c per pack.
Try it.
Losing, Short & Habmon.
not

£>»'

chase a sample box of our celebrated
Saratoga Chips, Vi Id. boxes; prlee lOcts. Are
desirable for lunch, picnic or table.
NO. 6
MYRTLE STREET, Cahoon Block, opposite City
19-1
Building. Ask your grocer for them.

dlt

$1,

caster

Index Soap will

at

to call and examine

prices. Trunks tepalred. Open

Clothier,

EXCHANGE

today
U likely to be showery.

Elizabeth B. Aust0

repair-

WANTED—All

C. J. FARRINGTON,

Sawyer. 91,

H’ 8towe11

A-

persons In want of tranks or
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 564 and
658 Congress St., cor. of Oak; as we manufacture
our goods, and can therefore give you bottom

cities.

9BjU0U,

P.

°“

WANTED-Hy

taken
the
have
Blazers
in
other
season by storm

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds:
Portland-W. F. Milllkeu to George S. Hunt,

^Westbrook—E. K. Morse to J.

Deer Inn,

Hired,

AVC'T ION.

BY

3

small family wltbout children
a sonny convenient tenement 8 to 8 rooms,
near P.O. Address TENANT, Press Office. 21-1

180 and 182 Middle Street.

D..I1/I

Susan Davis.

ESTATE

Wootiroril

Jewelry

the Boston flexible bicycle shoe, genuine
kangaroo, hand sewed, handstltched pat. ad
Justable, never slips, gives more power to stroke
than anv other shoe. For sale only by W. H.
WHITNEY, 227 C’ODgress sireet.22-1

Real Estate Transfers.

to

hablts^i,^MrkWwo’rk*0

REAL
On

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

Lord,

Payson

a

abont

F. O.

ings Sargent will go to Long and Crotch
Islands today to make official visitations to
the schools there.
A fine crayon portrait by George Brown of
Colonel Shannon is exhibited in Hooper’s
window on Middle street. It is to be presented to the Filth Maine Memorial Society
and will be placed in their building at Peaks
Island.
Deputy J. E. Gregg has been for some
time past in Maine, in the interest ol Good
Fellowship, and has made a marked change
In the condition of the order here. Over 100
members have been added to the
assembly
in this citv. There are nine
lodges in the
State now.

^Freeport—E. E.

boy

AUCTIONEERS

|>. m.,
May 28th.
shall sell the two and hall story wooden
ON TUESDAY,
l'ortTaudOulTy'press office.Hs «***'^ «"<* house,
stable and lot, WoodfordHt., Deerlng, (last

pHOTOHBAPHN enlarged

of time

nil Cn nnrl n Inniliint n# P.il.lln

good

F. 0. BAILEY * CO.

%_*

vearioio"*®-An American
store; must be°w«u tS1”110 w,,rk 111
and

ipVen.re38*BIIOW^b’TKKKtI

accompanied by
.School Committeman Files, Truant Officer
Ulirnu

Office,01

niNCELLANROCa,

V

r

This

a young man a position ln a
uslness where he can invest Jiooo
retereDce8Ad,lres»
■

J-

Turnverein. He will be unable to use his
leg for some time.
We have received from Assistant Adjutant General E. C. Milliken, G. A. R., the
roster of the Department of Maine for 1889,
printed very neatly Dy Owen, Strout & Co.
Mr. Harry B. Brown met with an accident
at Cushing’s Island Wednesday. As he wa*
passing Mr. Knight’s cottage be came in contact with a lumber pile and fell, giving hip
Superintendent

or

WA|7i?“?mb wo®rkly T^terer
KRT8,ogrdmeJr,MWe0tkBo,1g^,;"8

such a manner as he would approve.
There will be a special meeting of Falmouth Lodge, Knights of Honor, next Friday evening at the office of John M. Small,
388 Fore street, at 7.30 o’clock.
Mr. R. H. Greenwood sprained the ligiments in his leg while exercising at the

lfead a severe blow.

AUCTION HALES.

we

George Trefethen, employed at House
Island, fell from the rail of a vessel on which
he was working Wednesday and broke his
leg.
The Geneological Society acknowledges the
bequest of 81000 from a late member, and
vote to perpetuate his memory by using it in

late Rev. Samuel W. Field, D.I)., and Rev. J.
C. Stockbridge, D. D., now of Providence, R.
^n<i *iere .ln 1811. the Cumberland Association of Baptist churches was organized, the
second in Maine. It will be seen from the
foregoing that many and honored names
have been at various times connected with
this society, and many events of importance
connected with the growth and history of the
denomination have been associated with this
body. With their present accommodations
the outlook is
especially hopeful and another
century of religious life and usefulness
stretches away before the society.

tion

1{

change

the steamer Isis will note
in her advertisement.

religious paper published in Philadelphia;
L. B. Allen, 1850-1856; W. G. Hoben, Rev.
Chas. Foster, Rev. H. A. Hart who met his
death in the sad railroad accident at Haverhill, Mass., something like a year ago, 18651869; N. Melcher, 1869-1871; G. B. Usley. 18731879; F. G. Davis, 1880-1882; A. A. Smith,
1883-1886. Rev. W. H. Lane is the present
pastor, beginning his term of service Nov.
1, 1886.
Here also a member of this church, October
22, 1805, Silas Stearns afterwards for two
years the first pastor of the Baptist church
in Freeport and thereafter for the
remaining
thirty years of his life the pastor of the Baptist church in Bath, was ordained as an
evangelist. At various times in its history
nine persons have been licensed by the church
to preach the gospel, among whom we find
the names of Benjamin Titcomb, first pastor
of the First Baptist church in Portland, the

by

The service was closed with the benedicby Rev. G. P. Matthews, D. D., of
Brunswick.
A special train returned to Portland at the
close of the service.
The Baptist church, the dedication of
whose new house of worship is above described, was organized with seven members
Jan. 18, 1797.
It has thus a long and an
honorable record. Previous to its organization as far back as 1780, Rev. Hezekiah
Smith of Haverhill, Mass., paid a visit to
Yarmouth where lie preached and baptized
one convert. Thirteen
years later record is
made of a visit by Elder James Potter, a
pioneer of Maine Baptists.
He baptized
four persons. Two years later, 1795, a sufflcient number of persons were found sympathizing with Baptist views to warrant the
of a religious society. Soon
°J8aD1?ation
alter the old house now vacated was built at
a cost of £1,358 4s.
5d, with forty-five proprietors. As originally built, it was nearly
square having a tower in front. In 1837, »

ing

HELP-

WANTED -By

a

MUSIC

T1AI.K

There will be a meeting of the Opera
House committee of the Board of Trade at
2 30 o’clock this afternoon.
It is reported that Dr. Hancock’s house at
Blverdale was broken into Tuesday night
and several valuable articles stolen.
Parties in the habit of or desirous of tak-

rooms

flfr.prwards fiditinr nf tha Phricfiort

ADVERTISEMENTS.

year.

in memory, of large capacity and signal usefulness in the ministry which he adorned.
He was descended on his father’s side from
Gov, Bradford, the first Governor of Massachusetts “chosen on New England soil,” and
on his mother’s from Miles Standish, the
first defender Jof the colony; Chas. W.
Reding, 1845-1847; W. B. Jacobs, 1848-1849,

spiritual truth, eloquently delivered.
At the close of the sermon, Rev. W. II.
Lane presented the report of the building

urono com-

Gospel Mission.
The entertainment given by members of
the Sabbath school last evening proved one
of the finest of the series. The tableau,
“Angels’ Visit,” represented by fourteen
young ladies, was arranged and presented in
fine taste. The solos, “Must I bear the cross
alone,” by Mr. Clarence Brooks, and “Gathering Everywhere,” by Miss Emma Cobb,
were
heartily encored. This evening the
Portland Male Quartette, Messrs. Goss,Lambert, Smith and Stetson, George A. Thomas
In vocal solos. Master Harry Bond with his
plcplo. Miss Evangeline Pearson, reader,
will furnish the entertainment.
Such an
array of talent should not fail to crowd the
house.

ui

Lastly. The only way we can be enshrined in that temple is to let Christ be en: brined in us,
may we all become pillars In
‘;be heavenly temple.
This is a bare outline of a sermon, rich in

when a new president will
Wm. H. Strickland, Esq., of

was a native ol Sandwich, N. H.
lie was
living in Maine when the war broke out, and
served gallantly as colonel of the Twentyfourth Maine Regiment.
Col. Atwood was
Adjutant General of Maine, was vice president of the Maine Veteran Association of
Boston, was prominent among the Grand
Army men, and was a stanch Republican.
He leaves a widow and three daughters.

y. ouuu

NEW

May Day Carnival.
A party of 25 is going to Sioux Falls June
1st from Portland to look round preparatory
to buying land.
The census of the school children of this
city shows an increase of about 1000 over last

The society has had in the course of its
ninety-three years of existence eighteen
pastors. Rev. Thomas Green, D, D., 17971814, associated with him for nearly four
years and after his death, pastor for two
years and a half more, was Rev. Sylvanus
Boardman, the grandfather of the present
George Dana Boardman, now for 25 years
pastor of the First Baptist Church in Philadelphia, known the land over for his
scholarly attainments and religious writings.
Then
followed Otis Briggs, 1816-1818;
Stephen Chapin,1819-1823, afterwards Professor of Theology in then Waterville
college,
whence he went to Washington where, as
president for 12 years of the Columbian
University, he performed a service memorable lin the annals of that institution;
Alonzo King, 1826-1831; John Butler, 18311835. father of Rev. Nathaniel Butler, D. D.,
now of Spring Prairie, Wis., for
many years
a prominent Baptist
clergyman in Maine;
Zabdiel Bradford, 1837-1844, a man revered

temple.

Lyndon Oak of Garland,
It is not likely
that a full meeting of the board will be held

time,

xvev.

ADVEBTINEinENTM.

bright and pleasant most

was

screen.

evening service commenced at 7.30

uy

Yesterday
•f the day.

NKW

Bosworth Belief Corps No. l wishes to extend thanks to all those who assisted at the

when thrown into
one, which can be done at a moment’s notice
seating comfortably 400. The vestry is furnished with reversible back settees.
Two
beautiful Wheeler Reflectors burning oil
flood the rooms with light in the evening
The chancel is provided with baptistry and

5. Tlie sacred growth—“groweth,” present tense, is growing into a holy temple in
the Lord. One age has laid the floor, another
an arch; each age having Its own work.
What though there may be now some lack of
symmetry ? Do not expect too much at once.
Wait till God’s work is complete.
6. —The sacred incorporation. Gentiles as
well as Jews are to have a place in this temple. Countless are its possible blocks. Thus
the unity of the race lost in the first Adam
is regained in the second.
7. The sacred purpose—a habitation of
God, where he can meet his people. God was
in the ancient sanctuary, a tabernacle of the
wilderness.
He is with his people still.
Christ’s church is His body. The fullness
of him who filleth all in all.
But the spiritual temple Is more glowing than the material
This is, indeed, the habitation of
temple.
God in the spirit; yet there is a tabernacle
more glorious; the tabernacle of God, himThere the chu:ch is enself. is heaven.
shrined in him. This is the final meaning of

native town.”
No action has yet been taken witli reference to filling the position of president of the
board of trnsfees of the Maine State College,
left vacant by the recent retirement of Hon.

icguinr

the vestry, the two

gether”—all things taking their designed
place. No part of the real temple is an afterthought.

The Chief Justice and Mrs. Fuller are
greatly enjoying the cordial hospitality of
the Southern cities on the Justice’s annual
circuit.
They are banquetted in each of
their court towns, and the pleasant impression is amply reciprocated. Charleston was
the latest stopping place.
Dennis W. Clark, Prentice C. Manning,
Henry B. Bennett, John E. DeWitt, Frank
H. Little, Daniel Clary, Henry M. Mating,
and Woodbury S. Dana have been elected
members of the Genealogical Society, and
resolutions will be prepared in relation to
the late Thomas Tash and Cyrus Woodman.
Howard Owen, Esq., who is a native of
Brunswick, has been invited to delivor one
of the after-dinner speeches at the banquet
which will be given June 13tb, at the celebration of the town's one hundred and
fiftieth anniversary. He will respond to the
toast “Some random thoughts concerning my

mencement

would

of Spring Prairie. Wis., whose father was
Rev. Dr.
the fifth pastor of the church.
Small of Portland gave some interesting
reminiscences of his early years in Yarmouth, making especial mention of Rev. Z.
Bradford, pastor of the church, and some of
the prominent members.
Rev. G. B. llsley,
a former pastor, now of Bangor, recounted
some of the more recent facts in the history
of his pastorate.
The afternoon service was closed with the
benediction by Rev. J. C. Stockbridge, D. D.
A bountiful collation was served in the
chapel at the close of the afternoon sermon.

wme teau

ford.

at

a

and prayer was offered by Rev. J. C. Stockbridge, D. D.
The sermon 'was then preached by Rev.
George Dana Boardman, D. D., of Philadelphia, text Eph. 2:21-22:
“In whom all the building fitly framed together,
groweth unto a holy temple In the Lord; In whom
ye also are buildea together for a habitation of
God through the spirit.
The figure in the text, he said, may have
been suggested to the apostle by the temple
of Diana.
But whether it was or not, edification, that is society building, was his fa.
vorite idea, Christianity is the moral reconstruction of the race. In the text we notice:
1. The sacred foundation—The apostles
and prophets are the foundation of God’s
church. We need not be afraid of this statement. Of Peter, Christ himself said, “On
this rock I will build my church.’’ Christie,
indeed, the true foundation, yet there is a
sense in which mortal men enter into this sacred foundation.
2. Notice the sacred centre piece—Jesus
Christ, himself, being the chief corner-stone.
Jesus Christ, therefore, is a part of this
great structure, the church; He is also the
principal member of this church, the chief
corner stone;
He is also the common and
dominating point for His whole church.
3. Notice the sacred variety—All the
building, the building in every part.
4.
The sacred symmetry—“fitly framed to-

and thence to Rum-

ocsbiun

it

by Rev. L. Reynolds, pastor of the Congregational church, Yarmouth. The Scriptures

the call.
Hon. W. L. Daggett of Strong, who is one
of the delegates to the World’s Sabbath
School convention, expects to start from his
home next Monday.
He will sail from New
York Tuesday, the 80th Inst., by the steamer
State of Georgia, for Glasgow direct, thence
by rail to London.
Next Monday Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor of
Belfast will start on a carriage drive of about
500 miles through some of the finest scenery
in Maine.
Their route will be from Belfast
to Augusta, thence to Farmington, up the

vciA/ic wo

beautiful

shrine
A letter was read from Itev. Dr. N. Butler

The

Stockbridge.
Thomas F. Murphy, of Augusta, has re*
Bigned as deputy collector of internal revenue of the second Maine division.
Since
July, 1887, Mr. Mnrphy has been located at
Bangor.
At a meeting of the Unitarian Parish of
Ellsworth it was unanimously voted to invite Rev. Frauk E. Healey of Boston to become pastor of the society.
He has accepted

Strong,

art,

so

and

O’clock, and at that time the audience room
-and adjoining chapel were crowded In every
After an organ voluntary, and an anpart.
them by the choir, there was an invocation

Mr. and Mrs. Micah Stockbridge, of South
have been married fifty years
They are the parents of
Messrs. Ira C-, Will fi. and Miss Annie

to

specimen of Christian
long stand as a
hoped
of Christian thought.

sessing

EVENING.

Freeport, will
next Sunday.

Sandy River

Kev. Dr. George Dana Boardman of Philadelphia followed. Ho referred tenderly to
bis parents and grandparents, and to the
great interest be felt in the services of the
day. He congratulated the church on pos-

BRIEF JOTTINC8.
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capable girl for general house756 Congress
WAwork,***“•*;
street,_18-1

Apply In the eventeg

Acookat 60 Deerlng
street.

18 1

203 Federal SL, between Temple aid

Eiotonge.

UP-TOWN LIVERY, HACK AND
COUPE STABLE.
AVING moved my Mock of Livery.l Hacks
and Coupes from City Hotel Stable to Mo. 4
Cushmau St., corner of Brackett. I can turalab
all kinds uf Livery, Hacks and Coupee at start
notice and reasonable rates. Telephone No. 871
»•
EUGENE GOODWIN.

H
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